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My dissertation is a political and cultural history of corporal punishment in the Carolingian empire.
I examine the shape and significance of discourses and representations of corporal punishment
across various modes of ecclesiastical, royal, and monastic governance. I contextualize these
discourses within contemporary understandings of power as a shared moral ministry as explored by
scholars like Mayke De Jong. Within this concept of political power as a shared ministry, I argue
that Carolingian corporal punishment was a communicative, symbolic that use the body of the
condemned to express authority in a concrete sense. Physical punishment both materialized
abstract discourses abstract about the responsibilities and prerogatives of official authority and
provided ruling elites with a means to make this power visible to and felt by non-elites.
Drawing upon the work of penal historians and theorists like Michel Foucault, Guy Gelter, and
Philip Smith, I understand physical punishment as a multivalent phenomenon which performs
various social and cultural functions. Disciplinary violence and the punitive alteration of the body
functioned as a public spectacle which indexes an offender’s transgressive otherness through her or
his punished body while making visible and repairing a society’s normative boundaries. In the
early Middle Ages, these punitive spectacles further drew upon close cultural associations between
personal honor and parts of the human body such as the skin, hair, and face in order to
conspicuously shame and humiliate. I further contend that in Carolingian thought and normative
practice, the spectacular dimensions of corporal punishment were influenced by and at odds with
contemporary understandings of punishment, drawn from religious and monastic discourses, as a
personally curative and didactic phenomenon. I ultimately argue that the interactions and tensions
between these two modes reveal a shared Carolingian punitive imaginary through which ruling
elites conceived of ways in which power and authority could be physically felt and expressed
through the bodies of offenders against the moral order they saw themselves as responsible for
enforcing.
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“Every visible, outward use of power – each command, each list and ranking, each ceremonial
order, each public punishment, each use of an honorific or a term of derogation – is a symbolic
gesture of domination that serves to manifest and reinforce a hierarchical order.”
James Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance

“Do you know, Alexander Petrovitch, when I dream at night, I always dream that I am being
flogged. I dream of nothing else.”
Fyodor Dostoyevsky, Notes from the House of the Dead
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INTRODUCTION
CORPORAL PUNISHMENT IN THE CAROLINGIAN EMPIRE

In 2015, Republican presidential hopeful Carly Fiorina told a crowd in New Hampshire that
her undergraduate studies in medieval history had prepared her to confront the Islamic State:
“Every single one of the techniques that ISIS is using, the crucifixions, the beheadings, the burning
alive, those were commonly used techniques in the Middle Ages. ISIS wants to take its territory
back to the Middle Ages.”1 Fiorina’s conflation of the medieval past with modern Islamic
extremism perfectly illustrates Guy Geltner’s point that observers tend to treat corporal punishment
as a mark of “uncivilized” others, past and present.2 Fiorina’s comments were much criticized, not
least by medievalists. Op-eds in the New York Times and the Guardian took her to task over
several important points: the fact that medieval punishment was not as brutal, ubiquitous, or
illogical as modernity imagines, that the Islamic State is not regressively medieval, but the
consequence of modern geopolitics, and that the organization is adept at using modern mass media
to recruit and spread its message.3 Medievalists commonly offer such rejoinders whenever modern
observers condemn violence, punitive or otherwise, with which they disagree as “medieval.”
There is a risk, however, of over-correction. Recent work seeking to amend the
misconception that early medieval law and society were arbitrarily or irrationally violent have
neglected the presence of physical punishment and torture.4 Corporal punishment was an integral
although not all-encompassing part of early medieval society. This is especially the case for the

Quoted in Bruce Holsinger, “Carly Fiorina Goes Medieval,” The New York Times, October 8, 2015.
Guy Geltner, Flogging Others: Corporal Punishment and Cultural Identity from Antiquity to the Present
(Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2014), 11.
3
Holsinger; David M. Perry, “No, Carly Fiorina, a Degree in Medieval History Doesn’t Qualify You to Fight ISIS,”
The Guardian, October 6, 2015.
4
Patrick Geary, “Judicial Violence in the Carolingian Period,” in Law and the Illicit in Medieval Europe, ed. Ruth
Mazo Karras et al. (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2008), 79.
1
2
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Carolingian period, the focus of this dissertation, in which a large number of surviving sources
reveal a relatively widespread interest in physical punishments. However, corporal punishment in
Carolingian society is a subject that, while not unknown to or totally ignored by Carolingian
historians, has received little systematic attention.
And yet, as Lynda Coon points out, the inhabitants of the Carolingian age “lived in a world
where flogged monastic bodies, blinded and scalped elite male bodies, and branded and mutilated
lower-class bodies vividly recalled the role of the flesh in producing political and spiritual
hierarchies.”5 Across the course of this period, running from approximately the middle of the
eighth century through the end of the ninth, Carolingian kings and emperors issued decrees
establishing corporal punishments for a variety of offenses. Ecclesiastical elites debated the limits
of physical punishment and its place in church discipline, both endorsing and critiquing the
practice. Abbots whipped and imposed fasts upon their monks. Heaven scourged the earth both
through disasters and misfortunes – explained in contemporary accounts as the lash of God – and
on a more individual level through the punitive miracles of posthumous saints. The time has come
to seriously and systematically consider the role of corporal punishment in the social and cultural
life of the Carolingian empire.
In this dissertation, I explore the connections between corporal punishment and Carolingian
expressions of power and ideology. The dissertation undertakes a systematic collection and study
of the sources for corporal punishment in relation to various modes of Carolingian governance. I
further contextualize this evidence within the broader contours of Carolingian systems of authority
and mechanics of rule, subjects which have received much more scholarly attention. The purpose
of these undertakings is twofold. First, it is to understand how Carolingian ideologies of power

5

Lynda Coon, “Gendering Dark Age Jesus,” Gender and History 28:1 (2016), 17.
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and authority structured the form and use of corporal punishment and second, to see what the
systematic study of corporal punishment can tell us about the nature and limits of Carolingian rule.
One of the most prominent features of this period was Carolingian rulers’ self-assumed
responsibility to reform and correct their subjects’ social and moral behavior. From at least the
time of Pippin III, the Carolingians legitimized their authority based on a special relationship with
God, in which God anointed the ruler who in turn was responsible for properly steering society.6
This undertaking was not the sole responsibility of the ruler. The Carolingians imagined it as a
collaborative project shared between rulers, secular office-holders, and ecclesiastical elites. These
officials shared a moralized sense of office-holding as divinely bestowed ministry (ministerium) in
which all office-holders were both responsible for the moral governance of society and accountable
before God for their conduct.7 Holders of this ministerium collaborated to correct standards of
moral behavior and religious observance.
While the ideologies and aims of the Carolingian correctio are relatively well understood,
the available tools for achieving its goals are somewhat less clear. For rulers and elites, the
rhetoric of improvement itself served as a means of enforcement, opening office-holders to critique
and censure because of their responsibility before God. Carolingian rulers further used the offering
or withdrawal of office as a means of disciplining secular elites.8 The picture of how the
Carolingians intended to discipline and correct non-elites is much less clear. Scholars like Carine
van Rhijn have studied local priests as middlemen, serving as valuable nodes of communication
between episcopal elites and local communities.9 Others consider the Carolingian cult of relics as

6

See, for example, Warren Brown, Violence in Medieval Europe (New York: Longman, 2011), 69.
Mayke De Jong, The Penitential State: Authority and Atonement in the Age of Louis the Pious 814-840 (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2009), 4.
8
Jennifer Davis, Charlemagne’s Practice of Empire (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2015), 107-18.
9
Carine van Rhijn, Shepherds of the Lord: Priests and Episcopal Statutes in the Carolingian Period (Turnhout:
Brepols, 2007).
7
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a means of localizing messages of moral and religious improvement.10 These studies reveal the
ways in which Carolingian programs extended beyond elite circles but generally do not directly
address the mechanisms through which these programs were, at least in theory, inculcated.
In the present study, I understand corporal punishment as part of a corrective arsenal at the
disposal of Carolingian office-holders. Given the perspectives offered by the extant sources and
limits on the extent to which the Carolingians could project their power it is impossible to say how
frequently corporal punishments were actually used in a variety of circumstances. The evidence
reveals, however, that corporal punishment occupied a central place in the ways Carolingian elites
expressed and articulated their authority. Ruling elites conceived of corporal punishment as a
means of discipline and correction that worked on and through its victims’ bodies. This is
especially the case for the bodies of non-elites, a subject which can be hard to study in the
Carolingian period given the limits of available evidence.
I am inspired in this approach by the work of Ildar Garipzanov, whose 2008 monograph
studies the use of visual and material evidence in the articulation and negotiation of Carolingian
royal authority.11 Along analogous lines, I argue in part that Carolingian corporal punishment was
a communicative, symbolic act which used the body of the condemned to express Carolingian
authority in a concrete and physical sense. Corporal punishment both materialized abstract
discourses about the responsibilities and prerogatives of official authority and provided ruling
elites with a means to make this power visible to non-elites.12

Julia Smith, “‘Emending Evil Ways and Praising God’s Omnipotence:’ Einhard and the Uses of Roman Martyrs,” in
Conversion in Late Antiquity and the Early Middle Ages: Seeing and Believing, ed. Kenneth Mills and Anthony
Grafton (Rochester: University of Rochester Press, 2003), 189-223; Amy Bosworth, “Criminals, Cures, and
Castigation: Heiric of Auxerre’s Miracula sancti Germani and Ninth-Century Carolingian Hagiography” (Purdue
University: PhD. Dissertation, 2008); Bosworth, “Learning from the Saints: Ninth-Century Hagiography and the
Carolingian Renaissance,” History Compass 8:9 (2010), 1055-66.
11
Ildar Garipzanov, The Symbolic Language of Authority in the Carolingian World (c. 751-877) (Leiden: Brill, 2008)
12
Garipzanov, Symbolic Authority, 28-9 hypothesizes a similar function for Carolingian coinage.
10
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I generally limit myself to examples and texts produced within the geographic confines of
the Carolingian empire, with special reference to Northern Francia, Northern Italy, and the
Rhineland, where the sources for corporal punishment are most numerous. The chronological
scope runs from the earlier days of the Carolingians in the mid-eighth century up to the dynasty’s
decline around the end of the ninth century. Evidence is most voluminous, however, for the reigns
of Charlemagne, his heir Louis the Pious, Charles the Bald, and of Lothar I and his successors.
Accordingly, the bulk of the evidence I survey hails from the late-eighth to mid-ninth centuries.
The nature and limitations of this evidence significantly impact the course and contours of
my study. The evidence for Carolingian corporal punishment is predominantly normative in
character. In contrast to later periods, the Carolingian era does not furnish us with court records or
other sources which might offer statistics for the frequency of corporal punishments in judicial or
other contexts.13 Descriptive accounts of individuals subjected to corporal punishment are
anecdotal and relatively few in number. With the exception of miracle narratives, we can identify
in Carolingian sources only a handful of named individuals subjected to corporal punishment. It is
therefore impossible to say how widespread or common corporal punishment was in practice.
Furthermore, there are areas of Carolingian society for which evidence is either scarce or
non-existent. Disciplinary violence certainly played a role in the management of families and
households, for example, but there are few descriptions or normative sources for its practice.14

Geary, “Judicial Violence,” 86-8 points out that surviving Carolingian records of court procedures, placita, primarily
pertain to issues of land tenure and make no mention of corporal punishment. See also Giuseppe Albertoni, “Law and
the Peasant: Rural Society and Justice in Carolingian Italy” Early Medieval Europe 18:4 (2010), 417-45.
14
On corporal punishment within Carolingian families, see Valerie Garver, Women and Aristocratic Culture in the
Carolingian World (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2009); Garver, “The Influence of Monastic Ideals upon
Carolingian Conceptions of Childhood,” in Childhood in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, ed. Albrecht Classen
(Berlin: De Gruyter, 2011), 67-86; De Jong, “Growing up in a Carolingian Monastery: Magister Hildemar and His
Oblates,” Journal of Medieval History 9 (1983), 99-128; Janet Nelson, “Parents, Children, and the Church in the
Earlier Middle Ages,” Studies in Church History 31 (1994), 81-114; Rachel Stone, Morality and Masculinity in the
Carolingian Empire (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011). On disciplinary violence inflicted by elites upon
dependents, see Matthew Innes, State and Society in the Early Middle Ages: The Middle Rhine Valley, 400-1000
13
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Where possible, these areas will be discussed in connection to other themes, but the small amount
of available evidence makes it difficult to discuss them in their own context.
In the course of this study, I demonstrate the prevalence and importance of corporal
punishment in the Carolingian period. While its existence is not unknown to Carolingianists,
corporal punishment’s importance to the political and cultural developments of the Carolingian
period has never been thoroughly explored. An examination of the relevant evidence reveals a
high contemporary interest in corporal punishment as a disciplinary strategy. I connect this interest
to developments in Carolingian political culture, particularly Carolingian moral understandings of
the responsibility of office which emphasized the need to correct and reform perceived social and
moral abuses. Corporal punishment provided Carolingian ruling elites with another way of
exercising the moralized ministerium explored by scholars like De Jong.
I explore the connections between the modes of power and authority which were articulated
throughout the Carolingian period and the meanings and significance of physical punishments.
From this perspective, I attempt to uncover the particular contextualized cultural logics of corporal
punishment in the Carolingian period in order to understand the ways in which corporal
punishment and the punished body served as an expression of power and authority. I argue that
corporal punishment was a way for Carolingian authorities to enforce and communicate their
visions of an ordered society on both a collective and individual level.
I contend that corporal punishment had two primary purposes in the Carolingian empire.
First, through the violence and injury inflicted upon the bodies of the condemned, Carolingian
authorities sought to communicate the normative boundaries of the ideal Christian society they

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000); Alice Rio, “Freedom and Unfreedom in Early Medieval Francia: The
Evidence of the Legal Formulae,” Past and Present 193 (2006), 7-40.
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were attempting to create. Second, Carolingian ruling elites saw corporal punishment as means of
personal discipline and physical correction, a way to use “the body to mold the mind,” in order to
inculcate normative moral behavior on an individual level in a way that is more pedagogical and
disciplinary than repressive.15 Within the moral universe of which the Carolingians saw
themselves as the keepers, corporal punishment was thought of and represented as a means to
correct and discipline both transgressive individuals and society as a whole.
The spectacular and personally curative aspects of punishment were, however, sometimes
at odds. Despite its common presence and approval within authoritarian discourses, corporal
punishment could also be problematic. My third objective in this dissertation is to uncover and
explore criticisms of corporal punishment. These criticisms rarely outright rejected the use of
physical punishments but attempted to moderate and control them in two significant ways.
Corporal punishment’s critics emphasized the need for control and proper emotional comportment
on the part of punishers: those who possessed the authority to physically punish should not do so
out of anger but in a spirit of firm yet loving correction and should not punish excessively. Many
Carolingian authors insisted that corporal punishment needed to be the best and most appropriate
form of discipline for a transgressor. This was particularly the case within monastic contexts, in
which commentators on the Rule of Benedict of Nursia insisted that corporal punishment should
only be used against monks who demonstrated an inability to respond to other forms of rebuke.
These criticisms brings the contours of the ideas and practice of corporal punishment into
further focus. Geltner theorizes that societies tend to criticize the corporal punishment of other
groups in order to legitimate their own punishments.16 In contrast, Carolingian critics directed

Isabelle Cochelin, “Beyond the Book: Using the Body to Mould the Mind. Cluny in the Tenth and Eleventh
Centuries,” in Medieval Monastic Education, ed. George Ferzoco and Carolyn Muessig (London: Leicester University
Press, 2001), 27.
16
Gelter, Flogging Others, 8.
15
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their condemnations internally against those who claimed the right to punish through their service
in defense of public moral order. Their criticisms did not challenge the legitimacy of this order or
of its defense through punishment. They attempted instead to bring physical punishment further
into alignment with Carolingian efforts to reform the social and moral fabric of the empire. I
contend that these criticisms functioned as part of the political culture of admonition and rebuke, in
which the actions of rulers and other elites were subject to open criticism.17 These criticisms did
not seek to overturn the use of corporal punishments but to shape and refine them into more perfect
disciplinary tools by stressing moral understandings of punishment and by excluding perceived
excesses.

Historiography
A. The historiography of corporal punishment
The historiography of corporal punishment can be divided into two broad groups. The first
consists of studies which focus on changes in punishments over larger spans of time, the goal of
which is frequently to understand the origins of modern penal regimes.18 The second type of study
focuses on the synchronic or smaller historical scale analysis of punishment within a particular
period or society.19 These studies attempt to understand the meanings and significance of corporal
punishment within a particular cultural and historical context.

17

De Jong, The Penitential State, 112-42.
Georg Rusche and Otto Kirchheimer, Punishment and Social Structure (New York: Columbia University Press,
1939); Foucault, Discipline and Punish; Pieter Spierenburg, The Spectacle of Suffering: Executions and the Evolution
of Repression (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984); Paul Friedland, Seeing Justice Done: The Age of
Spectacular Capital Punishment in France (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012); Geltner, Flogging Others.
19
Julia Hillner, Prison, Punishment, and Penance in Late Antiquity (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2015);
Geltner, The Medieval Prison: A Social History (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2008); Danielle Allen, The
World of Prometheus: The Politics of Punishing in Democratic Athens (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000);
Abby Schrader, Languages of the Lash: Corporal Punishment and Identity in Imperial Russia (DeKalb: Northern
18
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Michel Foucault is perhaps the most influential scholar for both the meanings of
punishments and their changes over time. Foucault offers two major insights to the study of
punishment as a cultural and historical phenomenon. First, Foucault argues that early modern
public executions were not mechanisms of indiscriminate repression, but were ceremonies of
significant meaning through which the injured majesty of the early modern sovereign was repaired
and restored through the violence inflicted on the body of the condemned criminal.20 So
understood, pre- and early modern corporal punishments are not barbarisms as earlier generations
of Whig historians had understood them, but communicative acts dependent upon political and
social context. Second, Foucault argues that the meanings and purposes of punishment changed
over time. Foucault proposes a relatively rapid shift from this spectacular punitive regime to a
carceral regime, a shift he attributes to the emergence of systems of knowledge which altered the
objectives and expressions of the power to punish.21
Subsequent scholars of long-term changes in punishment have disagreed with aspects of
Foucault’s approach, including the historicity of his theories and the mechanisms for change he
proposes. Pieter Spierenburg, for example, argues that the pace of change was much more gradual
than Foucault proposed. A student of Norbert Elias, Spierenburg argues that shifts in the culture of
punishment were the result of growing elite sensitivities which, by the nineteenth century, led to
the decline of physical punishment.22 Paul Friedland proceeds along Foucauldian lines, but

Illinois University Press, 2002); Christian Lange, Justice, Punishment and the Medieval Muslim Imagination
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008); Ed Baptist, The Half Has Never Been Told: Slavery and the Making
of American Capitalism (New York: Basic Books, 2014), while not primarily a study of corporal punishment,
identifies intensification of the disciplinary violence against slaves in the American South as a key agent of historical
and social change.
20
Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison trans Alan Sheridan (New York: Vintage Books,
1977), 3-69.
21
Ibid.
22
Spierenburg, The Spectacle of Suffering. Cf. Norbert Elias, The Civilizing Process; Spierenburg, “Punishment,
Power and History: Elias and Foucault,” Social Science History 28:4 (2004), 607-36; Spierenburg, Violence and
Punishment: Civilizing the Body through Time (Cambridge: Polity, 2013).
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understands punishment as a multivalent phenomenon and argues that witnesses to early modern
French executions did not see them as displays of sovereign vengeance, but as enjoyable spectacles
or rituals of communal redemption and atonement.23
With some notable exceptions, long-term studies of physical punishment either ignore or
downplay the importance of the early Middle Ages.24 Foucault begins Discipline and Punish with
the early modern spectacular regime and says nothing of the preceding period. Furthermore,
studies of medieval corporal punishment tend to focus on the later Middle Ages.25 Other studies
downplay the prevalence and importance of early medieval punishment for various reasons: the
absence of state structures, the supposed lack of moral disapproval for crime in early medieval law
codes, and a widespread culture of self-help mechanisms for achieving redress: vengeance or
compensation.26 When scholars of long-term punishment do consider the Middle Ages, they
typically locate the origin of European penal systems in the twelfth century in connection to the
supposed emergence of more robust, bureaucratic states.27
Such conclusions, however, do not do justice to either the evidence for early medieval
corporal punishment or the ways in which the Carolingians conceived of public criminal law.
Although the Carolingians largely lacked a coherent institutional judicial system, they espoused a

23

Friedland, Seeing Justice Done, 14-7.
Friedland, Seeing Justice Done, begins his study with post-Roman legal sources.
25
Mitchell Merback, The Thief, the Cross, and the Wheel: Pain and the Spectacle of Suffering in Medieval and
Renaissance Europe (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1999); Cohen, The Crossroads of Justice: Law and
Culture in Late Medieval France (Leiden: Brill, 1993); Raymond Firth Green, “Violence and the Early Robin Hood
Poems,” in A Great Effusion of Blood? Interpreting Medieval Violence, ed. Mark Meyerson et al. (Toronto: University
of Toronto Press, 2004); Friedrich Schaffstein, “Die Strafe im deutschen mittelalterlichen Strafrecht,” in La Peine II:
Europe avant le XVIIIe siècle (Brussels: De Boeck-Wesmael, 1991), 143-56.
26
Spierenburg, The Spectacle of Suffering; Viktor Achter, Geburt der Strafe (Frankfurt: Vittorio Klostermann, 1951).
27
Spierenburg, The Spectacle of Suffering; Raoul Van Caenegem, “Public Prosecution of Crime in Twelfth-Century
England,” in Church and Government in the Middle Ages, ed. C. N. L. Brooke (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1976), 41-76; Dietmar Willoweit ed., Die Entstehung des öffentlichen Strafrechts (Cologne: Böhlau Verlag,
1999); Lotte Kéry, Gottesfurcht und irdische Strafe: der Beitrag des mittelalterlichen Kirchenrechts zur Entstehung
des öffentlichen Strafrechts (Cologne: Böhlau Verlag, 2006). Kéry identifies some of the roots of criminal law in early
medieval canon law, but the bulk of her analysis focuses on twelfth-century canonists and after.
24
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vision of rule in which secular and ecclesiastical elites shared responsibility for detecting,
punishing, and preventing crime and offense.28 Crime and its prevention and punishment further
acquired a moral valence that penal historians like Spierenburg found lacking in the early Middle
Ages.29 The sources for Carolingian corporal punishment further attest to its use within
Carolingian systems of censure and rebuke. Studies focused on other early medieval societies
reveal the existance and importance of corporal punishment before the alleged bureaucratization
and systematization of public criminal law beginning in the twelfth century.30
The unstated shared premise of contextualized studies of corporal punishment is twofold.
First, they maintain that corporal punishment is not a phenomenon that is unchanged across time
and space. The forms and meanings of physical punishments depend heavily upon the structure of
power, the institutions of authority, and the cultural norms of the society and time within which
they are performed. Abby Schrader, for example, argues that the imperial Russian state employed
corporal punishment to “map” social, ethnic, and biological difference in ways that are

Regine Le Jan, “Justice royale et pratiques sociales dans le royaume Franc au IXe siècle,” in La Giustizia nell’alto
medioevo (secoli IX-XI) (Spoleto: Presso la Sede del Centro, 1996), 47-90; De Jong, “Monastic Prisoners or Opting
Out? Political Coercion and Honour in the Frankish Kingdoms” in Topographies of Power in the Early Middle Ages,
ed. Mayke De Jong et al. (Leiden: Brill, 2001), 291-328; Sarah Hamilton, “Inquiring into Adultery and Other Wicked
Deeds: Episcopal Justice in Tenth- and Early Eleventh-Century Italy,” Viator 41:2 (2010), 26-36. Abigail Firey, A
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quintessentially Russian and nineteenth century.31 Second, they tend to treat corporal punishment
as a culturally multifaceted phenomenon rather than a legal penalty alone, such as Christian
Lange’s study of Seljuk punishments as political and religious phenomena.32
While mindful of the importance of long-term changes in the institutions and culture of
corporal punishment, my dissertation draws inspiration from these more horizontal studies. My
intent is to uncover and understand the particular Carolingian political and cultural logics of
corporal punishment. My analysis is largely synchronic. Rather than focus on corporal
punishment as a primarily legal affair, as is the case in most long-term studies of punishment, I
understand Carolingian corporal punishment as part of a shared elite imaginary of authority
through which the power to discipline and correct could be made visible through the punished
bodies of transgressors.
Such a study calls into question the general absence or underrepresentation of the early
Middle Ages in longue durée studies of corporal punishment. This study explores an early
medieval society in which corporal punishment played an important and prominent role. While the
Carolingian period cannot stand in for the rest of the early Middle Ages, my work points to a need
to rethink the role of the early Middle Ages in the evolution of modern penal regimes.

B. Early Medieval Law
Because corporal punishment is often treated primarily as a judicial penalty it has been
considered as part of the work of early medieval legal historians. Early medieval corporal
punishment as legal sanction captured the attention of nineteenth- and early twentieth- century

31
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Lange, Justice, Punishment and the Medieval Muslim Imagination.
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German legal historians as part of their efforts to understand the origins and evolutions of
Germanic law. German historians of the Historische Rechtsschule, such as Heinrich Brunner,
recognized the existence of corporal punishment among the various Germanic legal traditions and
divided these punishments into two categories: mutilation and punishments against skin and hair
(Haut und Haar).33 These scholars observed that corporal punishment within this “Germanic”
legal tradition was typically reserved for legally unfree people and further noted that this principle
started to break down under the Carolingians.34
These German legal historians attempted to trace the evolution of Germanic law through a
study of individual early medieval law codes. They assumed a coherence to these law codes akin
to the ways contemporary linguists categorized Germanic languages.35 As a result, they divorced
the sources for corporal punishment from their historical contexts. To scholars like Brunner, the
punishments described in, for example, Tacitus’ Germania and medieval Swedish law merited
comparison because of their shared “Germanic” nature.36 Their treatment of corporal punishment
did not consider socially and historically contingent meanings. Instead, they emphasized the
significance of the punished body outside of the relationship between legal unfreedom and physical
punishment.
Scholars inside and outside of Germany later questioned the relationship between the
content of early medieval legal sources and actual social norms and practices.37 Such scholars of
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early medieval law explored alternate explanations for the uses and meanings of law in the early
Middle Ages. Some, like Patrick Wormald, stressed the ideological importance of making and
fostering law – outside of the feasibility of implementation and enforcement – for early medieval
kings.38 Others focused on the limits of law as a means for early medieval people to achieve
redress for grievances and studied mechanisms for dispute resolution that modern observers would
typically classify as standing outside legal or state power. Based on a skepticism regarding the
extent to which normative sources influenced or reflected actual practice, these scholars looked for
evidence of dispute resolution in other types of sources such as early medieval charters.39
Both of these scholarly approaches placed less emphasis on the content of normative
sources. Legal texts were either important because of the symbolic and ideological valences of
law-making or irrelevant to actual early medieval processes of achieving redress for insult and
injury. More recently, early medievalists have begun to consider the significance of law and legal
codes in different ways. For the Carolingians, scholars studied the distribution and ownership of
manuscripts containing legal sources and in general have argued that the nature and relative
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abundance of these texts suggests a use of legal sources beyond the performance of royal
authority.40 This approach reintroduced the importance of legal sources but in many cases without
emphasizing their content, focusing instead on the valuable insights provided by the composition
and contexts of manuscripts.
Other early medievalists treat legal sources not as concrete representations of social
relations or practice, but of cultural values. In this sense, the content of legal sources is valuable
not so much because it reveals the rules of early medieval societies, but because the broader
cultural norms and assumptions of those societies.41 Recently, Alice Rio offers an important
qualifier to this principle: the norms expressed in early medieval law are not necessarily
universally shared. Instead they represent elite perspectives.42 Work along these lines includes a
focus on legal representations of the human body. Lisi Oliver, for example, studies the various
injury tariffs recorded in early medieval law codes as providing insights into early medieval
attitudes about the human body.43
My work is particularly informed by this last strand of early medieval legal scholarship. I
understand Carolingian normative sources for corporal punishment not so much as mirroring actual
legal practices – although it would certainly be too skeptical to assume that judicial corporal
punishments were never inflicted – but instead as expressions of the ways ruling elites imagined
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how their power and authority could be materialized and expressed in two major ways. First, the
punished body could communicate these concepts while emending individual behavior. Second
issuing and reissuing rules for corporal punishment reaffirmed the right of ruling elites to
corporally punish their subjects and dependents.

C. Carolingian Historiography
Carolingian scholarship after the Second World War took a pessimistic view of the reigns
of Charlemagne and his successors.44 According to the Belgian historian F. L. Ganshof, the
Carolingians achieved some administrative success under Charlemagne, but the institutional frame
upon which the empire rested was fragile and quickly collapsed under that king’s successors.45
Around the same time, the Austrian medievalist Heinrich Fichtenau articulated an even more
pessimistic assessment of the Carolingian empire after Charlemagne.46 In the eyes of scholars like
Ganshof and Fichtenau, the imperfect achievements of the Carolingian empire depended heavily
on the vision and charisma of Charlemagne, who attempted to put into place institutional
mechanisms of government but was stymied by insurmountable structural obstacles.
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The next generation of Carolingian historians both critiqued and expanded upon the
conclusions of Ganshof and Fichtenau. Anglo-American early medievalists, influenced by the
work of contemporary anthropologists, argued that previous assumptions about the dysfunction of
early medieval polities were based upon modern conceptions of the form and functions of states.
Instead, they argued, early medieval societies function according to their own set of rules and that
it is extremely misleading to impose modern frameworks on those rules. The engines which drove
early medieval polities were not faulty bureaucratic apparatuses but anthropologically informed
concepts like feud, ritual, and gift exchange.47 Around the same time, German constitutional
historians debated the Staatlichkeit of the Carolingian realms. Johannes Fried, for example, argued
that the Carolingian Franks had no abstract concepts of a political community outside the personal
ties shared between the ruler and elites.48 One of the most significant contributions of these
approaches was a shift away from teleological questions about the success or failure of the
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Carolingians. Charlemagne and his successors had not failed to establish a modern bureaucratic
state because such a concept was alien to the society and culture in which they ruled.
Later twentieth-century Carolingianists moved further away from focus upon the
Carolingian political center to study local power and politics in which rulers played a far less
pronounced role.49 These studies turned away in large part from the evidence of normative sources
like law codes and capitularies towards descriptive sources like charters. Their authors found that
social power was not generated, transmitted, or contested from central or royal institutions, but on
local horizons. These conclusions did not so much affirm the pessimism of previous scholars, but
further demonstrated that their premises were fundamentally flawed. It was not so much that the
Carolingians tried and failed to impose a centralized state. Rather, the practice of social power in
Frankish society was fundamentally different from modern societies.
The grim picture of flawed success and inevitable decline was further challenged by several
generations of scholars who revaluated the rule of Charlemagne’s successors.50 These studies
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reframed the questions surrounding these latter-day Carolingian rulers in order to reconsider their
efficacy as well as the political culture through which they operated. Building upon the insights of
anthropologically informed early medievalists, Carolingian historians delved into the ways the
Carolingians articulated their authority. Scholars like Rosamond McKitterick argued that
Carolingian rulers thought of their authority in moral and religious terms rather than institutional
ones.51 Other scholars, especially Mayke De Jong, have stressed that this moralized rule was a
cooperative project shared between the ruler and secular and ecclesiastical elites. Contemporary
religious discourses regarding the necessity of moral and religious correction and renewal were not
perspectives held only by churchmen, but were essential to the logics of Carolingian power and
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authority.52 Other historians have recently returned focus to the political center, reconsidering the
types of questions posed by Ganshof while keeping the insights of subsequent scholars in view.53
Within these debates and historiographical trends, corporal punishment has played a
marginal role. Ganshof noted its existence in passing as one of the potential penalties levied
through Charlemagne’s legal institutions.54 Fichetenau and others treated it as a lamentably
common feature of life under the Carolingians, a symptom of Carolingian disfunction.55 Scholars
of Carolingian political culture, when they discuss corporal punishment, tend to focus on
individual examples or texts as part of other topics.56 The move on the part of some scholars away
from the royal center and its normative sources has further de-emphasized corporal punishment.
While both Innes and Brown acknowledge the existence of disciplinary physical violence, their
theses and the nature of their evidence point them in other directions.57 Carolingian charters make
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no mention of corporal punishment and, as Patrick Geary points out, surviving placita contain at
best only traces of judicial violence.58
A full-length study of corporal punishment in the Carolingian period therefore requires a
return to normative and narrative sources. It is not a study of how often corporal punishment was
put into practice but of both the contemporary attitudes that informed representations of corporal
punishment and the ideological work Carolingian ruling elites attempted through punishment.
While several Carolingianists have approached corporal punishment in this fashion, their work
covers only a single type of physical punishment or a particular social or institutional context.59
While these studies offer valuable insight into Carolingian punishment, they do not consider the
full range of corporal punishment’s sources and contexts. Instead, as Geary points out, corporal
punishment has mostly dropped out of modern scholars’ visions of Carolingian law and society.60
This study therefore attempts to fully integrate the importance of corporal punishment into
work on Carolingian political and religious power and authority. I contend that Carolingian
corporal punishment should not be viewed from a flawed or nonexistent institutional perspective
but as an ideological strategy of moral governance. In this sense, the actual institutional reach of
the Carolingian “state” matters less than the ways in which Carolingian rulers, lay magnates, and
clerical elites conceived of and represented corporal punishment as a public exercise of power.
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Definitions and Methodology
What is corporal punishment? As Geltner points out, all punishments have a direct or
indirect effect on the human body. Fines and confiscation of property restrict an individual’s
ability to secure sufficient food or shelter, resulting in a negative impact on physical health.
Incarceration, not typically considered a form of corporal punishment in modern society, also has a
serious physical effect due to exposure to poor nutrition, overcrowding, various forms of pollution,
or the violence of guards or other inmates.61 Various forms of verbal rebuke or shaming also
produce a physiological response. These effects are keenly felt in those societies in which honor is
more thoroughly entangled with the human body.62
It is further necessary to consider incongruities between modern concepts of corporal
punishment and those of Carolingian authors. It is critical not to impose modern cultural
perspectives and associations on eighth- and ninth-century sources for corporal punishment.
Carolingian sources attest to punishments we would comfortably identify as corporal: flogging, the
amputation of limbs, and facial disfigurement – the cutting off of noses, the removal of eyes, and
branding – but includes other forms of punishment modern observers might not consider physical.
Does this collection of practices speak to the existence of a coherent idea of corporal
punishment in the Carolingian period, however? The existence of such a category can be found,
for example, in contemporary uses of the Latin word disciplina, a word with a relatively large
number of meanings, including punishment. In several capitularies, disciplina is modified by the
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adjective corporalis, meaning “physical” in order to specify a physical punishment, suggesting the
existence of a broader category.63
Hildemar of Corbie is more explicit and categorical in his explanations of the punitive
valences of disciplina. In his ninth-century commentary on the Benedictine Rule, Hildemar
acknowledges disciplina’s broad semantic field and specifies corporal punishment as one of its
meanings. He attaches two practices to this punitive disciplina: whipping and imposed fasts.64
The latter punishment suggests the inadequacy of modern definitions of corporal punishment,
which typically revolve around external injury and the infliction of pain, for explaining Carolingian
corporal punishment. Forced fasting, although likely seen as archaic and cruel, seems to wriggle
out of a more modern definition of corporal punishment. Carolingian authors did have a concept
of corporal punishment, but it is not entirely commensurate with ours.
At the same time, however, the sources attest to a handful of practices that, while not
explicitly identified as corporal punishment, treat the body and its movements and gestures as the
direct object of punishment or discipline. In the harmiscara, for example, a ritual of humiliation
used against elite offenders, the condemned acted as a human horse, wearing a saddle on his back
in a mocking inversion of aristocratic status.65 Likewise, several Carolingian punishments
involved shaving the offender’s head. These punitive shavings, although not meant to inflict pain
or physical injury on the victim, treated the body as the primary object of punishment. They
further targeted a part of the body closely associated with personal honor in the early Middle
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Ages.66 In another context, many of the healing and punishment miracles found in Carolingian
hagiography involved conspicuous physical effects, in which the object of the miracle experienced
injury and loss of bodily control because of a saint’s punitive and disciplinary power. These
miraculous bodily effects are generally not labelled corporal punishment, but share many of its
dynamics and purposes. All of these phenomena, although perhaps not considered corporal
punishment according to a strict emic definition, are on a broader spectrum of the physicality of
punishment.
The present study adheres to a definition of corporal punishment that is both sensitive to
contemporary Carolingian understandings of the practice yet flexible enough to include other
forms of physical discipline which are linked to a narrower understanding of corporal punishment
through the importance of the body and the physicality of punishment. In this study, I define
corporal punishment as any punishment which directly injures or alters the body, or which treats
the body as the primary site of punishment. Corporal punishment in this sense includes forms of
punitive violence such as flogging or amputation, which injure and mutilate the body, as well as
punishments like the shaving of the head or the harmiscara which, while they do not necessarily
entail pain or permanent physical injury, primarily affect the body.
This definition of corporal punishment excludes other uses of the body in judicial and
similar procedures: the use of torture to extract confessions, for which there is little evidence in the
Carolingian period, and ordeal by hot iron, scalding water, or trial by combat. This division is to
an extent arbitrary. In a legal context, those theoretically subjected to torture or physical ordeal
were also vulnerable to corporal punishment. Furthermore, the threat of a painful judicial ordeal
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may have been used in the Carolingian period to coerce legal opponents.67 Likewise, a sharp line
should not necessarily be drawn between the physicality of truth production through torture and
ordeal and the physicality of punishment. Both corporal punishment and torture involve the
production of certain subjectivities and the reification of certain social “truths.”68 However,
punishment typically follows after guilt in a particular matter has been determined, while torture
and ordeal broadly function as means of determining or producing guilt.
Likewise, capital punishment can be considered a form of corporal punishment because it
involves the injury of the body. Furthermore, as Michel Foucault vividly demonstrated through the
example of the eighteenth-century French regicide Damiens, publicly performed capital
punishment communicates through “the spectacle of the scaffold” in similar ways as other forms of
corporal punishment.69 The meanings of a spectacle, however, change when punishment is not
meant to kill but instead leaves its victim alive. This is not simply a matter of the gravity of an
offense. A punishment that intends to leave its victim alive alters the meaning both of the punitive
spectacle and its intended impact upon the survivor.
Drawing upon the work of penal theorists and historians, I understand Carolingian corporal
punishments as acts of communication and social indexing. Corporal punishment in this sense is
not just an act of retaliation or deterrence, but an act of communication transacted upon the body of
its victim. Foucault expresses this position in his seminal study of penal power, particularly in
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relationship to his analysis of the punishments of the ancien régime. For Foucault, the conspicuous
and spectacular violence inflicted on criminals’ bodies during early modern public executions
communicated the mechanics of the sovereign’s power. Philip Smith, who takes a position critical
of Foucault’s focus on nodes of power, goes even further in stressing the relationship between
punishment and meaning: “Punishment… is only partly about program efficiency, inky statutes, or
the armatures of power for it is also a form of expressive, communicative, ritualistic activity whose
reach and grasp are shaped in decisive ways by meanings.”70 Corporal punishment’s relationship
to meaning is twofold: it is shaped by broader cultural norms and attitudes, while it also
communicates meanings through the punished body.
In his 2014 monograph Flogging Others, Geltner identifies three ways in which corporal
punishment functions as a communicative act: indexing, mimesis, and numerical proportionality.71
Corporal punishment indexes social otherness within a culture in ways that are more immediate
and visible than other forms of punishment. The punished body as index brings a society’s
normative boundaries into focus to its intended audience. Mimetic corporal punishment reflects
the nature of the original offense in the punishment inflicted upon the body as, for example, in the
severing of a thief’s hand or the cutting off of a blasphemer’s tongue. Finally, numerical
proportionality involves the assignment of precise amounts of corporal punishment depending
upon factors particular to individual penal cultures. This is most clear in the case of flogging, in
which the number of lashes depends upon the nature of the crime or the social or legal status of the
criminal.
But corporal punishment is not just a means of communicating through its victims’ bodies.
It can also be a means to punish or discipline an individual in order to shape their behavior or
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mentality. This is most clear, for example, in the case of medieval pedagogical theory, in which
physical discipline in the form of whipping or birching formed a key part of instruction.72
Likewise, monastic corporal punishments are, in large part, directed towards correcting
misbehavior and encouraging transgressive monks to correct themselves and their behavior.
Corporal punishment in this sense fashions disciplined moral subjects rather than creating
spectacle. These two aspects of corporal punishment are not necessarily at odds, and not every
punishment contains both elements. Therefore, in this study I consider both aspects of punishment
in Carolingian sources.

Chapter Outline
The first chapter examines the relationship between corporal punishment and Carolingian
ecclesiastical authorities. The Frankish church was far from a single unified institution, and the
perspectives of ecclesiastical elites on corporal punishment were likewise diverse. Some of them
endorsed the use of corporal punishment as part of ecclesiastical discipline. Accordingly, I argue
against the general scholarly assumption that Carolingian ecclesiastical discipline included only
sanctions that at most touched the body indirectly. While the use of corporal punishments in
church discipline, flogging principal among them, was never systematized, the evidence surveyed
in this chapter reveals various cases of ecclesiastical figures and institutions resorting to corporal
punishment. This chapter further explores the logics underpinning these physical punishments.
Ecclesiastical punishments adhered to the twofold emphasis on corporal punishment as public
corrective spectacle and personal disciplinary strategy. On these grounds, I argue that Carolingian
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ecclesiastical authors justified corporal punishment as a form of benevolent coercion aimed
towards compassionate correction and discipline.
At the same time, other Carolingian church elites criticized the use of corporal punishment.
The other major part of chapter two analyzes these critiques in order to understand both their basis
and their relationship to ecclesiastical endorsement of physical sanctions. Through my
examination of visual and literary evidence, I find that these critiques rarely, if ever, outright
rejected corporal punishment. Critics instead insisted upon moderation and compassion in physical
punishment as essential to its function as a tool of moral correction. They condemned excessive
punishment as contravening both the purpose of proper punishment and the moral authority upon
which its exercise rested. Ultimately, I argue that these criticisms functioned as part of a broader
Carolingian culture of admonition intended to assure the moral fabric of efforts to reform and
improve Christian society by policing the behavior of office-holding elites. Through these efforts,
criticisms of corporal punishment generally functioned as a side of the same coin, meant to shape
and justify disciplinary violence by excising its excesses.
Chapter two considers the role of corporal punishment in Carolingian monastic thought and
practice. Carolingian commentators on monastic life were heirs to the sixth-century Rule of
Benedict, according to which all monks were theoretically liable to physical punishments in the
form of flogging or imposed fasts. Carolingian monastic authors, especially Hildemar of Corbie,
commented upon and adapted the punitive regime spelled out in the Rule as part of their broader
treatises on monastic life. As a result, these authors articulated the most coherent vision of the
meanings and purposes of corporal punishment found in the Carolingian period. They generally
interpreted corporal punishment within the monastery as corrective and salubrious: a “medicine” to
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steer wayward monastics back to the path to salvation. In their eyes, abbots needed to embody the
affection of a stern, yet loving father and the care of a skilled physician.
Carolingian monastic authors, however, insisted that this punitive medicine needed to be
measured and temperate. Corporal punishment was not a suitable correction for all monks, and
Carolingian authors cautioned abbots only to apply the lash and fasts to those who would benefit
most from them: primarily those monks unable or unwilling to respond to verbal rebuke.
However, as Lynda Coon argues, corporal punishment also helped articulate a hierarchy within
monasteries in which those monks subjected to corporal punishment occupied the lower registers.73
Accordingly, I study the tensions between the ways in which monastic corporal punishment created
these hierarchies and the normative responsibilities commentators placed on abbots. I argue that
authors like Hildemar did not openly challenge physical discipline’s hierarchical aspects but
emphasized the personal and transformative aspects of corporal punishment through their repeated
insistence on punishment as ideally an act of loving correction. Their stated and unstated critiques
of corporal punishments did not challenge its validity but attempted to define it as an act of healing
and correction.
This chapter concludes by considering several examples in which monastic men and
women were subjected to corporal punishment. These cases reveal the tensions between corporal
punishment role in indexing an individual’s place in the monastic hierarchy and corporal
punishment as compassionate correction. I argue that the association between vulnerability to
corporal punishment and low mental capacity served as a justification for the ecclesiastical
authorities who sentenced these monks or nuns to corporal punishment. By subjecting these
individuals to corporal punishment, these ecclesiastical authority figures sought to communicate
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their illegitimacy of the condemned monks’ actions through their punished bodies. However, in
one of these cases, that of Gottschalk of Orbais, accusers’ efforts met with open criticism from
observers who insisted on the need for compassion and care in punishment. The ideologies of
monastic punishment were not confined to the monastery. They could spill out into public view at
the center of a fierce intellectual conflict.
In the third chapter, I explore the role of corporal punishment in Carolingian royal
governance. Here, I note a marked increase in the presence of corporal punishment in the relevant
sources after the mid-eighth century. This increase, I argue, is not simply a feature of the fact that
a larger number of sources from the Carolingian period survive compared to those from earlier and
later periods. I contend, rather, that this increase in normative interest in corporal punishment is
connected to the ways in which Carolingian rulers conceived of and articulated their authority.
Carolingian rulers expressed an expanded and moralized concept of their responsibility to defend
public order. Consequently, they drew upon corporal punishment as an important part of an
arsenal of corrective strategies, one which visibly injured and altered the body in conspicuously
public ways. Through these punitive spectacles, they sought to mark offenders as transgressors
against this moral public order. Carolingian rulers conceived of these punishments as delineating
and reconstituting normative boundaries of this public moral order. These rulers also emphasized a
moral and didactic understanding of punishment through the use of physical discipline against
offenses which contravened their standards of acceptable religious and social behavior. This moral
gloss on punishment functioned as part of the spectacular uses of public punishments and the
conspicuous punitive alteration of the body which marked out the boundaries of normative
behavior through the punished bodies of offenders.
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The Carolingians did not invent a new penal regime from whole cloth. Capitularies largely
adhered to the punitive division maintained in Frankish law codes between corporal punishment
for unfree people and fines for the free. The third chapter therefore also examines the relationship
between legal unfreedom and corporal punishment. I argue that the Carolingians maintained this
distinction not just as a legal artifact, but in part based upon a broader cultural perspective which
associated the bodies of unfree men and women with vulnerability to corporal punishment. In spite
of theories that the distinctions between punishments for the free and unfree broke down across
this period, the Carolingian sources most often adhered to this division. I argue, however, that the
disciplinary violence inflicted upon the bodies of the legally unfree acquired a new moralizing
gloss. Finally, chapter three examines the impact of contemporary critiques of corporal
punishment on royal punishments. Here, I argue that several important sources from the mid-ninth
century reveal a reception of these critiques in ways that changed how punishment was presented.
In these cases, these criticisms noticeably changed the ways in which corporal punishment was
conceived of as an exercise of royal ministerium. The impact of these criticisms on the form and
structure of royal punishments was, however, far less apparent than in Carolingian ecclesiastical or
monastic contexts. The corporal punishments mandated by Carolingian kings were governed
primarily by the logics of spectacular punishment and were oriented towards the policing and
repair of rulers’ normative boundaries of the idealized vision of a populus christianus.
The fourth chapter turns away from the relatively formal institutional contexts of the
preceding chapters and explores representations of corporal punishment in ninth-century
Carolingian miracle narratives. The sources for this chapter, ninth-century accounts of saints’ lives
and posthumous miracles, are predominantly narrative rather than normative, and therefore provide
a different perspective on corporal punishment. With some notable exceptions, they generally
represent the perspectives of local saints’ shrines in contrast to the royal and elite ecclesiastical
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sources discussed in the previous chapters. The punishment miracles contained in these sources
include elements that strongly resemble mundane punition, including both personal and spectacular
elements. However, the tone of these punitive narratives is radically different in their emphasis on
the personal experience of punishment. They present punishment primarily as an individualized
experience in which a transgressor was brought into alignment with expected normative behavior
through physical punishment in some of the thickest contemporary descriptions of corporal
punishment. These narratives include elements largely absent from normative representations of
corporal punishment, especially the experience and expression of pain. These narratives provide
valuable insight into how contemporary authors conceived of the physical and psychological
effects of punishment as corrective and transformative.
Strikingly, some narratives of miraculous healing include similar punitive elements. In
some of these cases, those people who experienced miraculous healing were also visited by saintly
apparitions who struck them or violently straightened their limbs. In others, blood erupted from
their orifices, a visible sign of the purgation of transgression. These narratives, I argue, express
most clearly the Carolingian understanding of corporal punishment as a type of corrective
discipline. These healing narratives drew a very close connection between physical ailment and
disordered behavior and represented miraculous healing as a physical disciplinary process. The
strong similarities between healing and punishment miracle narratives highlights contemporary
understandings of healing and punishment as closely related processes.
The contexts discussed in these four chapters contribute to an overall picture of corporal
punishment as part of a shared elite imaginary of authority in the Carolingian period in which the
power to discipline and correct assumed a visible and physical form. Carolingian political culture
was in large part defined by efforts to bring society into alignment with the will of God and to
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create a moral and religiously observant social order. This was the self-assumed responsibility of
rulers as well as lay and religious elites: holders of ministerium who were charged with fostering
and policing this new social order and who were responsible before God for their own conduct.
Within this framework, contemporary observers treated corporal punishment both as a means to
correct individuals and society as a whole through its personal and spectacular modes, while also
being a potential source of injustice and oppression. Both of these elements of corporal
punishment shed further light on the exercise of authority in the Carolingian empire. The use of
coercive correction was both justified and necessary by the perceived urgent need to reform
society, but this physical coercion had to be exercised properly in order to be effective. Ultimately,
what the study of corporal punishment in the Carolingian empire shows us is the ways in which
Carolingian ruling elites conceived of the physical nature of the exercise of power as directly
affecting individual bodies in order to produce corrected moral subjects within a reformed moral
society.
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CHAPTER I
CAROLINGIAN ECCLESIASTICAL DISCOURSES ON CORPORAL PUNISHMENT

Introduction
This chapter examines the relationship between the Carolingian church and corporal
punishment. “Carolingian church” here refers to the formal church hierarchy consisting of the
bishops and clergy. These officials constituted the Carolingian ecclesia in a narrow sense who, as
Mayke de Jong puts it, endeavored to “retain its separateness and sacrality in order to mediate
effectively between God and mankind.”74 Carolingian ecclesiastical authors articulated fraught
and sometimes contradictory opinions on the use and abuse of corporal punishment. Some of these
authors strongly criticized corporal punishment as impious, repressive, and illegitimate. This was
especially the case with the corporal punishment of members of clergy, especially by lay people,
but also for the use of corporal punishment against lay people.
At the same time, Carolingian authors endorsed and used corporal punishment as part of
church discipline. This was most clearly the case for monastic communities, a subject to which I
return in the next chapter. However, several sources attest to the actual or prescribed use of
corporal punishments by ecclesiastical authorities. In the 840s, bishops condemned people
involved in outbreaks of religious unrest and heterodox teachings and practices. Normative
evidence further reveals the use of corporal punishment by church authorities against lay people in
less isolated, exceptional circumstances.
This chapter seeks to understand the reasons why Carolingian ecclesiastical authorities both
rejected and accepted corporal punishment. It addresses the apparent contradiction between
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Carolingian ecclesiastical disapproval and critique of corporal punishment and those instances
where churchmen approved of its use. It seeks to understand the logic underpinning these split
opinions on corporal punishment, both the grounds on which Carolingian authors could criticize
corporal punishment and reject its use, as well as the justifications for its adoption.
This chapter finds a more elaborate and extensive ecclesiastical position on corporal
punishment than modern scholarship on the Carolingian period tends to assume. Modern scholars
do not totally deny the existence of ecclesiastical corporal punishment. But they tend to adhere to
a general division between secular judgment, which employed an array of physical punishments,
and church discipline, which could only sentence specific types of religious professionals to
corporal punishment.75 The sanctions ecclesiastical authorities could bring to bear on lay people
were primarily excommunication and penance. The former did not directly touch the body and the
latter theoretically had to be undertaken voluntarily.76 Recorded ecclesiastical uses of corporal
punishment are typically treated as isolated incidents and the result of extremely specific
circumstances. As Abigail Firey points out, eighth- and ninth-century society offered little in the
way of formal institutional contexts for the administration of corporal punishment and the exercise
of ecclesiastical discipline was no exception.77 Nevertheless, the extant evidence suggests that
corporal punishment was far more widespread in ecclesiastical circles than has been assumed.
At various times and places Carolingian church authorities were perfectly willing to use
flogging and mutilation. Their use was not universal or unproblematic, however. This chapter also
examines the tensions between ecclesiastical critiques of corporal punishment and the use of such
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punishments as part of church discipline. I argue that members of the Carolingian church
hierarchy sought to justify their use of corporal punishment by emphasizing the necessity of
principles of moderation, compassion, and correction in punishment. Although it was not
universal, some Carolingian ecclesiastical authors therefore offered an understanding of the
significance of the punished body: not just as a spectacular reassertion of public order but as
necessary and compassionate correction that aligned with the self-assumed responsibility to correct
and improve individual and collective religious belief and practice that marked much of the activity
of Carolingian bishops. Therefore, I argue that Carolingian ecclesiastical authors articulated an
understanding of corporal punishment in which corporal punishment was justified as a form of
benevolent coercion aimed towards compassionate correction and discipline.
Carolingian criticisms of corporal punishment were not a categorical rejection of corporal
punishment. Rather they were a recognition that corporal punishment was fraught with spiritual
and moral danger. Elements of this critique had by the middle of the ninth century crept into
‘secular’ normative sources stipulating corporal punishment.78 Authors like Theodulf of Orléans
expressed these anxieties more directly and recognized in lay legal punishments a dangerous
potential to contravene principles of Christian mercy and charity. Corporal punishment and
physical violence more generally were not by nature incompatible with Christian thought and
practice. But Theodulf and other Carolingian authors defined uses of physical punishment they
found unacceptable as inimical to the expectation that holders of ministerium would exercise their
office justly and mercifully.
Inappropriate implementations of corporal punishment ate away at the fiber of Carolingian
society. They threatened both the moral imperative under which Carolingian kings sought to
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govern and the harmonious ordering of society. This latter point is most fully expressed in
criticisms of the corporal punishment of clergy, men whose ministerium afforded them a high
position within this order. Normative and descriptive sources attacked the corporal punishment of
clergy and strove to define the bodies of these men as off-limits from punitive violence in order to
solidify their high status and to assert the primacy of ecclesiastical hierarchies. Such criticisms of
corporal punishment were made on religious grounds and depended upon Carolingian expectations
that authorities needed to govern justly and to protect God’s special people: the poor and members
of clergy.79
Some Carolingian ecclesiastical authors strongly criticized corporal punishment as
repressive, especially to the poor and less powerful. But others used and justified it for reasons
remarkably similar to the ethos of royally directed punishment, which I explore in the third
chapter: a defense of the public moral order against the dangers of sin and heterodox belief and
practices. This use of corporal punishment as defense of public religious order was therefore
justified by the ethos of correctio as a tool wielded by holders of ministerium to defend the faithful
from widespread religious disorder or to encourage them to reform their behavior. In spite of
anxieties that corporal punishment could be a tool of disruption and oppression, punitive violence
could be justified if it was used for just purposes: to defend social and religious order and to
chasten and correct individuals.
The overlap between the church’s institutional uses of corporal punishment and the
religiously informed discourses about the proper application of punishment was far from total.
Rather, implicit tensions arose in the intersections between these two aspects of ecclesiastical takes
on punishment. Carolingian authors like Theodulf worked towards an understanding of corporal
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punishment as a tool of justice and pious correction, but not every source discussed below
explicitly acknowledged the importance of these concerns. The early ninth-century Capitula
Remedii drew strongly upon the spectacular aspects of corporal punishment without any apparent
concern for the personally corrective aspects of Carolingian punitive discourses. Likewise, the
public punishments of religious deviants in the 840s used physical punishments to defend the
normative boundaries of religious practice rather than correct individuals. Efforts to resolve
potential tensions between spectacular and corrective punishments were incomplete. But they
suggest an attempt to solve the potential problems presented by disciplinary violence within the
shared framework of correctio which encompassed both spectacular and personal dimensions of
Carolingian punishment.
The first section examines the twofold question of the corporal punishment of priests by
both lay patrons and ecclesiastical superiors. On one hand, normative and descriptive sources
strongly condemned the physical punishment of priests. On the other, some authors occasionally
endorsed the corporal punishment of clergy as part of ecclesiastical discipline. The second section
considers both condemnations of secular punishments and approbation of divine and ecclesiastical
punishment through the visual language of the Utrecht Psalter. This second section finds that
ecclesiastical corporal punishments were justified both through their connection to divine
correction and through their use to foster justice and pious correction. The third section considers
this use of punishment to discipline and correct in several infamous incidents of religious disorder
attested in Carolingian sources as well as more mundane references to corporal punishments. The
final section explores one of the strongest examples of ecclesiastical use of corporal punishment to
defend public moral order: the Capitula Remedii. The Capitula Remedii, a legal source from
Raetia, reveals a strong preference for corporal punishment, especially for offenses that
compromised moral public order.
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Prohibitions against Corporal Punishment of Clerics
The regulation and outright prohibition of the corporal punishment of clergy was an area of keen
interest for Carolingian ecclesiastics. Normative sources condemned the corporal punishment of
priests and established sanctions for lay people who attacked or beat clergy. Narrative sources
treated the corporal punishment of priests as an outrageous abuse, a symptom of more general
disorders. The corporal punishment of priests was seen as socially unacceptable because of
priests’ high liturgical status: their proximity to the altar rendered violence against their bodies
unacceptable.80 Prohibition of the physical punishment of priests was also connected to broader
efforts to both articulate an idea that priests were high status men, and to clarify the hierarchies and
chains of authority to which priests belonged. These efforts further extended to the use of corporal
punishments by bishops against their subordinate priests, which authors condemned as an abuse of
authority. Carolingian prohibitions against the corporal punishment of priests functioned as part of
ecclesiastical approaches to ordering the world through punishment. They served to solidify
distinctions between those who could and could not be physically disciplined.
Carolingian capitularies and other normative sources repeatedly condemn violence against
members of clergy, most prominently priests. At least some of this violence seems to have been
punitive in nature, directed by lay patrons against clergy in their households they presumably
thought they had the right to physically punish. The line between punishment and other forms of
violence is always arbitrary, dependent upon the degree to which the violent party successfully
justifies and legitimizes her or his use of physical force. The relevant extant sources from the
Carolingian period testify only to efforts to delegitimize the use of force against clergy and it is
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therefore difficult to determine the extent to which priests were subject to corporal punishment at
the hands of their lay patrons or ecclesiastical superiors. After all, the authors of these normative
sources were keen to define such uses of physical force as abuse rather than discipline. There are,
however, several cases in which the normative sources clearly refer to some form of corporal
punishment.
The Capitula missorum Silvacense of 853 condemns those who whip priests as well as
those who presume to throw them out of churches without the permission of a bishop.81 This
capitulary recalls earlier capitularies of Louis the Pious. The first, a fragmentary capitulary edited
under the title Capitula incerta (829?) refers to “priests who are bound and whipped by laymen.”82
The capitulary mentions no consequences, although it seems an obvious statement of disapproval.
Likewise, the 829 Capitulare Wormatiense required either the king’s ban or the harmiscara, a
humiliating punitive ritual levied against lay elite offenders, against anyone who ejected a priest
from a church without the agreement of a bishop.83 All three capitularies testify to a consistent
ninth-century effort to prevent the use of disciplinary violence against priests by lay people. The
appearance of such prohibitions in capitularies reveals that Carolingian kings and emperors
participated in efforts to define priests’ bodies as off-limits from the whip.
A letter sent by Charlemagne to his son Pippin, king of Italy, some time between 806 and
810, also reveals an active royal interest in prohibiting the corporal punishment of priests.84
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Charlemagne admonished his son to make sure that Pippin’s subjects were adhering to royal
decisions laid out in previous capitularies about the compensation required from those who injure
members of clergy. Charlemagne’s letter specifies two types of injuries done to clerics: “if [a
priest] is wounded, according to the type and number of wounds or punishments he is to be
amended with a triple compensation by the one who did this.”85 Thomas Faulkner claims that the
referent of disciplina, which he also translates as punishment, is obscure.86 While disciplina has a
large number of meanings, the fact that Charlemagne uses it in the context of injury tariffs
alongside other forms of physical assault suggests that it should be interpreted as a reference to
physical punishment. In this case, the corporal punishment of a priest was, from a royal
perspective, an illegitimate act for which the injured priest could rightfully demand compensation.
Paulinus of Aquileia expressed similar concern with beatings doled out to priests in a letter
sent to Charlemagne around 796.87 In this letter, Paulinus called attention to an incident in which
“the devil’s servants” had beaten some priests almost to death.88 The bishop asked Charlemagne to
render judgment on the responsible party and cautioned that unless the king disciplined the guilty
parties, their crime might spread to other parts of the kingdom. Paulinus’ identification of the
guilty party as servants of the devil and his warning that if left unchecked their offenses could
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spread all over the king’s domain reveal that the corporal punishment of priests was not simply a
jurisdictional problem. It was instead a moral issue that damaged the fabric of Charlemagne’s
order.
The corporal punishment of priests could also be interpreted as signs of more general
disorder. The 847 Council of Mainz complained that rather than being honored, priests were being
whipped. In the letter sent by Hrabanus, then the newly minted archbishop of Mainz, to Louis the
German, the former complained about the wretched state of the east Frankish church. “What
sorrow! In these times, the holy places are not venerated, nor are the servants of God shown
proper respect. Rather, those who ought to be honored are whipped, despoiled, and worn down by
various calamities.”89 To Hrabanus, not only was the corporal punishment of priests an outrage, it
was further indicative of broader ecclesiastical disorder which required active episcopal
intervention to set right.
In an entry for the year 868, the author of the continuations of the Annals of Xanten
understands the corporal punishment as an atrocity in his description of the deposition of
Archbishop Gunther of Cologne, the bishop excommunicated for his role in Lothar II’s failed
attempt to divorce his wife Theutberga. Gunther, who was also Lothar II’s arch-chaplain, was one
of that king’s advocates in his efforts to divorce his wife Theutberga.90 In the entry for 868, the
Xanten annalist, as part of his efforts to legitimize Gunther’s successor Willibert, paints a vivid
picture of the deplorable state of the once splendid church of Cologne because of Gunther’s
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malfeasance.91 He imagines the church as a suffering widow bereft of a husband, “with torn
garments, blackened skin, her hair torn out, and with bare feet.”92 Without a father to protect them,
the little ones of the diocese were devoured by ravenous wolves while her more noble people are
put to the sword. The annalist further emphasizes the abuse suffered by Cologne’s priests without
a bishop to defend them: “Her priests were beaten with rods and harsh blows because they had no
patron.”93 Cologne the widow pours out tears, begs God for consolation, and asks for a living
husband who can protect her little ones.
The annalist clearly intends that Willibert be understood as the living husband the
personified Cologne yearns for. His imagery of Cologne as a tormented widow without a husband
evocatively highlights the alleged consequences of Gunther’s support for Lothar’s divorce. In
relation to the church as bride turned widow, the annalist offers several analogies for the bishop:
husband, father, and patron. Among this imagery, the idea that without an effective bishop, priests
are vulnerable to beatings touches upon a more general concern with the corporal punishment of
priests. The annalist’s use of virga, which appears in many other contexts as a tool of punishment,
further suggests that the annalist is referring to some form of punishment. The representation of
priestly beatings as a consequence of a failed bishop draws upon an understanding of the bishop as
a supporter of proper church hierarchy and authority which included assuring that priests were not
punished by those without the authority to do so.
The corporal punishment of priests at the hands of members of the church hierarchy was
also condemned as abuse. A letter, addressed by a priest named Atto to Louis the Pious, reveals
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the potential for disciplinary violence within the church and the ways in which it was condemned.94
Atto, who identifies himself as Louis’ servus, complains in his letter about his treatment at the
hands of a clericus named Frotwin. 95 According to the letter, Frotwin had asked Atto to serve in a
church in the Alsace dedicated to Saint Remedius in exchange for a portion of the tithe.96 When
Atto asked for his end of the bargain, Frotwin became enraged and, with the help of three relatives,
seized Atto in the middle of the night, whipped him, and then dragged him before the altar of Saint
Remedius where they compelled him to swear an oath.97
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Atto’s letter represents only his perspective on the matter. One can only guess at the true
nature of the grievance that led Frotwin to whip Atto, but it is certainly possible that the clericus
felt he had a legitimate reason and the right to beat the priest. Atto’s choice of words in his
description of the injuries done to him suggests some form of disciplinary action, likely performed
with a whip, rather than simple assault. Likewise, the staging of Atto’s beating – in the church, or
close enough for Frotwin to then take him before the altar to swear an oath – also potentially
implies the incident was not a retaliatory assault, but an effort to bring a disobedient subordinate
into line. Frotwin could have intended the beating and oath as communicating the hierarchical
relationship between himself and Atto; a relationship in which Atto was the subordinate.
Even if Frotwin’s actions were an attempt to discipline someone he considered his
subordinate, however, Atto presented them as crossing the line. Atto challenged the validity of his
beating on several grounds: that he had only asked Frotwin for what he was owed, the nature of
Frotwin’s emotional affect, the extent of the beating, and that Frotwin and his relatives had ignored
Atto’s appeal to higher supernatural and mundane powers. He presents his treatment as an
injustice in which his whipping plays a central role. While Atto makes no categorical appeal to the
fact that his status as a priest should have made him immune from corporal punishment, his
complaint touches upon concerns that the physical punishment of members of clergy – especially
by people who were not their ecclesiastical superiors – was a source of injustice and disorder.
Bishops who excessively punished their ecclesiastical subordinates were also subject to
criticism. The Actus pontificum Cenomannis, a series of biographies of the bishops of Le Mans,
composed around the middle of the ninth century, describes a series of events that supposedly took
place during the episcopacy of one Bishop Joseph.98 According to the Actus, an unspecified
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dispute arose between Joseph and his priests and clerics. The priests and clerics attempted to
accuse Joseph before Charlemagne but were unable to convince the king of the validity of their
grievance according to canonical authority. In response Joseph, “stirred up by some sort of human
cunning, ordered those priests, who had accused him, flogged and – which is even worse to say –
ordered some of them blinded and castrated.”99
As Margarete Weidemann points out, the Actus is the only source for Joseph’s tenure at Le
Mans, and the story may well be apocryphal. The Actus author or authors stress that during all this
turmoil, Bishop Joseph did not manage to collect the rents owed to the bishopric of Le Mans by the
monastery of Saint-Calais. Their account of Joseph’s reign was therefore part of the forgery’s
assertion of rights over surrounding institutions. His dispute with the Le Mans clergy and his
atrocious punishment of some of these priests contributed to a general state of disorder in which
the bishopric’s rents were not collected. Still, the authors’ presentation of Joseph as the worst sort
of bishop relied in part upon the sense of outrage the floggings and castrations would have aroused
in a reader. This sense in turn drew upon a broader cultural understanding that the bodies of priests
should be immune from corporal punishment.
The normative and narrative sources alike presented the corporal punishment of clergy as
illegitimate and disruptive, both to the functioning of ecclesiastical hierarchies and to society more
generally. The capitularies forbidding the practice helped to clarify the ideal social position by
defining their bodies as off-limits from secular punitive violence. They further supported the
authoritative claims of bishops over their priests by delegitimizing a corporal punishment as a tool
of domination. The narrative sources present the corporal punishment of priests as the cause or
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symptom of wider disorder. Paulinus treated the physical punishment of priests as a contagion that
could spread and undermine the empire if not contained. The Xanten annalist saw in the wake of
Gunther’s wretched tenure as archbishop of Cologne an upsurge in the whipping of priests.
Corporal punishment could also be a source of smaller-scale injustice against priests, as Atto’s
letter to Emperor Louis suggests. These sources understood corporal punishment in a negative
sense as an activity that unmade the right order of the world and something that needed to be
constrained and forbidden.
In spite of the widespread condemnation of the use of disciplinary violence against priests
by both lay and ecclesiastical authorities, clerical immunity was not universally agreed upon.
Several capitularies stipulate circumstances under which a cleric might be physically punished by
his superiors. The following examples reveal that while authors could generally agree that lay
people should not corporally punish priests, they were divided on the role of physical punishment
in church discipline. Although there was no universal agreement on the subject and, as we will see
in the following chapter, there is some evidence that priests pushed back against the idea that they
could be physically disciplined, Carolingian ecclesiastics recognized that corporal punishment
could play a role in church discipline, both for lower members of the church hierarchy or those in
regular life and, at times, for lay people.
Early in the Carolingian period the Concilium Germanicarum, convened by Boniface in
742 or 743, assigned penance and corporal punishment for any servant of God or maid of Christ
who had fallen into the sin of fornication. The guilty were to do penance in prison on bread and
water. If he was an ordained priest, the bishop should have him flogged and scourged before
sending him to prison for two years and again at the end of his sentence. Monks endured an
additional third beating. Nuns were subject to the same sentence, and in addition their heads were
47

to be entirely shaved.100 The close juxtaposition of penance and corporal punishment suggests that
Boniface understood flogging as a form of involuntary penance and a disciplinary tool that could
be used to correct a Frankish church he saw as being in an abysmal state.101
Later conciliar and capitulary sources never again endorsed corporal punishment for priests
as strongly as Boniface had. However, these normative sources were more willing to condemn
lesser grades of clergy to corporal punishment. The 800 Council of Reisbach, Freising, and
Salzburg, for example, forbids clerics from keeping women who were not related to them in their
houses because of the scandal and impropriety that could arise. If a cleric was caught doing so, he
was to be deposed if he was a priest and beaten if he were a lower grade of clergy.102 An Italian
capitulary of uncertain date, probably from the reign of Louis the Pious or Lothar I, establishes a
similar sentence for sexually active churchmen.103 Bishops, priests, or deacons caught with a
woman were to lose their rank. Clerics were also to be stripped naked, tied to a post, and beaten.
The capitulary assigns the same punishment to the women who were caught with the priest.104
Both sources suggest that lower grades of clergy, because of their humbler ranks enjoyed less
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prestige and protection and therefore their bodies were more readily subject to disciplinary
violence.
A capitulary of Lothar I, the Hlotharii capitulare Papiense (ca. 832), set down rules for the
treatment of priests and deacons who lost their ecclesiastical rank. According to canonical
regulation, they should be placed under penance and ideally sent to a monastery if their bishop had
one in his see. This preference for incarceration in monasteries, rather than prisons (carceres)
almost a century earlier reflects a Carolingian propensity for monastic exile, a fate experienced by
several high-profile Carolingian miscreants.105 If the priest or deacon had personal property he
was allowed to appoint a proxy to manage it for them. They were, however, forbidden to wander
about under any circumstance and to go to court or the palace without their bishop’s permission.
Those priests unwilling to observe their penance were to be “coerced by blows.” If a beating did
not chasten them, then they were to be shut up in a place where, willing or not, they would live in
penance.106
Categorical Carolingian prescriptions for the corporal punishment of clergy were sporadic
and most often the result of special contexts or circumstances. In the mid-eighth century, Boniface
was one of the most outspoken advocates of the use of corporal punishment against ordained
priests as part of an understanding of physical punishment as a type of involuntary penance. 107
Sources prescribing punishment for lesser grades of clergy were more widespread but hardly
systematized. Other cases in which it was arguably permissible to flog a priest were after he was
deposed, as in Lothar’s capitulary.
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There was, however, one category of priests for whom a regime of discipline that included
corporal punishment was more systematic, namely canons: priests who lived a communal life
under a rule (regula).108 There are two major canonical rules dating to the Carolingian period: the
mid eighth-century rule of Chrodegang, bishop of Metz and the 816 Canonical Institutes of
Aachen.109 Both canonical rules drew extensively on Benedict of Nursia’s monastic rule and
established a clear role for corporal punishment in the governance of canonical communities. In
Chrodegang’s Rule, corporal punishment was to be used against those who refused to heed verbal
rebukes in accordance with Proverbs 28:2, “the stupid man is not corrected with words.” Even
then, Chrodegang specified that only those canons whose age and temperament were appropriate
should be physically punished.110 The 816 Canonical Institutes offered a similar approach to
discipline. Again, whipping was presented as a disciplinary strategy for more obstinate offenders
for whom physical punishment was suitable and beneficial.
Corporal punishment was not, therefore, universally condemned within church discipline.
Under certain circumstances authors advocated its use to correct and punish members of the
ecclesiastical hierarchy. This was most strongly the case for canons, for whom the Rule of
Benedict provided a strong reference for the use of corporal punishment. Other authors like
Boniface found in corporal punishment a tool of correction akin to involuntary penance; a means to
coerce wayward clergy into emending their behavior. In both cases, corporal punishment was
treated as a means of caring for and correcting clergy as well as a reaffirmation of ecclesiastical
order and authority. The question of whether clergy could be corporally punished therefore reveals
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the multivalent ecclesiastical understandings, developed in cooperation with Carolingian
monarchs, of corporal punishment. It could be atrocious and unjust while it could also serve as a
measured tool of discipline and correction.
Carolingian ecclesiastics had an ambiguous relationship with corporal punishment. They
repeatedly insisted upon the immunity of clergy from physical violence, especially at the hands of
lay people. Descriptive sources further condemned the corporal punishment of priests as
outrageous abuse or episcopal tyranny. Corporal punishment also played an established role in the
governance of communities of canons and of monasteries. In essence, the Carolingian church
generally condemned the corporal punishment of clergy by lay people while recognizing a
possibility for the use of physical punishments as part of ecclesiastical discipline.

The Utrecht Psalter and Corporal Punishment
How then did Carolingian ecclesiastics approach the corporal punishment of lay people?
Secular and religious power and authority were thoroughly entangled in the Carolingian period and
it would be a mistake to present a picture of secular and ecclesiastical power totally at odds.111 As
Abigail Firey points out, Carolingian bishops engaged in both criminal prosecution and pastoral
care.112 And yet some Carolingian churchmen seem to have been ill at ease with the administration
of corporal punishment by rulers or lay courts. While none of these critics categorically denounced
corporal punishment, they recognized it was potentially a tool of tyrannical oppression and impious
violence if not wielded with careful measure and consideration. These criticisms of corporal
punishment aligned with a broader prerogative claimed by the Carolingian episcopate – especially
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during the reign of Louis the Pious – namely, the right and necessity of ecclesiastics to admonish
and correct the ruler in order to assure the moral and spiritual safety of the empire.113
Here, concerns over corporal punishment intersected with insistent and repeated injunctions
by Carolingian ecclesiastics that it was the duty of all good Christians, but especially monarchs, to
care for and defend the poor.114 The 829 Council of Paris condemned those bishops, counts, or
other prelates who forced poor people to sell their grain or wine for substantially less than its
market value.115 Furthermore, if any of these poor people, suffering from their poverty, tried to sell
their produce for its true value, they were flogged with harsh lashes.116 The line between corporal
punishment and broader coercive violence is blurred here due in large part to the council’s
condemnation of such floggings. The authors of the council canons certainly did not consider
these a form of properly applied punishment, although the responsible office-holders may have
thought they were well within their rights to lash those who refused to sell at the price they set.
Corporal punishment was linked to the oppression of the poor, a mechanism for assuring
compliance to an unjust and impious form of economic exploitation on the part of the powerful,
who were expected to know and do better both as Christians and as holders of ministerium.
A similar fear that corporal punishment could be a vehicle for the oppression of the less
powerful was also expressed more than a decade earlier in the Canonical Institutes set out at the
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816 Council of Aachen. Chapter 119 of the Institutes urged bishops to be cautious when admitting
poorer or dependent priests into communities of canons, claiming that wicked bishops exploited
such priests through corporal punishment because they lacked the resources or connections to
protect themselves.117
In his poem Paraenesis ad iudices, Theodulf of Orléans criticizes both the potential
corruption of judges and the cruelty of the corporal punishments they were bribed to inflict upon
the less powerful.118 These punishments, which according to Theodulf included a variety of
mutilations and limb amputations, contravened Christian compassion, a sad state of affairs only
exacerbated by the corruption of greedy judges. In his Comparison of Ancient and Modern Laws,
he further defines contemporary secular punishments as excessive and cruel. According to
Theodulf, corporal punishment was all too often a cruel technique applied in the service of
injustice by corrupt judges. He imagines the way a greedy rich man might urge a corrupt judge to
apply the lash:
Whatever a rich man seizes, he thinks he seizes by law/‘He’s a thief, a fugitive, he has a
mind bent on deception/He is a wicked liar, he plunders and steals/He was evilly intent on
despising our service/He has long been fleeing our neighbor nearby/Bind their feet, let
chains grip their bodies/So that they confess their evil deeds, may they suffer the lash.’
Thus do they [the rich] wish to despoil them of their possessions not of vice.119
The collaboration of the greedy rich man and the corrupt judge pervert the purpose of judgment
and punishment from the correction of vice to the financial benefit of the powerful at the expense
of the poor. This disapproval of the powerful subverting justice for their own gain can also be seen
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in Walahfrid Strabo’s Visio Wettini, in which corrupt and greedy counts are punished in hell by
being crushed under the weight of their ill-gotten wealth in life.120 When used to subvert justice
and oppress the less powerful, corporal punishment becomes in Theodulf’s eyes a dangerous tool
of oppression rather than a corrective strategy.
Patrick Geary connects Theodulf’s comments to contemporary concerns with the plight of
the poor. Improperly applied corporal punishment was not a simple matter of mundane corruption
or judicial inconsistency, it contributed to the “tyranny of the powerful over the weak.”121 In the
eyes of church men like Theodulf, corporal punishment was a morally fraught activity that could
contribute to tyranny and injustice. Pope Nicholas I expresses a similar opinion in his letter to the
recently converted Bulgars. The Bulgarian judges apparently flogged and lacerated suspected
thieves, a practice Nicholas claims was allowed by neither divine or human law.122
However, these were critiques of excessive or improperly applied corporal punishment
rather than outright rejection. Theodulf did not encourage judges to abstain from applying physical
punishments entirely, but to apply it judiciously and without corruption: “Bind criminals in chains
and apply scourging/So that the criminal people may know you are tough/But stain not your steel
with wretched bloodletting/Steel is for enemies; use the scourge to purge guilt.”123 If they applied
it properly, judges could use corporal punishment both as a spectacular deterrent and as a purgative
for individual guilt.
The visual language of the so-called Utrecht Psalter expresses both this concern with and
approval of corporal punishment. The ninth-century illuminated psalter includes 166 pen and ink
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illustrations and each image corresponds to one of the psalms and the other texts included in the
Psalter.124 The psalter includes a relatively large number of images of both supernatural and
mundane punishment. When examined alongside their corresponding psalm passages these images
of punishment reveal a twofold ideology of corporal punishment that is far more comprehensive
than most written Carolingian sources on the subject. In the first place, the psalter’s illuminators
used images of whips and other implements of corporal punishment to represent psalm verses
about God’s discipline and correction. In the second, they employed images of human corporal
punishment, which have a striking resemblance to secular punitive procedures spelled out in
Carolingian capitularies, in correspondence with verses describing the violence and oppression
inflicted on the psalmist by his enemies. The Utrecht Psalter therefore provides valuable insight
into the Carolingian ecclesiastical perspective on corporal punishment, one that critiqued the
potential excesses of judicial violence while simultaneously recognizing that corporal punishment
could be a tool for pious discipline and correction.
The psalter, which was acquired by the Utrecht University library in 1716,125 was most
likely a product of the scriptorium of the archbishopric of Rheims, and is typically dated to some
time during the reign of Archbishop Ebbo (816-835; 840-841). The dating of the Utrecht Psalter to
this period arises from its similarities to the Ebbo Gospels, a codex traditionally more firmly
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associated with the Rheims scriptorium and allegedly commissioned by Ebbo himself.126 More
recently, Celia Chazelle has proposed pushing the date of the manuscript’s construction to a period
after Hincmar’s consecration as Archbishop of Rheims in 845. Based on her interpretation of the
illustration connected to the Fides Catholica on fol. 90v, Chazelle connects the psalter with
Hincmar’s strenuous defense of the power and authority of bishops and church councils.127
Chazelle’s arguments for a later date for the Utrecht Psalter touches on another serious
issue for the interpretation and use of the Utrecht Psalter as a source for Carolingian history:
namely, the extent to which the manuscript relied upon earlier models. Several scholars have
assumed that the illustrations of the Utrecht Psalter depended heavily on a no longer extant psalter
from the fourth or fifth century.128 However, van der Horst, while conceding the possibility of
earlier models, argues that the ninth-century artists responsible for the illustrations shaped their
sources to fit the contemporary style associated with the scriptorium at Rheims.129
Chazelle draws parallels between this conscientious adaptation of earlier models for
contemporary purposes with the practice of Carolingian biblical exegesis.130 Carolingian exegetes
drew upon authoritative biblical and patristic texts in ways that responded to contemporary
concerns and which provide insight into the importance of older textual models for contemporary
intellectual culture.131 Likewise, the illuminators of the Utrecht Psalter likely drew upon
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authoritative visual models in a way that expressed their understanding of the text’s literal and
mystical or typological sense.132 At the same time, scholars have identified elements of the
psalter’s imagery as Carolingian. The weapons and armor of various illustrations are distinctly
ninth century.133 The psalter was not mindlessly copied from a lost earlier model. The artists
adapted and innovated in ways that fit the psalter’s imagery, including images of punishment, to
ninth-century life and intellectual culture.
Based on these observations, therefore, the Utrecht Psalter offers a valuable perspective on
understandings of physical punishment in the Carolingian period. Pictorial details of the psalter’s
illustrations conform to descriptions of corporal punishment in written sources from the eighth and
ninth centuries. When studied alongside these texts, particularly those Carolingian capitularies
which prescribe corporal punishment for various offenses, these details illustrate the mechanisms
of corporal punishment. The visual language of the Utrecht Psalter also provides broader insight
into an ideology of punishment. The layout of the Utrecht Psalter made it an impractical guide to
use in the liturgy. Rather, it is likely that the psalter was a text for reading and study by a literate
audience rather than a liturgical codex, the images of which were meant for the edification of the
illiterate.134 The psalter therefore presented a reader, among many other themes, a visual exegesis
of corporal punishment through the lens of the psalms. On one level, this visual evidence
complements written sources on corporal punishment by providing some idea of what the tools and
staging of corporal punishment may have looked like. On another, however, the psalter’s punitive
imagery provides insight into the ideology of Carolingian corporal punishment.
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Visual representations of physical punishment in the Utrecht Psalter therefore suggest an
understanding of punishment as an ambiguous and potentially dangerous strategy of correction.
On the one hand, punishment could be a tool of oppression in the hands of the wicked. On the
other, the artists depicted God’s disciplining and correcting of individuals as taking the form of
mundane corporal punishment. There is a divine economy of punishment at work in the Utrecht
Psalter, in which properly applied physical discipline is directed from above, and generally shapes
and improves, rather than destroys, its object. In what follows, I consider several examples from
the psalter and offer preliminary interpretations and parallels with other written texts.

A. Positive Punishment
The sequence of images on Utrecht Psalter fol. 9r (figure 1) correspond to Psalm 17 in
which David thanks God for delivering him from his enemies.135 Atop the vertical axis of the
illumination stands a beardless Christ, flanked by two seraphim and standing on top of three
personifications of the winds. Christ has a halo and carries a burning torch, which he points
downwards. Moving downwards along this axis, the viewer finds two angels carrying a scarf and a
whip with two lashes over David, who is immediately below them. David stands at the bottom
center of the image, dressed in armor and carrying a spear, shield, and bow. He stands on top of a
human figure, representing one of his defeated enemies. David is flanked on the right by a lamp
and on the left by channels of water.136
To the right of Christ, four angels carrying spears attack and terrify David’s enemies below
them, represented as eight human figures bearing spears. Three, struck by spears thrown by the
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angels, have dropped their weapons and cower on the ground. Two still aim their weapons at
David, while another pair have dropped their weapons to gaze at the angels above. The final
figure, pierced in the chest by a spear, is falling into a fiery pit in which humans suffer, one of
them apparently being devoured by a grinning Hellmouth, a personification of death. At the top
right, above the pit, there is a group of three deer, corresponding to verse 34: “God… who hath
made my feet like the feet of harts and who setteth me upon high places.”137
To the left of Christ and David, we find a walled structure, presumably the temple of God
referred to in verse 7. Within this enclosure are gathered a group of men. Atop the temple stands
another angel. Immediately outside there is another group of armed men with their backs to David,
referencing verse 41. As they proceed away from David, they fall to the ground.
The image on 9r includes several punishment motifs. The first and perhaps the most
definitive and terrifying motif involves God’s vengeance against David’s enemies. God’s anger,
imagined in Psalm 17 as a fire, which the illuminator depicts in the burning torch carried by Christ,
descends upon them in the form of angels carrying spears (the arrows sent to scatter David’s
enemies in verse 15). The angels, who catch the men in the act of attacking David, force them to
drop their weapons and fall to the ground. The position of the furthest right figure suggests their
ultimate fate: torment in the sorrows of hell represented at the bottom-right of the page. God’s
action against David’s enemies is definitive, final, and eternal.
In the center stand Christ, the two angels below him, and the triumphant David. In this
sequence, the middle image – the two angels carrying a scarf and a whip – are, according to Ernest
DeWald, associated with verse 36: “And thou hast given me the protection of thy salvation, and thy
right hand hath held me up, and thy discipline hath corrected me unto the end, and thy discipline,
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the same shall teach me.”138 The abstract gifts given to David by God are imagined as concrete
objects: a scarf standing in for protection and a whip for discipline. The presence of the whip
solidifies the concepts of correction and discipline of verse 36 and gives them an explicitly
punitive character. Unlike other visual representations of corporal punishment in the Utrecht
Psalter, which correspond to explicit references to beating or scourging in the Psalms, verse 36
makes no such explicit reference. The representation of discipline and correction with a whip
seems, therefore, to be a creative decision on the part of the illuminator. The artist imagines God’s
correction of the Psalmist through discipline not as an abstract process but as one comparable to a
master beating a subordinate with an instrument of punishment.
In contrast to the fate of David’s enemies, however, this punishment does not destroy, but
shapes and improves. Angels strike David’s enemies with weapons rather than implements of
punishment and their final fate is the fires of hell. The illumination for psalm 17 simultaneously
presents the two levels of Christian punishment: emendatio and damnatio. The former involves
punishment meant to educate and to prompt acceptance of guilt and forgiveness, while the latter
meant eternal punishment after death for those who refused to make amends.139 The language of
improvement and instruction (correxit; docebit) in the relevant passage of psalm 17, to which the
angel carrying the whip corresponds, touches upon the former sense of Christian punishment.
Also noteworthy is the close connection of protection and corrective punishment in this
image. Protection and correction, simply presented side by side in the psalm verse, are visually
linked in the image. The scarf symbolizing God’s protection is carried downward from the Christ
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figure to David by two angels, who hold the scarf between them. The angel on the right holds the
whip in his left hand and his half of the scarf in his right, descending upon David with God’s
protection in one hand and correction as an implement of physical punishment in the other.
A similar representation of divine correction in the form of a whip is found on 67v (figure
2), which corresponds to psalm 117. On the right of the image, David stands dressed in armor and
bearing a spear and shield. Again, he is surrounded by armed enemies, the “nations” of 117.5, who
assault the psalmist with spears. David stretches his hand upwards a beardless Christ, his head
surrounded by a cruciform halo, who in turn extends his hand down to David. Christ carries a twopronged whip in his right hand. The image evokes verse 18, “the Lord chastising hath chastised
me, but he hath not delivered me over to death.”
As in the punitive imagery of 9r, God’s protection and discipline are represented as two
inseparable processes. David, surrounded by enemies, calls for God’s protection and support
against enemies who “surrounded me like bees, and burned like fire among thorns.” His trust in
God’s protection is granted and in the image David is attacked but unharmed. At the same time,
David recognizes that God’s protection involves correction and chastisement inseparable from His
favor and protection. The depiction of Christ with a whip further suggests that this chastisement
can be understood as physical in nature, a form of corporal punishment intended to discipline and
correct rather than destroy. In the psalter’s imagery for psalm 117, righteous corporal punishment
again assumes its place in an economy of divine intervention and correction.

B. Negative Punishment
At the top left of the illumination Psalm 25 on 14v (figure 3) there is a half-length figure of
a beardless Christ, holding a book, with a halo, flanked by three angels on each side. Below Christ
61

stands a temple, with its curtains drawn back revealing an altar and a lamp. Before the temple, to
the right, stands David, his arms outstretched. According to DeWald, David stands on top of a
fiery furnace, connected to verse 2: “Examine me, O Lord, and prove me.”140 To David’s right,
water pours out of the mouth of a lion – probably a statue – at the end of an aqueduct into a basin
in which a group of children wash their hands: “I will wash my hands among the innocent, and will
compass thy altar, o Lord.” (verse 6).
At the far right sit five men (verse 5: “I have hated the assembly of the malignant and with
the wicked I will not sit.”).141 Two of them stretch out their hands, receiving bribes from two
figures to the left, who hand over goods to them. Above the seated men three small winged
figures, probably demons, whisper in their ears. Below them there is a fiery pit and a Hellmouth.
To the upper right, above all this, stand two churches with an altar and two groups of men gathered
in front of them.
In the lower right, two men beat a third with tree branches. The man being beaten is naked
and faces away from the viewer. His hands are tied behind his back and one of his legs is bound to
a short post sticking out of the ground. Below these three figures another man beats his victim
with a two-pronged whip. He bends over his prostrate victim and holds the whip over his head. In
his other hand, he holds the man by either the arm or the shirt. The prostrate man has been stripped
down to the waist. He faces his punisher and his free hand stretches forth to the right. These
representations of corporal punishment recall descriptions of corporal punishment in several
Carolingian capitularies, which in addition to beating, include the binding and exposure of the
body as part of the punishment. For example, a capitulary of Louis the Pious establishes punitive
beating for unfree people who disobey imperial commands: “if a slave [has done this], let him be
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beaten naked at the post and let his head be shaved.”142 The images of punishment of the
illumination for psalm 25 parallel this passage in the nakedness of the victims of punishment and,
in the case of the former, the binding of the man’s foot to what appears to be some form of post.
In contrast to the illustration for psalm 17 on fol. 9r, the images of punishment for psalm 25
are not associated with God, but seem to be associated with the wicked. DeWald associates the
images of corporal punishment for psalm 25 with verse 9: “Take not away my soul, O God, with
the wicked nor my life with bloody men.”143 According to DeWald, those carrying out the
punishment on fol. 14r are the bloody men of verse 9. Corporal punishment appears not as a tool
of correction, teaching, and disciplining, but one of violence and persecution. It is the work of
bloody men, included among the activities of the wicked, from whom David appeals to God to
deliver him.
David’s enemies and oppressors are commonly represented in the Utrecht Psalter as
carrying whips against him. This is the case on 19v (figure 4) and 22r (figure 5). The imagery on
these pages represent psalm 34 and 37 respectively, in which David asks God to judge his enemies.
On the right of the image found on 19v, a group of David’s enemies, armed with spears and
shields, menace him. They are led by two figures carrying whips, which they raise against David
in the image’s middle. The image on 22r presents a very similar picture, and again David’s
enemies approach him with weapons and scourges. In contrast to the whips found on 9r, which
represent God’s loving correction, these are the scourges of oppressors, against whom David prays
for protection. The whip is an ambiguous symbol in the visual language of the Utrecht psalter. It
can represent diligent correction or violence and wickedness.
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The imagery connected to psalm 124 (figure 6) again represents corporal punishment as an
activity of sinners. Found on 73r, the image depicts the city of Jerusalem. The tabernacle stands in
the center, surrounded by groups of men engaged in discussion and the writing of texts. The walls
of Jerusalem separate the just from the wicked, protecting the former from the martial and punitive
violence of the latter and further indicating the separation of this activity from that which God’s
people engage in. Outside Jerusalem’s walls on both the right and the left stand groups of sinners,
armed with spears and shields, images that gloss verse 3 of the psalm: “For the Lord will not leave
the rod of sinners upon the lot of the just that the just may not stretch forth their hands to iniquity.”
On each side, we find a man bound on the ground, naked from the waist up and bound hand and
foot. The figure on the left has his hands tied to his feet, while the one on the right is stretched out
on his back, exposing his naked torso. Two men bearing whips tower over each figure raising rods
above their heads, ready to strike. The psalter’s punitive imagery corresponds to descriptions of
punishment in capitulary sources in the binding of the victims’ hands and feet and the exposure of
their naked bodies.144 Again, these images are associated not with the proper execution of justice,
but with sinful and wicked men engaged in the oppression of the just.
The parallels between elements of the punishment images on fol. 14v and 72v, namely the
victim’s binding and nudity, and descriptions of corporal punishment in the capitularies are
significant given that almost all images of humans performing punishment in the Utrecht Psalter
gloss portions of the psalms about oppression and violence. Together, these images constitute a
critique of at least some aspects of juridical corporal punishments found in the capitularies. The
use of visual representations in this negative light suggests anxiety or concern about the use of
physical violence to chastise or punish.
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The punitive imagery of the Utrecht Psalter can therefore be divided into two general
categories. In the first, corporal punishment is doled out by divine or celestial beings and is
equated with God’s righteous correction of humanity. In the second, humans inflict corporal
punishment upon others, often in ways that mirror actual eighth- and ninth-century punitive
practice. The depictions of these punishments visually gloss psalm passages about the psalmist’s
enemies or the activities of the wicked and therefore acquire a negative sense. This division
between righteous divine correction and tyrannical human punishment points to a religious
punitive ideology in which the violence and injury of human punishment is problematic while
God’s punishments are understood as corrective.
There is, however, one exception to this division. On 79r, psalm 140, verse 5, “the just
man shall correct me in mercy, and shall reprove me” is represented by a bearded man carrying a
two-pronged whip in his right hand (figure 7). With the same hand, he points towards the psalmist,
who is performing a sacrifice in the tabernacle, marking a relationship between the two figures.
Two angels hold open the doors of the tabernacle, allowing his offering to reach Christ above and
exposing him to the bearded man. The just man comes to deliver merciful correction, imagined as
a whipping, to the psalmist. This is the only image of human punishment in the Utrecht Psalter
which represents a positive form of punishment. His visual presence as an agent of punishment
suggests a way to navigate the perils of earthly punishment and to capture the essence of divine
correction on earth. It was not impossible for mortals to carry out pious corrective punishment, but
to do so required careful consideration and implementation. The illustration on 79r, read alongside
the psalm passage to which it corresponds, shows a need for mortals who punish to do so with an
eye towards just correction.
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Two other ninth-century references to psalm 140 verse 5 shed further light on the
significance of the passage’s imagery in the Utrecht Psalter. The first comes from the record of the
874 Council of Douzy, at which a nun named Duda was condemned for plotting against her abbess
and for having a sexual relationship with a priest that allegedly produced a child.145 The council
instructed Duda’s abbess to have her beaten bloody in front of her sister nuns and to then subject
her to a series of penances. The author of the proceedings, likely Hincmar of Rheims, explained
her initial beating as using the “blood of the body, exacted with rods,” to elicit tears, the blood of
the soul, further justified as an act of merciful correction through a citation to psalm 140, verse 5:
“the just man shall correct me in mercy.”146
Likewise, Remigius of Auxerre, in his late ninth- or early tenth-century commentary on
Psalms equates the just man’s merciful correction to physical punishment. Remigius understands
the psalm verse as related to the turning away from evil words and the work of iniquity mentioned
in the previous verse. He writes, “If you have not turned my heart to evil words, so that I do not
sin in thinking nor in excusing sin, it follows that it is good if some just man will correct me with
ecclesiastical discipline, that is with fasts and sometimes with blows.”147 Remigius thus identifies
the just man’s correction with physical aspects of church discipline, an implicit endorsement of
these modes of punishment as a measured and proper mode of merciful correction. Hildemar of
Corbie expresses a similar understanding of corporal punishment as a type of ecclesiastical
discipline. In his commentary on the Rule of Benedict, Hildemar remarks that “if the masters of
the church brought the whip upon their subordinates, they would not do it out of envy or hatred.”148
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Hildemar further contrasts punishment born of hatred and envy with the loving correction directed
by a father against his son, comparing ecclesiastical discipline to the latter. Psalm 140 specifically,
and other commentaries on ecclesiastical discipline more generally, treat corporal punishment as
tempered correction rather than repressive violence.
In representing Psalm 140.5 as a human figure carrying a whip, the illustrators of the
Utrecht Psalter visually make a similar claim through the connection between a psalm verse
referring to just correction and an image of human punishment. Punishment on earth is a fraught
activity, liable to lapse into abuse and oppression, but it finds its proper use in the hands of the just.
Properly applied, corporal punishment offers a means to correct, shape, and improve mortals, a key
responsibility of Carolingian ecclesiastics. Corporal punishment in the hands of the just man of
140.5 is a measured and legitimate exercise of discipline. It contrasts with the other images of
human punishment in the Utrecht Psalter which correspond to oppression and tyranny.
The visual language of the Utrecht Psalter therefore simultaneously problematizes human
corporal punishment while acknowledging an exception for punishment carried out in the spirit of
justice and pious correction. The same psalm verse they represented as such was understood by
Carolingian exegetes as referring to ecclesiastical punishments. These latter punishments are
associated by extension with those acts of divine punitive correction the artists represent with
whips and scourges. They are merciful acts of justice, reprobation, and correction: key selfassumed responsibilities of Carolingian churchmen. As Theodulf had lamented in the Paraenesis
ad iudices, corporal punishment was risky because it could contravene proper Christian piety and
care through its violence and the injuries inflicted on victims’ bodies. Corporal punishment
therefore had to be a moderated and compassionate corrective technique in order to be acceptable.
Its implementation had to align with the broader aims of the Carolingian correctio: the
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improvement of the standards of collective Christian life and observance on earth in order to
achieve God’s favor here and after. As long as individual Carolingian ecclesiastics adhered to
these standards they could have recourse to corporal punishment.

The Punitive Church
How then did Carolingian ecclesiastics apply the lash in the spirit of correction and
improvement? Several ninth-century incidents suggest a use of spectacular corporal punishment to
constrain and neutralize widespread religious and social disorder in ways that legitimized physical
punishment as part of ecclesiastical discipline. These uses of corporal punishment reveal a
connection between the disorder, its resolution and the offender’s punished body. This is similar to
the ways that Carolingian royal authorities used corporal punishment in order to address and repair
breaches in the public order Carolingian monarchs assumed the responsibility to propagate and
maintain. These incidents, however, reveal a much more prevalent sense of pastoral care given the
relevant church authority’s concern with the dangerous effects of heterodox teaching and behavior.
Corporal punishment was part of a pastoral strategy aimed at restoring proper belief and practice.
Three notable mid ninth-century incidents reveal the use of corporal punishment by
Carolingian ecclesiastics to curb public religious disturbances. The first, the condemnation and
punishment of Gottschalk of Orbais, will be discussed in the following chapter. The second case is
the condemnation and public flogging of a Alemannian prophetess named Thiota at the 847 council
of Mainz. The third incident is the events surrounding the presence of relics of dubious
provenance in Dijon, detailed in a letter sent by Archbishop Amolo of Lyon to Bishop Theobald of
Langres in the 840s. Each case involved perceived heterodox teaching or behavior that in the eyes
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of ecclesiastical observers posed a serious threat to public order and the moral fabric of the
Carolingian realms. Carolingian religious authorities responded with corporal punishment.
The account of Thiota’s condemnation and punishment are preserved in the Annals of
Fulda entry for 847.149 According to the Fulda annalist, around the time that Archbishop Otgar of
Mainz died and was replaced by Hrabanus Maurus, a “pseudo-prophetess” had come to Mainz
from Alemannia after she had thrown the diocese of Bishop Solomon of Constance into turmoil
with her preaching. Thiota claimed to know the exact date of the end of the world, “among other
things known only to God,” and that this day was fast approaching. The people of Solomon’s
diocese were greatly disturbed by her preaching and flocked to her with gifts and requests for her
to pray for them. Worse, men in sacred orders began to follow her as a teacher sent from heaven.
Thiota was brought before the bishop where under questioning she allegedly admitted that
she had undertaken her apocalyptic preaching at the instigation of a certain priest. Moreover, the
annalist claims she confessed that the priest and Thiota had invented her claims for the sake of
material gain, a further delegitimization of her message. Consequently, an episcopal synod held at
the church of Saint Alban of Mainz sentenced Thiota to a public flogging and forced her to
renounce “in shame the office of preaching, which she had irrationally taken up contrary to the
custom of the church.”150 There is no evidence for Thiota after her condemnation and punishment
at the 847 Mainz synod, but the Fulda annalist seems to have considered the matter closed and the
threat posed by Thiota’s teaching to the health and safety of the church neutralized.
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According to the Fulda annalist, Thiota’s offense was at its core the fact that she had
assumed a right to publicly share a theologically disturbing vision. Worse, this vision had thrown
both Mainz and Constance into turmoil and had encouraged the people of those dioceses to
abandon orthodox belief and behavior in pursuit of her dubious claims. The crowds she attracted
with her teaching treated her as a sort of saint by asking her for intercessory prayer, which
contravened episcopal efforts to regulate of the making and veneration of saints.151 Personal
claims of living sanctity further featured in other Carolingian ecclesiastical encounters with
heterodoxy. A century earlier, Boniface condemned Adalbert in part because he allegedly had
offered his hair and fingernails as relics.152 As Matthew Gillis argues, Gottschalk of Orbais
defined himself as a sort of living martyr, a self-identification his prosecutors thoroughly
rejected.153 Carolingian ecclesiastical hierarchs diligently policed the boundaries of sanctity and
accordingly treated Thiota as a dangerous and disruptive presence there. The fact that Thiota’s
teaching had also led clergy away from the proper doctrine of the church compounded the danger
she posed.
Modern scholars typically focus on either what Thiota’s treatment suggests about the
relationship between women and public religiosity or the ambiguous visionary tradition
surrounding her apocalyptic visions. Julia Smith points out that Carolingian ecclesiastics accepted
the validity of private female visionary experiences, but condemned public female religious
expression like Thiota’s or that of the women of Dijon as disruptive and dangerous.154 Paul Dutton
and Abigail Firey both connect Thiota to a mid-ninth century climate of apocalyptic expectation.155
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The bishops at Mainz thus had no problem using corporal punishment against Thiota.
Although Thiota’s case was clearly a matter of ecclesiastical discipline, she was not a member of
clergy and therefore not afforded the protections from physical punishment for clergy for which
Carolingian authors argued for in other contexts. Thiota was a lay person who had exceeded by far
the boundaries of acceptable religious behavior. Her public flogging therefore both made clear
through her punished body the illegitimacy of her activity and the restoration of order.
Corporal punishment also played a role in an ecclesiastical response to another roughly
contemporary public religious disturbance. In the 840s, Bishop Theobald of Langres wrote to his
Archbishop, Amolo of Lyons, for advice regarding the strange events surrounding the arrival of the
supposed relics of an unknown saint in Dijon.156 Theobald’s letter does not survive, but Amolo’s
response does. The archbishop recounts both what had taken place and advises Theobald how to
proceed.
According to Amolo’s version of events, two men claiming to be monks brought the bones
from Rome, but claimed not to know the name of the saint. One of the men went back to Italy for
more information and never returned while the other who remained at Dijon died. In the
meantime, Theobald had placed the bones in the church of Saint Bénigne, where they began to
work suspicious miracles. These miracles were not healings, “by which indications of divine
mercy and propitiation are revealed,” but rather acts of supernatural violence.157 Women in the
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church fell down and cried out as if struck by blows. As a result, a large group of women of
various ages and social statuses gathered there. They refused to leave, claiming that if they did the
supernatural assaults would resume. Others flocked to the church bringing offerings and gifts to
the unknown saint. The furor whipped up by the relics’ arrival spread beyond Dijon, and Amolo
claims to have heard reports of similar ‘miracles’ and crowds from several other churches in
Langres as well as in the neighboring diocese of Autun.
Amolo’s letter strongly condemned events surrounding the unknown relics at Dijon and
exhorted Theobald to take action. Theobald was not to allow the veneration of the relics to
continue – certainly not in their current form – because of the unknown provenance of the relics as
well as the dubious circumstances of their acquisition. The fact that the supposed monks were
unable to identify the saint was suspicious. The fact that the supposed miracles were violent rather
than salubrious was an even greater cause for doubt. They seemed to Amolo more the work of
human or diabolical deception than of a holy saint. Amolo was open to the possibility that the
relics were those of a true saint, but instructed Theobald to bury the bones quietly and respectfully
away from the church until the truth of the matter could be determined. As matters stood,
however, the unknown relics contravened proper ways people could venerate saints as well as
episcopal control over that process.158
The relics also had a disruptive impact on the social and religious life of Langres that
disturbed Amolo. The women who claimed to have experienced the supposed miracles worked
through the relics claimed that they were unable to return home, and stayed at Bénigne’s church
separated from their parents or husbands. Amolo criticizes this trend both because it had disrupted
the fabric of family life and the patriarchal authority of husbands and as a further sign of the relics’
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dubious nature: “When have the holy martyrs ever thus restored married and faithful women to
health in their sanctuaries, only in order to separate them from their husbands, and suddenly struck
them with hostile blows so that they are unable to return to the houses of their menfolk?”159 The
relics’ presence had further disrupted the social fabric of the diocese of Langres by encouraging
people to abandon their parish churches and to bring their donations to the unknown saint, instead
of giving their alms locally, where they could be used to sustain local widows, orphans, and
pilgrims.
Amolo offered Theobald several pieces of advice on how to restore his diocese to order.
Theobald was to publicly prohibit the gatherings around the relics and instruct the people of his
diocese to bring their tithes to their local churches instead. Amolo thought that if Theobald
successfully implemented these measures the miracle fakings would stop in turn. Once the flow of
donations which sustained the malingering women dried up they would be forced to give up their
deception and seek sustenance elsewhere.160 If some of them persisted in their claims, however,
Amolo encouraged Theobald to have them beaten, most likely by men in the bishops’ service,
although he does not specify: “And if some wish to seem more obstinate in this matter, we think
that they should be coerced with heavy blows to the confession of truth.”161 As Dominic
Barthélemy points out, demoniacs were occasionally bound or beaten as part of their eventual
cures.162 In the case of the events at Langres, however, Amolo did not accept the women’s
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supernatural experiences as genuine, and the beatings were meant to make them admit the truth
rather than some form of exorcism. Corporal punishment was therefore a way for Theobald to
restore order and police the boundaries of orthodox behavior in his diocese in the face of stubborn
refusal to accept verbal correction.
In his endorsement of corporal punishment, Amolo cited a similar incident that had taken
place during the tenure of his predecessor Agobard of Lyons.163 “For sometimes,” Amolo recalled,
“in [Agobard’s] presence we saw people who pretended to be vexed by demons, but, once
disciplined with a heavy beating and blows, immediately confessed their pitiful make-believe, and
publicly set out their need and their poverty for the sake of which they had shown these things.”164
Amolo’s recommendation of corporal punishment was therefore something he had learned from his
predecessor and was not a unique occurrence. In the ninth-century diocese of Lyons, corporal
punishment was an at least somewhat established tool of pastoral discipline and correction.
Thiota’s apocalyptic preaching and the spectacular devotions of women of Dijon therefore
reveal a multivalent understanding of corporal punishment. The Mainz council specified that
Thiota should be beaten in public. Her punished body played a role in a spectacle of punishment
which made visible both the source of spiritual and social danger, its resolution through
authoritative intervention, and the restoration of order. While spectacle is not emphasized in
Amolo’s solution to the disturbances at Dijon, he also treated corporal punishment as a means to
end a religiously and socially dangerous practice. In both cases corporal punishment played a
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pedagogical role in pastoral efforts. The bishops who endorsed its uses were willing to use
coercive force or its threat to achieve these efforts.
These incidents were essentially exceptional circumstances. They both occurred during
periods of crisis and transition: Hrabanus’ accession to the archbishopric of Mainz and during the
civil war of the 840s respectively.165 Consequently, they captured attention of an annalist and an
archbishop that more quotidian matters of church discipline likely did not. Exceptional though
they were, in each case Carolingian bishops applied corporal punishment to resolve a perceived
threat to orthodox belief and practice.
However, several other sources suggest that bishops used corporal punishment as part of
more mundane discipline. Bishops and abbots also found occasion to corporally punish the lay
people in their charge as part of the managements of estates. The 829 Council of Paris had
condemned bishops who forced poor people to sell produce at below market value and who
whipped them if they refused. If one reads against the moral polemic of this injunction, it seems
that at least some bishops were willing and able to use corporal punishments to coerce their tenants
and to assure that economic exchanges went to the benefit of the estate holder. Still, the
condemnation of this activity suggests such uses of corporal punishment were problematic.
Ecclesiastics who used or advocated such corporal punishment still had to justify it as beneficial
rather than harmful to order and to those in their charge. Here, they appealed to the similar mixture
of the defense of public morality and benevolent coercion as correction.
An incident recorded in the late ninth-century Miracula sancti Vedasti reveals the use of
corporal punishments against ecclesiastical servants. In the Miracula, a young man, who was a
servant of one of the canons at Beauvais, was known to be deceitful and lustful. The youth further
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committed a grave offense – the nature of which the author does not specify – for which he had
frequently been admonished by his master. This sorry state of affairs continued until many people
learned about the servant’s bad behavior and poor character. Finally, the wicked servant was
flogged in public in order to correct him.166 The youth’s corporal punishment was thus a matter of
both public interest and personal correction. The Miracula’s author connects his eventual lashing
to his immoral conduct and refusal to listen to his master. The public staging of the punishment
relates to the fact that the youth’s offenses had become a matter of public knowledge.
A poem, attributed to Alcuin and perhaps dedicated to his correspondent and friend Bishop
Arn of Salzburg, describes some sort of disturbance that had taken place when the latter was the
abbot of the monastery of St.-Amand. “An unhappy crowd of rustics comes dreadfully/Which the
unloved Amand had pressed into service as workers/What are these miserable men doing? Let
their backs be broken by whips/Let there be saving substance for the guilty rustic.”167 Although
the details of the incident are unknown, the disturbance seems to have involved a refusal by some
of St.-Amand’s dependents to perform labor services.168 Alcuin recommends flogging as a means
of disciplining insubordinate workers, a common problem for Carolingian estate managers.169 His
final line, however, offers an understanding of these floggings as beneficial to their victims. While
the poem provides little evidence for the cause and course of this dispute, Alcuin casts the
dependents’ defiance as impiety and their flogging as a salubrious purgation of their guilt.
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Roughly half a century later, a capitulary issued by Charles the Bald in connection with the
853 Council of Soissons also refers to bishops using corporal punishment against the dependents
on their estates. Chapter nine of the capitulary stipulated that lay lords (seniores) who retaliated
against bishops or their agents who whipped their coloni should be compelled to pay the royal ban,
be excommunicated, and undergo the harmiscara.170 The capitulary sets out the conditions under
which a bishop or his agents might properly whip a colonus. The whipping should be carried out
with rods (virgae) and with proper discretion and for appropriate reasons. The logic of the
episcopal beating was twofold. First, it served as an exemplary punishment meant to inspire a
healthy fear in others (propter metum aliorum). Second, the whipping was meant to discipline and
correct the criminal himself. This latter purpose was further justified as a form of temporary and
corporeal penance levied against the unwilling in order to prevent eternal damnation.171
This identification of flogging as a type of penance is confirmed again by chapter ten of the
853 Soissons council canons, to which the capitulary refers. The canon ten forbade on pain of
excommunication anyone from taking revenge on a bishop for subjecting another person to
ecclesiastical discipline.172 While the canon does not explicitly identify flogging or any other form
of corporal punishment, the fact that the 853 capitulary recalls this measure in relation to the
whipping of coloni suggests an identification of managerial corporal punishment with the morally
corrective mechanisms of ecclesiastical discipline.
Chapter nine of the Soissons capitulary was later incorporated into Regino of Prüm’s Libri
duo de synodalibus causis. Regino compiled his treatise around 900 principally from ninth-century
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sources and was meant to serve as a convenient handbook for bishops during episcopal
visitations.173 Regino’s inclusion of the 853 Soissons capitulary in his collection suggests that he
recognized that bishops would potentially be flogging the unfree people in their charge and might
find useful the protections spelled out in chapter nine.174 In his list of questions bishops should ask
during their visits, Regino further advised bishops to inquire whether anyone had opposed
themselves or their assistants by preventing unfree people (coloni aut servi) from being beaten
naked with rods on account of any offenses they might have committed.175 Whippings with rods
was to Regino an important part of episcopal governance and, given the purpose of the Libri duo
something he apparently thought all bishops would do.

Corporal Punishment and the Capitula Remedii
While the sources discussed in the previous two sections provide insight into an
ecclesiastical ideology of corporal punishment, none of them offer a comprehensive normative
treatment of the subject. There is, however, at least one Carolingian source in which a bishop lays
out a punitive vision with a clear role for corporal punishment: the so-called Capitula Remedii, a
legal source from early ninth-century Rhaetia. While the product of local historical circumstances
and by no means applicable outside of its particular moment, the Capitula Remedii reveals a
punitive regime in which corporal punishment was levied against lay people under the authority of
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a bishop. The Capitula Remedii displays a strong preference for spectacle and conspicuously
shameful punishments which often recall the nature of the initial offense. There is much less overt
emphasis on corporal punishment as benevolent coercion than in the sources previously discussed.
The Capitula instead focuses more on the defense and repair of moral and social order.
The Capitula Remedii survives in a single manuscript from the 8th/9th century, St. Gall
Stiftsbibliothek 722. This manuscript also contains the Lex Romana Curiensis, an epitomization of
the Breviarium Alarici.176 The Capitula immediately follows the Lex Romana Curiensis in the
manuscript and at times relies upon that source.177 Chapters 9 and 10, which deal with theft and
false testimony respectively, explicate no punishment and instead refer to the penalties listed in lex
nostra; probably a reference to some version of Roman law, perhaps the Lex Romana Curiensis.
The Capitula is attributed to Bishop Remedius of Chur (r. 800-820).
The Capitula was clearly intended to function within the local context of Rhaetia. It makes
repeated reference to local places and officials such as the scultaizus, an Alemannic office
equivalent to the centenarius.178 Local priests are further largely responsible for the propagation
and enforcement of the Capitula’s punitive measures, a fact that differentiates it from other
Carolingian capitularies of royal origin.179 The position and authority of the bishops of Chur was
also somewhat atypical in that they had governed Rhaetia effectively as counts until Charlemagne
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installed a secular count around 806.180 As such, the Capitula Remedii cannot be uncritically
assumed to represent a wider systematic use of corporal punishment by the Carolingian episcopate.
The need and license for the bishop of Chur to pronounce a series of corporal punishments through
the Capitula was instead the product of local forces and conditions.
Still, the Capitula Remedii suggests a willingness on the part of a ninth-century bishop to
use corporal punishment. These corporal punishments were most intense for offenses against
public religious and social order: witchcraft, perjury, adultery, or rape (violencia). The Capitula
Remedii consists of twelve chapters which deal almost entirely with the punishment of a variety of
offenses.181 The Capitula stipulates a mix of corporal and compensatory penalties.182 The
Capitula also mentions punishments for repeat offenders, and these punishments typically escalate
in severity. The ultimate sanction for recidivists is to be handed over to secular judges (potestas
iudicum et laicorum) for sentencing. Modern scholars interpret this measure as implying a capital
sentence, which the Capitula never stipulates, and that the Bishop of Chur may well have thought
inappropriate for ecclesiastical discipline.183
Homicide, kidnapping (raptus) a woman or girl for marriage, and raping (violentia) a nun, a
married woman, or widow all require the offender to pay compensation to the injured parties
depending on the victim’s social status.184 The Capitula, however, departs from the typical logic
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of Frankish compensatory law in that it frequently decrees corporal punishments for repeat
offenders in the above category. The chapter on homicide, for example, stipulates that a man who
commits a second murder is to be blinded.185 Likewise, a man who sexually assaults a widow or
nun is to be beaten a second time and beaten yet again and imprisoned for a third offense.186
There are also several offenses for which the punishments are exclusively corporal.
Chapter two establishes a series of corporal punishments for a magician (maleficus) or blasphemer
(sacrilegus):
“If a magician or blasphemer has been found among the people, he is first to be shaved or
scalped (scalvetur), pitch is to be poured over his head, and he is to be placed on a donkey
and led around the villages while being beaten. If he has done this a second time, let his
tongue be cut out and his nose cut off. If he will have done this a third time, let him stand
in the power of secular judges.”187
The punishments for witchcraft and sacrilege offer one of the strongest examples of the punitive
logic of the Capitula Remedii. The punishments for a first offense have a conspicuous impact on
an offender’s body, are likely designed to be humiliating, and are transacted in public. The
shaving or scalping and tarring of the condemned’s head serve as a conspicuous mark of infamy.
The humiliation procession, in which the condemned is led through the district on a donkey as he is
whipped lends another element of spectacle to the punishment. The author of the capitulary
intends the punishment to be seen by the people among whom the magician or blasphemer has
been hiding. This seems not so much an act of deterrence, but instead a means of delineating
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through the humiliating display and affliction of the condemned’s body, the violation of a
boundary between deviant and orthodox practices.
The punishments for a second offense – the penal amputation of the tongue and nose – are
more permanent visible punitive markings. The severing of the nose serves as a mark of public
disgrace.188 Nasal amputation is one of the punishments levied against those who form seditious
sworn conspiracies in the 805 capitulary of Thionville.189 This commonality suggests a connection
between punitive facial mutilation and offenses against public order. Recidivist malifici and
sacrilegi had threatened Rhaetia’s moral fabric, and their mutilated noses were a form of punitive
humiliation and a sign of order restored. The cutting out of the tongue further recalls the offense as
the tongue that blasphemes or does evil is a direct object of punishment.
Perjury is another offense for which the Capitula institutes only corporal punishments.
First time perjurers are to be beaten, shaved or scalped (decalvare) and tarred.190 As for
blasphemers and magicians, these punishments touch the body in visible and humiliating ways,
disciplining the condemned and publicly exposing and resolving his misdeed. For a second
offense, a perjurer is to be beaten again, branded on the face with a hot iron, and imprisoned. A
second-time perjurer is also not allowed to testify as a witness again. The brand serves as a
punitive mark that again transforms a criminal’s body into a permanent judicial spectacle. If
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despite this provision, a recidivist again testifies and perjures himself, he is to be handed over to
secular judges for execution.191
The punishment for a first-time adulterer with an unmarried woman is either a beating or a
fine of twelve solidi. It does not, however, specify the circumstances under which one penalty is to
be preferred to the other.192 Serial adulterers still paid fines, but repeat offenses required corporal
punishment. A second-time unmarried adulterer is to be whipped and imprisoned for as long as the
seniores saw fit. For a third offense, an offender was to again be beaten, imprisoned, and pay a
fine of twelve solidi. The Capitula allowed an adulterer (the assumed offender is male) to marry
his likewise unmarried sexual partner, but it is unclear whether this shotgun marriage was an
alternative to punishment. The punishments for a married adulterer were a similar mix of fine,
beating, and imprisonment, although the amount owed was larger and compensation was paid in
addition rather than in the place of a beating for a first offense.
In contrast, the punishment for illicit relations with sexually unavailable women – married
women, nuns, or widows – are mostly pecuniary. Chapter 8 spells out various fines for violentia
depending on the perpetrator’s social status and whether or not the woman was a willing partner.
Corporal punishments only entered the picture for repeat offenders. For a second offense, a man
who committed violentia with a willing woman was to be whipped and pay compensation. Repeat
offenders who kidnapped another man’s wife and tried to flee were to be beaten or castrated. As
with the tongue cut out of a blasphemer’s mouth, castration again reflects the nature of the offense.
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Corporal punishment is less pronounced for other offenses, but still present. In chapter 11,
if a man slanders another man in a quarrel and “he either has proven what he said was true or has
sworn an oath that he spoke in anger and did not know the truth of the matter, let him be beaten or
redeem his back with six solidi.”193 The chapter on homicides contains a paragraph detailing
punishments for carrying weapons in inappropriate places. Someone who without permission
carried a sword in the bishop’s presence was to have his hand cut off. If the bishop wasn’t present
he was only to be beaten instead.194 These punishments are again oriented towards the
maintenance of public order: the prevention of quarrels which could escalate and control of the
weapons which could be used to disruptive effect.
In conclusion, the Capitula Remedii represents the strongest statement on corporal
punishment made by a Carolingian ecclesiastical author. The document shows a pronounced
willingness to employ flogging and bodily mutilation against a number of moral offenses. The
directions for the staging of these penal rituals suggests that they were meant to be conspicuous
displays of punitive shame that violated the areas of offenders’ bodies in ways most connected to
their offenses, as well as visibly symbolizing the restoration of social order. The early ninthcentury Capitula does not display any of the anxieties about corporal punishment that other
Carolingian sources reveal. The personally corrective aspects of corporal punishment, informed by
religious discourses and found in the other sources discussed in this chapter, are mostly absent
from the Capitula Remedii. Instead, the capitulary draws heavily upon the spectacular aspects of
corporal punishment in order to defend moral order much as the punishments of Thiota and the
women of Langres had. These spectacular punishments and the visible marks they left on
offenders’ bodies targeted offenses seen as particularly disruptive to the religious and moral fabric
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of Rhaetia such as perjury, witchcraft, or adultery. Through the highly visible and mimetic
punishment of these offenses, the Bishop of Chur delineated normative social and religious
boundaries in ways that applied the spectacular aspects of punishment to shape and correct. In
these ways, the Capitula Remedii reveals the ways in which Carolingian thought and penal practice
integrated the spectacular aspects of physical punishment into efforts to create their visions of a
moral and religious society as well as the responsibilities of office-holders within those projects.
And yet the author of the Capitula blanched at the prospect of capital punishment. The
Capitula therefore recognizes limitations to the punitive power of the bishop. Its corporal
punishments were meant to mark and dishonor more or less permanently not to occlude or destroy.
It is only recidivists who are executed and not by an ecclesiastical court. The Capitula Remedii
therefore reveals the extent to which some Carolingian bishops were willing to employ corporal
punishment in pursuit of enforcing social and religious order while still recognizing at least some
of the reluctance towards punitive violence expressed more forcefully by authors like Theodulf.

Conclusion
Members of the Carolingian church hierarchy both criticized and approved of corporal
punishment. They did so in ways that distinguished between tyrannical human punishments, used
in the service of injustice and the oppression of the less powerful, and punishments oriented
towards the correction of both individuals and society, ultimately inspired by scriptural and
religious concepts of divine correction. Through these distinctions, these Carolingian authors
articulated visions of a religiously informed punitive ideology shaped by both scriptural precedent,
the perceived urgent need to reform society to bring it into closer alignment with the will of God,
and the role of bishops, priests, and other clergy as possessors of ministerium in that project.
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Within that context, more carefully defining the relationship between one type of office
holder – priests – and corporal punishment was essential. Ecclesiastical writers condemned
corporal punishment of priests through normative and descriptive sources. This was most keenly
expressed in relation to efforts to defend clergy from corporal punishment at the hands of lay
people, a practice that met with universal condemnation. Here Carolingian church hierarchs
recognized the significance of corporal punishment in the fashioning of social identity and vertical
power relations. The whipping of priests marked their bodies as low status at a time when authors
of normative sources insisted upon their high liturgical status and ideal bodily integrity, which
were seen as essential to the exercise of their office.
Ecclesiastical authors also condemned the corporal punishment of lay people as potentially
irreligious and as a mechanism for the oppression of the less powerful whom good Christian rulers
were supposed to nurture and protect. Authors like Theodulf criticized secular punishments for
being excessive and impiously cruel and, in the hands of corrupt judges, a tool for coercing the
poor in favor of the powerful. The images of the Utrecht Psalter associated mundane corporal
punishment with psalm verses describing oppression and tyranny, further revealing a hesitance on
ecclesiastical parts to fully embrace the legitimacy of secular punishments. These authors
recognized in corporal punishment a dangerous potential to unmake the social and moral order they
were committed to propagating and defending.
On the other hand, the church also accepted the validity and utility of corporal punishment
to a large extent. While no author or authority figure ever articulated a comprehensive vision of
corporal punishment as part of ecclesiastical discipline, certain figures at times advocated for the
physical punishment of members of clergy. This was especially the case for canonical
communities, for which the rules and standards of monastic life were highly influential. Both
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Chrodegang of Metz’ Rule and the Aachen Canonical Institutes recognized a regular place for
corporal punishment in the governance of canonical communities. Drawing upon Benedict of
Nursia’s Rule, they treated corporal punishment as a tool of corrective discipline. In both rules,
corporal punishment was both determined by the needs and character of its object and oriented
more broadly to the preservation of the community. Both canonical rules saw corporal punishment
as a means of correction that needed to be carefully considered and properly applied to be
beneficial to the individual and community alike.
Carolingian ecclesiastics proved willing to accept and even use corporal punishments as
part of church discipline. The Capitula Remedii, while the result of an unusual political situation
in which the Bishop of Chur acted as the count of Raetia until 806, reveals a bishop’s willingness
to use flogging and mutilation in defense of public moral order. In several notable cases, corporal
punishment played a similar role in ecclesiastical responses to public religious disruptions. The
bishops gathered at Mainz in 847 responded to Thiota’s apocalyptic preaching by having her
publicly flogged, a visible punitive spectacle that revealed both the illegitimacy of her preaching
and the restoration of order. Likewise, Amolo instructed Theobald to beat those women who
would not stop their devotion of dubious relics to restore order. A handful of other sources reveal
that Carolingian bishops also employed corporal punishment in more mundane situations in order
to correct and discipline the lay people in their charge.
In the end, corporal punishment was a potentially problematic disciplinary strategy for
Carolingian ecclesiastics. Some recognized in it a dangerous potential to compromise the
functioning of church hierarchies and to compromise its assumed responsibility to inculcate
standards of Christian life and behavior, especially prohibitions against the oppression of the less
powerful. Corporal punishment was in these cases itself an object of correction and admonition,
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and sources like Theodulf’s poetry and the Utrecht Psalter exhorted judges and rulers alike to take
care in its application. These same sources, however, found that if corporal punishment was
applied judiciously and with proper care it could function as a key tool in the defense of the
moralized order of the Carolingian empire and in the discipline and correction of its denizens. In
times of collective spiritual danger, bishops themselves applied the lash in order to police the
boundaries of proper religious belief and practice and as a form of benevolent coercion which
improved its victims’ moral fiber to assure their participation in the ideal Christian life and society
and to ultimately save them from hell.
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CHAPTER II
CORPORAL PUNISHMENT AND THE CAROLINGIAN MONASTERY
Introduction
Walahfrid Strabo was barely nineteen years old when he composed the Visio Wettini, his
verse version of Wetti of Reichenau’s deathbed trip through the afterlife. The young monk
dedicated his work to Grimald, Louis the Pious’ court chaplain, but also showed due respect to his
abbot Erlebald and his teacher Tatto.195 It was only proper, Walahfrid reasoned, that he inform the
two about his work because it was wrong for a monk to hide anything from his abbot.196 He
invited his abbot and his teacher to correct any mistakes he had made and to shower him with
blows instead of praise if they found his work displeasing or poorly done. Walahfrid confessed
that he would deserve any beating the two might give him because of his young age and pair’s
authority over him: “If in considering it they find that it reeks with too many untruths, they will
immediately assail me with blows, not compliments, and I fear that I, who have only just about
completed my eighteenth year, will get the beating I deserve.”197 Walahfrid Strabo’s preface drips
with typical medieval protests about his unsuitability for the task at hand and the rusticity of his
Latin. However, none of the many other supposedly unsuitable medieval Latin authors invited
their audience to beat them. Whether or not Walahfrid was sincere in his request for punishment,
he presented himself in his dedicatory preface as an object of discipline and correction.198 He
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acknowledged the authority of his abbot and his teacher as well as his liability to corporal
punishment as a monk and student. His superiors had a right to correct his mistakes through
disciplinary violence.
Walahfrid’s liability to corporal punishment stands against the backdrop of a system of
corporal punishment compiled and elaborated across the ninth century. As we have seen in the
first chapter, corporal punishment was a not uncommon, yet hardly ubiquitous, punitive strategy
within Carolingian ecclesiastical approaches to discipline and governance. In this context,
however, no author offered a systematic treatment on the application and significance of corporal
punishment. In contrast, Carolingian monastic authors developed and elaborated a coherent and
comprehensive system of rebuke, correction, and punishment. This punitive regime included a
concrete place for corporal punishment. Carolingian monastic authors like Smaragdus of St-Mihiel
and Hildemar of Corbie were heirs to and commentators upon an existing tradition of western
monastic rules, principally the sixth-century Rule of Saint Benedict of Nursia. Benedict’s monastic
rule included a series of instructions on how and under what circumstances members of the
monastic community should be subjected to corporal punishment in the form of beatings or
imposed fasts.
In this chapter, I explore the relationship between spectacular and personal modes of
corporal punishment in Carolingian monastic thought as an example of an intellectual and
institutional context in which corporal punishment played a concrete and well-defined role.
Carolingian monastic reformers and authors drew upon the textual resources of the monastic past,
as well as their own practical and theoretical experiences, to think through the meaning and
practice of corporal punishment and the significance of the punished body within the monastic
community. These authors elaborated a systematic punitive regime which spelled out the
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circumstances, transgressions, or attitudes that could make a monk or nun liable to corporal
punishment, as well as the necessary attitudes and comportment of those granted the right to
discipline and punishment. These authors generally interpreted corporal punishment within the
monastery as corrective and salubrious: a medicine to steer wayward monastic men and women
back to the path to salvation.
This punitive medicine, however, required proper implementation to be effective. Corporal
punishment was not a suitable correction for all. Carolingian monastic authors cautioned abbots
only to apply the lash and fasts to those who would benefit the most from them. Corporal
punishment within the monastery was not represented as repressive, but instead as an act of healing
and compassion.199 Ninth-century commentators on Benedict’s rule repeatedly stressed that
corporal punishment should only be used against monks for whom it was an effective disciplinary
strategy. Although every member of a monastic community was in theory liable to corporal
punishment, the Rule and its commentators recommended its use only against monks who needed a
physical intervention to correct their misdeeds. I argue that this understanding of punishment as a
means to encourage and correct wayward individuals was Carolingian monasticism’s most
significant contribution to the contemporary punitive imaginary.
This Carolingian monastic punitive regime was not isolated, but in some cases was either at
odds with or influenced other Carolingian punitive practices. In the case of monastic priests, the
Rule’s assertion that all monks were theoretically liable to corporal punishment was at odds with
contemporary efforts to assert priests’ immunity from corporal punishment. On the other hand, as
Valerie Garver argues, monastic standards of childcare, including the corporal punishment of
children, influenced normative sources for the care and education of lay children.200 Monastic
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corporal punishment functioned as part of an ideally closed system, but did not and could not stand
in isolation.
This chapter explores the relationship between the spectacular and personally corrective
aspects of corporal punishment in the punitive regime of the Carolingian monastery. The role of
spectacular punishment in Carolingian monasticism was closely related to the creation of hierarchy
and the personal correction of transgressive monks. As Lynda Coon argues, Benedict’s Rule and
its Carolingian adapters envisioned the monastery as divided into a gendered hierarchy in which
those monks who embodied ideals of verbal eloquence and self-mastery were ranked highly, while
those monks seen as trapped in the flesh were ranked lowly. Coon identifies corporal punishment
as one of the techniques used to mark lower status monks.201 This creation of monastic hierarchy
relied upon the public performance of flogging and the visibility of the wounds inflicted through
the lash. Spectacular corporal punishment functioned in Carolingian monasteries to visibly index
the “imbecility” of lower status monks through the conspicuous punishments inflicted on their
bodies.202 Accordingly, this chapter examines the ways in which corporal punishment created the
inegalitarian monastic hierarchy described by Coon through public and visible punitive spectacle.
Carolingian monastic discourse also strongly emphasized physical punishment as a form of
personal curative and corrective discipline, understood as a form of paternal affection and
compassionate care. Benedict’s Rule analogized the abbot’s power to that of a loving father and
skilled physician, both authoritarian identities which in Late Antiquity and the early Middle Ages
involved the forceful manipulation of dependent bodies through household punishment or invasive
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surgical procedure.203 Domestic discipline and medical practice also served in part to express and
highlight hierarchies within the family or between physician and patient. Contemporary discourse,
however, strongly emphasized understandings of the disciplinary or medical violence of the father
or surgeon as legitimate exercises of authority and expertise meant to improve children or patients’
moral or physical health. Carolingian monastic authors adapted and expanded upon these models
for the abbot’s punitive authority in order to articulate an understanding of monastic corporal
punishment as an act of personal loving and healing.
The monastic punitive regime therefore involved heavy emphasis on both the spectacular
and personal aspects of corporal punishment. Carolingian monastic authors negotiate between
corporal punishment as a mechanism to create and reinforce hierarchy through spectacle and its
role as personal physical correction, which was shaped by understandings of the abbot as loving
father and skilled physician. I argue that the relationship between the spectacular and personal
corrective aspects of the monastic punitive regime was largely complementary, although points of
tension occasionally arose both in the work of Carolingian monastic commentators and in efforts to
apply the punitive regime. This complementary relationship is most clear, for example, in the
corporal punishment of monastic children, where physical discipline was simultaneously seen as
the optimal way to discipline and teach children and as a means of socializing them to the monastic
hierarchy through didactic punishment. In contrast to Coon’s understanding of corporal
punishment as primarily a way to make the imbecility of low status monks visible, I argue that
Carolingian monastic commentators understood the hierarchy created in part through spectacular
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punishment as a way for abbots to determine if corporal punishment was the mode of discipline
best suited to a monk’s individual needs. Carolingian monasticism therefore involved a strong
connection between corporal punishment’s function as a visible spectacle which imposed social
truths and restored normative order and contemporary understandings of physical discipline as a
personal act of loving and healing in which spectacle was oriented towards the personal
improvement of transgressors through punishment.
The practice and ideology of Carolingian monasticism is found in a patchwork of different
texts: hagiography, the records of church councils, capitularies pertaining to monastic life, and
commentaries on Benedict’s Rule. As scholars, following the seminal work of Joseph Semmler,
have more recently recognized, Carolingian monastic reform was far from monolithic.204 Reformminded figures like Benedict of Aniane found in the Benedict’s Rule a template for monastic life
with which to asteempt to implement a uniformity of monastic life and practice. The Rule was,
however, several centuries old by the time of its first appearance in Carolingian sources in 742.
Benedict of Nursia likely intended his rule only for the community of ascetics he gathered at
Monte Cassino and did not think about its universal application.205 Its relevance to later
Carolingian projects to create a universal practice in service of an ideal Christian society was not
immediately obvious.206 The use of Benedict’s Rule as a template for Carolingian monasticism
therefore required adaptation and commentary.
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The present chapter draws upon three extensive commentaries on the Rule from the
Carolingian period: Benedict of Aniane’s Concordia regularum, Hildemar of Corbie’s Expositio
regulae, and Smaragdus of St-Mihiel’s Expositio in regulam sancti Benedicti.207 Of these three,
Hildemar’s commentary provides the most detailed information on corporal punishment, in large
part because Hildemar was far more concerned with practical, day-to-day issues in the
monastery.208 Accordingly, the present chapter draws most heavily upon the Expositio regulae.
Additional information for Carolingian monastic corporal punishment comes from a variety of
other sources. Several capitularies from the reigns of Charlemagne and Louis the Pious regulated
the punitive power of abbots. These capitularies insisted on a distinction between the punishments
of the monastery and secular punishments. Carolingian hagiography provides examples of abbots
who used corporal punishment to correct, discipline, and heal the monks in their charge,
complementing the theoretical discussions of Hildemar and Smaragdus. A series of letters, annals,
and church council canons reveals the use of corporal punishment against specific monastic men
and women.
The present chapter’s first section studies the spectacular aspects of the monastic punitive
regime and its role in the creation of monastic hierarchy and the normative boundaries of the
Carolingian monastery. Drawing upon the important insights of Lynda Coon and Katherine Smith,
this section examines the ways in which the spectacle of punishment functioned within a broader
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disciplinary system to index lower status monks as essentially trapped in their bodies. In this
context, corporal punishments like flogging and conspicuous fasting visibly indexed the imbecility
of these monks and their low position on the monastic hierarchy through the spectacle of
punishment. In addition to its role in the creation of this hierarchy, Smaragdus and Hildemar
understood and depicted physical punishment as ideally tailored to the disciplinary needs of
individual monks. The second section builds upon that aspect of the first and examines the ways
Carolingian monastic authors conceived of corporal punishment as a form of salubrious personal
correction through their normative expectations of abbots’ behavior and attitude as punishers.
The third and fourth sections consider special subcategories of monastics for which
Carolingian authors treated corporal punishment as either problematic or particularly necessary:
monastic priests and children. As we have seen in the previous chapter, Carolingian authors were
keen to establish priests’ immunity from corporal punishment. These efforts that created points of
tension with the monastic punitive regime for those priests living in Carolingian monasteries. In
contrast, Hildemar and Smaragdus saw monastic children as inherently needing some level of
physical discipline in order to police their behavior, cut off the potentially disruptive presence of
their “soft” bodies, and to shape them into future ideal monks.209 The particular issues surrounding
the corporal punishment of priests and children reveal a thorough thinking through of monastic
corporal punishment, as well as ways in which these punishments responded to and shaped
punitive practices outside the monastery.
The final section considers the cases of two individuals who were subjected to monastic
corporal punishment: Gottschalk of Orbais and a Frankish nun named Duda. These cases both
illustrate the implementation of monastic corporal punishment and reveal the ways in which the
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punitive discourses articulated by commentators like Hildemar could serve as polemical weapons
in public disputes that transcended the confines of the monastery. Both cases highlight the
interactions and tensions between the spectacular and personally corrective aspects of monastic
punishment. They further reveal the ways in which monastic punitive discourse was not confined
to the monastery but could enter conceptual public spaces that Carolingian authorities were keen to
police and control.

I. The Carolingian Monastic Punitive Regime
The first section examines the spectacular aspects of monastic corporal punishment.
Benedict’s Rule spelled out the circumstances under which a member of the monastic community
should be subject to corporal punishment. Monks unable to either correct themselves or
understand the gravity of more serious monastic punishments like excommunication – children and
adolescents, as well as those of diminished mental capacity – were to be flogged or compelled to
fast instead. Chapter 23 of the Rule stipulates that the abbot should first admonish a transgressive
adult monk in private, then in public. Monks who refused to reform after these verbal
admonishments should then be excommunicated unless they were unable to understand the gravity
of that penalty. If a monk was instead perverse, disobedient, or stubborn, however, he should be
subjected to corporal punishment.210 The Rule further specified that these punishments should be
performed in public. Corporal punishment in the monastery was meant to serve as a visible
spectacle seen by the other members of the monastic community.
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The spectacular aspects of the monastic punitive regime created and made visible a
hierarchy which was arranged according to monks’ mental capacity and spiritual progress. As
Coon argues, the Rule emphasized the ability to speak eloquently and escape from the trappings of
the body and associated these with the upper ranks of the monastic community.211 In contrast,
those on the lower registers of this hierarchy were seen as trapped within their bodies.
Vulnerability to or immunity from corporal punishment enters into this scheme as a mark of status.
The abbot is to physically discipline those monks seen as being trapped in the body, most
specifically children. As Coon puts it, “For those not yet possessing the full measure of their wits
(young or improbi monks), God’s judgment and the precepts of the Rule must be experienced on
the body – the back or the stomach – as the mind is insufficiently developed to receive his
rebuke.”212 The Rule prescribes corporal punishment for children and adult monks who lacked
vocal eloquence and self-restraint because it was the punishment most suited to their temperament.
The marking of these monks’ bodies through disciplinary violence in turn made visible the
hierarchical divisions within the monastic community.
The normative purpose of this hierarchy was, however, not simply to distinguish between
smart monks and stupid monks. Instead, I argue, Carolingian commentators, especially Hildemar,
saw the hierarchy created through the spectacle of punishment as a means to both mend the
dangers of transgression and to facilitate the disciplining of individual monks. Monastic discipline
therefore drew upon the spectacular dimensions of corporal punishment in order to assist the abbot
with the resolution of the dangers and pollution of transgression and in determining the particular
disciplinary needs of individual monks. Spectacular corporal punishment did police the normative
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boundaries of the monastery and index the low status of the monks subjected to the lash, but it did
so in a way that was strongly oriented towards the disciplinary healing of individual monks.
In chapter five of his commentary, Hildemar associates lower status monks with the body
and physical punishment by analogizing them to slaves who, he claims, serve because they fear the
whip.213 Hildemar compares those monks who serve God out of the fear of physical punishment to
slaves: “Thus also is a monk, if he serves God because of fear of punishment, that is lest he be
excommunicated or flogged, he is a slave.”214 The status of slaves was in large part defined by
vulnerability to corporal punishment, an association which was also observed in the Carolingian
period.215 Corporal punishment marked the body of the slave as an object of domination.216 To
serve out of fear of corporal punishment within a monastic context thus lowered a monk to the
realm of the body and its associations with servility. The connection Hildemar draws between
such monks and slaves helped divide the monastery into a hierarchy in which physical punishment
marked out the boundaries between these two categories just as it physically marked slaves’
bodies.
Carolingian monastic commentators provided a framework which determined which monks
were liable to corporal punishment in the form of a succinct guide to the ways an abbot should
escalate the punitive techniques used to correct a monk. A text attributed to Benedict of Aniane,
the Modus penitentiarum, which was cited by both Smaragdus and Hildemar, distilled the various
punitive measures outlined in the Rule into a seven-step punitive schema:
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Table i: Grades of Monastic Punishment according to the Modus penitentiarum217
Step I: Secret rebuke
Step II: Public rebuke
Step III: Excommunication for lesser offenses
Step IV: Serious fasts
Step V: Flogging
Step VI: Collective prayer for the uncorrectable
Step VII: Expulsion from the monastery

Within this schema, corporal punishment was imposed on those monks who did not correct
themselves after being subjected to punishments directed at the mind in the form of verbal rebuke
and visible separation from the rest of the monastic community. The Modus penitentiarum’s
systemization of the Rule’s punishments was in essence a means of testing the character and
personality of transgressive monks. An abbot should lead a wayward monk through these steps
until he found a form of punishment which would best correct the monk.218 A monk who did not
respond to public admonition or temporary excommunication should then be subjected to punitive
fasting, then flogging.219 The author of the Modus penitentiarum explicitly identifies this
progression as a process of testing the personality of a monk and what punishment was best suited
to reforming him. For example, he writes regarding flogging: “If he is not the sort of person who
is not corrected through that [fasting], he should be punished with a sharp beating.”220 The
monastic punitive regime according to the Modus penitentiarum was therefore largely oriented
towards determining the optimal mode of correction for individual monks. This process in turn
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helped create and make visible monastic hierarchies corresponding to the extent to which an abbot
had to escalate a monk’s punishment.
Hildemar explicitly draws upon the Modus penitentiarum in ways that were both more
flexible and at times contradictory. Hildemar reiterated this schema in his commentary on RB c. 2
while elaborating on the definition of improbus. Adult monks should be defined as improbi only
after they had been led through six of the seven steps but failed to correct themselves: “he [the
abbot] ought to take all those men through the six steps and when they were led and did not correct
themselves, then they are reprobate.”221 Hildemar emphasizes the testing nature of the schema by
instructing that those previously led through the seven steps and who failed to correct themselves
should immediately be whipped or excommunicated if they reoffended: “then afterward if they are
found in the same sin, he ought not to lead those men through the six steps but let them only be
whipped or excommunicated.”222 Once proven an improbus a monk could be subjected to corporal
punishment immediately after a subsequent offense. In Hildemar’s eyes, corporal punishment and
its performance fixed and made visible the identity of a monk in relationship to his low place on
the monastic hierarchy.
In other ways, Hildemar departs from the Modus penitentiarum’s schema. For example,
where the Modus penitentiarum defined fasting and whipping as two separate steps, Hildemar
often treats them as two different types of corporal punishment which should be applied to monks
depending upon their physical and mental needs. Hildemar presents whipping and fasting as two
different options for corporal punishment, and opines that abbots should choose one or the other
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based on a monk’s nature and physical needs. In his commentary on RB c. 24, for example, he
writes, “if he [a monk] does not correct himself from this excommunication then he should be
coerced, if he is improbus, with beatings; if, however, he is the sort of person who is not to be
flogged, then he is to be chastised with great fasting.”223 Hildemar’s treatment of flogging and
fasting as two interchangeable yet not universally applicable forms of punishment foregrounds the
salubrious aspects of monastic corporal punishment. He recognizes that while the improbi required
physical correction, not every form was equally appropriate. The various modes of physical
correction needed to be applied according to the needs and limitations of the chastised individual.
Hildemar instructs that floggings should be carried out in front of the rest of the
community. He writes, “when he [the abbot] strikes or excommunicates, he ought to strike and
excommunicate in front of everyone.”224 The publicity of flogging was compounded by
Hildemar’s point that admonishment or punishment for public offenses needed to take place in
public.225 Smaragdus also expects that monastic corporal punishment should be a public spectacle,
as when he cites a seventh-century monastic rule by Bishop Fructuosus of Braga in which a monk
caught “lusting” after young boys was to be beaten in public, then have his head shaved, be spat
upon by other members of the monastic community, and imprisoned.226 According to Carolingian
commentators on Benedict’s Rule, therefore, flogging was a punishment both tailored to the needs
of the intellectually deficient and a public spectacle which made visible both the offense and
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correction of an individual transgressor, as well as bringing the contours of the monastic hierarchy
into sharp relief.
In contrast to flogging, Hildemar was more specific about what punitive fasting entailed:
what he [Benedict] says – ‘strict fasting’ – can be understood in two ways. In one way it is
called ‘strict fasting’ i.e. a reduced amount (subtractio) of food and drink. And,
nevertheless, a person can eat at the same time the other brothers eat. In the other way
‘strict fasting’ means to eat what the others eat, but to put it off to the second or third day.
Nevertheless, ‘strict fasting’ ought to be such that a stupid person understands it.227
Fasting involved either eating a smaller amount every day or the full amount allotted to monks, but
skipping a meal every day or two. Hildemar explains that the amount of food to be given to a
fasting monk should be a half pound of bread and a cup of water (two cups in the summer).
Hildemar points out that some people understood a “strict fast” as meaning a fasting monk should
get a quarter pound of bread, but argues that this measure is insufficient.228 Fasting should be
severe, but Hildemar again expresses concern that physical punishment not be excessive.
Hildemar emphasizes several more points about punitive fasting. First, fasting monks still
had to eat with their brothers or sit with them on days when they weren’t allowed to eat. Fasting
was in this sense a public spectacle as well as a personal punishment. Second, Hildemar
emphasizes that regardless of fasting’s implementation, it should be done in such a way that an
unintelligent person would understand the meaning of the punishment. With these stipulations,
Hildemar more firmly defines fasting as a form of corporal punishment. As Coon points out,
fasting was a physical punishment on an individual level because both Hildemar and the Rule
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compared the pains of hunger to the pain of the lash.229 Hildemar’s insistence that fasting should
be a public spectacle and that it was meant for the unintelligent defined the punishment as aimed at
those monks who inhabited the lower registers of the monastic hierarchy. Fasting was obviously a
bodily experience which used physical discomfort to shape and correct these improbi, but the
contexts in which it was carried out visibly marked those subjected to punitive fasting as
vulnerable to corporal punishment in front of the rest of the monastic community as they saw a
punished monk sit with them at meals conspicuously eating less or nothing.
The purpose of corporal punishment within Carolingian monastic thought and practice was
to provide a means of correction and disciplinary healing to those members of the monastic
community who needed physical correction. Carolingian commentators emphasized that corporal
punishment was the optimal means of correcting such monks because they were unable to
understand and respond to verbal rebukes either because of age, stubbornness, or diminished
mental ability. Corporal punishment was therefore also a means for abbots to make visible this
monastic hierarchy, divided according to monks’ intellectual and spiritual progress. As in other
contexts, monastic corporal punishment had to be seen to be significant. The visible nature of both
flogging and fasting delineated the contours of the monastic hierarchy and made every monk aware
of his and others’ position within it. This understanding of corporal punishment was not, however,
a carte blanche for abbots to beat and starve their monks. As we will see in the following section,
both Hildemar and Smaragdus repeatedly emphasize the responsibilities the power to punish
placed on abbots and the ways they needed to use corporal punishment as a means of loving
correction and healing.
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II. The Disciplinary Power of the Abbot
The spectacular aspects of the monastic punitive regime were thoroughly entangled with
the corrective aspects of corporal punishment. This personal dimension is most clear in the
normative expectations Hildemar and Smaragdus place on the abbot’s role as punisher. As
Katherine Smith argues for later medieval monasticism, corporal punishment allowed abbots to
express love and compassion for their subordinates.230 Julia Hillner argues that in Late Antique
monasticism the punitive power of the abbot was grounded in the metaphor of the abbot as a father
to his monks. This understanding in turn relied upon a broader Roman cultural acceptance of a
father’s authority to physically discipline his children, an attitude also found in the Carolingian
period.231 Benedict’s Rule also compares the disciplinary power of the abbot to the medical
techniques of a physician. Within this framework, abbots were expected to embody both the
disciplinary and loving aspects of fatherhood as well as the techniques of a good doctor, who at
times hurts his patients in order to heal them.
The Rule was explicit in its expectation that the abbot should be both a loving father and a
strict master to his monks.232 According to Carolingian commentators on the Rule, compassion
was a key bridge between these two identities. Hildemar understands this passage as expressing
the two roles an abbot must assume: when appropriate he must be a strict master while at others he
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must be a loving father.233 Smaragdus went further in connecting these two identities, arguing that
the fear cultivated by a strict master “must not proceed from a basic hatred but from the love of a
devoted father, so that the terror caused by the master’s foresight may correct the wayward, and the
devoted love of a father may give new strength to those who are behaving well.” Smaragdus
emphasizes that the fear cultivated by the abbot as strict master should be directed towards his
subordinates in order to cure them rather than destroy them.234
This expected sense of paternal affection carried over to an abbot’s punitive authority.
Smaragdus explicitly relates the paternal love of the abbot to corporal punishment:
If he [an abbot] is a father, let him nurture his sons, that is his monks, like a father; let him
love them in a fatherly way and when necessary, “chastise, reprove, beseech” (2 Tm. 4:2)
and reproachfully reprimand them in a fatherly way. And if from necessity he employs the
cautery of excommunication and beating with rods, let him do this not in a spirit of hatred
but in a fatherly way, not for vengeance’s sake but out of love for justice.235
Smaragdus identifies the ideal purpose and implementation of corporal punishment through a mix
of medical and paternal metaphors. The abbot should reprimand as a father would, and any
punishment, including whipping, should be motivated by paternal love rather than hatred or simple
retaliation for offense. Smaragdus contrasts love with fear in punishment in his commentary on
RB c. 64. He instructs the abbot to “exercise the work of love rather than of fear in his subjects,
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and win them over by a father’s love rather than deter them by a tyrant’s punishment.”236 The
juxtaposition of fatherly love and tyrannical punishment reflects the responsibility of an abbot not
to dispense corporal punishment arbitrarily, but to use physical discipline as a tool of paternal
correction.
Hildemar sheds further light on the proper nature of fatherly punishment as an act of love in
his commentary on RB c. 7. During a lengthy exposition on the nature of humility in the Rule,
Hildemar discusses the meaning of Acts 23:2-5, in which Paul curses Ananias for ordering him
beaten on the face: “God will strike you, you whitewashed wall!”237 As part of his working out of
the apparent contradiction between Paul’s words in Acts 23:3 and the injunction to offer one’s
cheek to one’s persecutors, Hildemar expounds upon the proper nature of ecclesiastical discipline:
“The ecclesiastical disciplines are not excluded from these words, for even if masters of the church
brought the whip upon their subordinates, they would not do it out because of envy or hate.”238
Hildemar then analogizes ecclesiastical punishment to a father striking his son. “When fathers
whip their sons,” he explains, “they do so not out of hate, but for their own good.”239 Monastic
punishment could not be an act born of hate or revenge but had to be an act of paternal compassion
that lovingly corrected the behavior of its object.
Hildemar also stresses the need for a spirit of love to prevail whenever an abbot needed to
subject a monk to corporal punishment. RB c. 64 entreated the abbot to be more loved than
feared.240 Hildemar furnishes an example of how an abbot could live up to this expectation: “if, for
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example, he applies the whip, afterwards he ought to have a pleasant conversation with him or
something like that, so that he [the abbot] calls him forth to love. For this reason, Saint Benedict
says, ‘by this we do not mean that he should allow vices to be nurtured, but that he should cut them
off wisely and lovingly.’”241 Hildemar again affirms the connection between compassion and
corporal punishment and also provides a specific example of this principle in action. Hildemar
instructs the abbot not only to keep the values of paternal love in mind, but to explicitly
demonstrate these values to his monks during and after punishment.
Smaragdus emphasizes the salubrious nature of compassionate corporal punishment by
referring to excommunication and flogging as cautery (cauterium). The comparison of the social
pain of excommunication and the physical pain of whipping to medical cauterization illustrates
Smaragdus’ expectation that painful corporal punishments should have a salubrious effect on
wayward monks. The immediate pain and injury of whipping were oriented towards
compassionate care just as a doctor would apply cauterization, an extremely painful procedure, to
heal rather than harm a patient.242 The metaphor of the abbot as doctor is found in the Rule itself.
In chapter 28, Benedict instructs the abbot to act like “a wise physician and a discriminating
doctor,” and to apply the cautery of excommunication or whipping as necessary.243 Hildemar
elaborates upon this medical metaphor, stressing that the abbot should recognize what sort of
corrective “medicine” best suits a wayward monk.244
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The necessity of an abbot properly applying corporal punishment in the spirit of
compassion and healing depended upon the abbot’s knowledge of his monks. Hildemar repeatedly
insists that the abbot should know which forms of discipline will best help wayward monks and
that he should apply these with great care. In his commentary on RB c. 64, for example, he writes,
“When he [Benedict] says, ‘as he thinks best for the individual…’ he means to say in whichever
way he [the abbot] has recognized it to be ‘best’ for each of them, that is apt or fitting. This
means: if the whip ‘works best’ for a brother he should use the whip, but if it does not ‘work,’ he
should not use it.”245 For an abbot to know whether or not the whip best suited a monk he needed
to master the monastic disciplinary hierarchy which determined what sort of monks should be
subject to corporal punishment, as well as knowledge of individual monks’ disciplinary needs.
Hildemar instructs abbots to bridge the gap between the general principles of corporal punishment
outlined in the Rule and the specific disciplinary needs of the monks under his authority. To do so
required an abbot to both know his monks and to show them compassion.
The proper use of corporal punishment as a means of personal correction was the mark of a
good abbot. Carolingian hagiography furnishes several stories of exemplary abbots physically
punishing their monks. Paul the Deacon provides one such account in his verse version of Gregory
the Great’s account of Benedict of Nursia’s life and miracles.246 In book II, chapter 4 of his
Dialogues, Gregory describes how Benedict corrected a monk with a wandering mind who devoted
himself to worldly things, despite his abbot’s repeated verbal admonitions, while his brothers were
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at prayer. Benedict himself witnessed this monk being pulled out of prayer by a demon in the form
of a small black child. The next time Benedict saw the monk wandering, he struck him with a rod.
The monk thereafter remained devoted to his prayers, “as though by that blow, not the monk, but
the devil himself had been struck.”247
Paul the Deacon’s eighth-century verse version of the same miracle is much terser by
comparison. Paul did not intend for his version to be a complete rewriting of Benedict’s miracles.
In his prose prologue, he notes that he had composed the poem in honor of Gregory.248 He makes
no mention of the specific context for the incident, writing instead that “gentle lashes steer the
wandering mind/gentle lashes prevent the destruction brought about by wandering.”249 Unlike
Gregory, Paul makes no mention of the demon or its influence, identifying the source of the
disturbance instead as the monk’s wandering mind. He imbues the incident with a more
compassionate tone by defining Benedict’s beating of the monk as “gentle.” Paul’s version
therefore shifts the narrative from one in which Benedict confronts a monk under the influence of
an external demonic entity to a gentler disciplinary encounter with a monk who demonstrates a
mental deficiency through his wandering mind. The nuance added by Paul the Deacon more
directly addresses the compassionate correction expected of abbots by ninth-century monastic
commentators.
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Ardo’s early ninth-century life of Benedict of Aniane also includes an account of an abbot
punishing a wayward monk.250 The unnamed monk’s offenses were manifold. First, he had been
promoted to a provost of Benedict’s monastery but had afterward lapsed into the sin of pride. For
this offense, he was removed from that office. This punishment did not correct the former provost,
who became malicious and left the monastery in order to become a robber. After he stole a horse
from the monastery, Benedict ordered him captured and brought back to the monastery bound in
chains under the horse. The abbot then had him beaten with rods because of his foolishness. Ardo
ultimately concludes that Benedict’s disciplinary intervention was successful, and that after his
beating the monk lived in the monastery properly and piously “as if the malign enemy within him
had been slain.”251 Benedict of Aniane’s punishment of this monk was therefore ultimately
successful in correcting his misdeeds.
Ardo’s account has strong parallels with Gregory’s version of Benedict of Nursia’s
disciplinary miracle. Both authors identify the root of a monk’s transgression with an external
malevolent force. Benedict of Nursia sees an actual demon leading his monk astray, while
Benedict of Aniane drives out a malign enemy within the monk he corporally punishes. Ardo
therefore represents Benedict’s punishment as a successful salubrious intervention that steered a
wayward monk back on track. Ardo’s choice of words to describe the beating itself are rather
curious. He uses the verb levigare, which can mean “to make smooth,” or “to alleviate a medical
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or moral condition.”252 It is an unusual word to use with virga to refer to a beating. It seems
likely, therefore, that Ardo uses levigare to emphasize the salubrious and corrective nature of
Benedict’s punishment of the monk. The beating, applied to the monk’s exterior body, smooths
him out while healing his immoral behavior. Ardo emphasizes Benedict’s role as an abbot able to
properly correct his monks through corporal punishment. The hagiographies of Paul and Ardo
reveal a connection between the ideals of the abbatial office and the ability to dispense loving and
corrective punishment.
Several Carolingian capitularies also attempted to shape and define the punitive power of
abbots. These efforts emphasized the corrective dimensions of monastic punishment by declaring
some forms of punishment unacceptable in monasteries. Such restrictions can be found in two
capitularies from the reign of Charlemagne. The Duplex legationis edictum of 789 stipulates that
monks should be subject to the discipline of the Rule rather than secular punishment, “[monks]
should not be deprived of sight or undergo any other form of mutilation, except by the authority of
the Rule.”253 Chapter eighteen of the 794 Frankfurt capitulary also forbids abbots to blind or cut
off the limbs of their monks for any offense. Instead, monks were only to be punished in
accordance with the discipline of the Rule.254 Although neither specifies whipping as an
acceptable form of punishment, the capitularies’ authors presumably considered it an acceptable
part of regular monastic discipline.
These capitularies draw a sharp distinction between secular and monastic forms of
punishment. The types of judicial mutilations discussed in other chapters were unacceptable
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within a monastic context. Abbots should use only those punishments endorsed by the Rule.
Implicit within this contrast is a normative discussion over what type of punitive regime should be
practiced within the monastery. The authors of the 789 and 794 capitularies clearly felt that the
public and permanent spectacle of judicial mutilation was at odds with the ethos of monastic
punishment. These authors did not find the values of paternal love and the caring physician
embodied in the visible spectacle of punitive mutilation. Their insistence on the primacy of the
punitive regime outlined in the Rule was an implicit endorsement of the punitive logic of that text,
as well as an expectation that the abbots of Carolingian monasteries would live up to the standards
discussed more directly by later ninth-century commentators. Both capitularies forbade the
blinding or mutilation of monks because these punishments were incompatible with the corporal
punishments found in the Rule, which insisted upon loving paternal correction.
The 817 Capitulare monasticum, a product of the Synods of Aachen (816-819), includes a
provision which states, “naked men should not be whipped for any fault before the gaze of the
brothers.”255 An eleventh-century manuscript adds a clause which stipulates a limit of no more
than thirty blows, and allowed abbots to reduce this number for the sake of mercy if they deemed it
appropriate.256 The addition of this clause, if it dates back to the Carolingian period, further
clarifies the intent of the capitulary: a limitation on the punitive power of the abbot and the way in
which he should corporally punish the monks in his charge. The author of the so-called Statuta
Murbacensia agreed with the capitulary’s sentiments by pointing out that whipping naked monks
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was not practiced in his monastery and “with God’s help never would be.” 257 While the capitulary
does not explain why monks should not be beaten naked, its authors found the exposure of monks’
bodies during flogging at odds with the personally corrective ethos of monastic corporal
punishment, either because of the humiliating connotations of undress during punishment or
because the authors deemed whipping a monk’s bare back too painful.
These emphasize the primacy and importance of the Rule as the guide for how abbots
should punish their monks. All three sources identify forms of physical punishment that were
unacceptable uses of an abbot’s punitive authority. The limitations they placed on Carolingian
abbots’ authority emphasized the importance of the values of love and compassion that the Rule
expected abbots to show even when they were physically disciplining monks which, in turn, relied
upon an understanding of corporal punishment’s personal and corrective dimensions.
The normative expectations placed on the abbatial office, as well as the limitations on
abbots’ punitive power, thus strongly express the personal corrective aspects of corporal
punishment. These authors imagined the abbot as a paternal figure who lovingly corrected his
charges with physical discipline in order to improve them and only if corporal punishment best
suited their temperament. Thus, while the spectacular aspects of monastic corporal punishment
made visible the contours of a monastic hierarchy by indexing lower status monks’ imbecility
through disciplinary violence, monastic corporal punishment was ultimately conceived of as a form
of disciplinary healing. According to Smaragdus and Hildemar, a good abbot physically punished
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monks not so much to make visible their lower status, but because corporal punishment was the
best form of compassionate medicine for them. The normative expectations of compassionate and
salubrious punishment reveal a point of contact between the ways the spectacle of corporal
punishment delineated monastic hierarchy and its effect on the individual. While corporal
punishment helped organize and reveal the monastic hierarchy, this did not exist for its own sake,
but was in turn used to determine whether or not corporal punishment was the best form of
disciplinary healing for a monk. The spectacular aspect of monastic punishment therefore served
in part to assure the efficacy of corrective punishment.

III. Corporal Punishment and Monastic Priests
The presence of priests in monasteries was another aspect of monastic corporal punishment
which monastic commentators, especially Hildemar, felt required extensive comment. As Mayke
de Jong points out, Late Antique western monasticism originally involved lay people leaving the
secular world, including the secular church hierarchy, and did not fully anticipate the presence of
priests in monastic communities.258 By the ninth century, the tone and purpose of western
monasticism had changed significantly. The celebration of Mass became a prominent part of daily
routine in monasteries as they increasingly functioned as “powerhouses of prayer,” both on behalf
of wealthy lay patrons and to avert collective disasters brought about because of God’s anger.259
As a result, priests were an indispensable presence in Carolingian monasteries. Angelus Häussling
estimates that around 800, roughly a third of the monks in Frankish monasteries were priests or
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deacons.260 Likewise, in Hrabanus Maurus’ 825 list of the 603 monks in residence at Fulda,
around 70% of them were in clerical orders.261 By the early ninth century, priests had become a
part of the fabric of monastic life and any issues or problems with their presence could no longer
be glossed over or ignored.
The Rule’s instructions on the integration of priests into monastic life and discipline
required commentary and revision to fit a ninth-century context. RB c. 60 provided some guidance
on this subject: priests could join the monastic community provided they abided by full monastic
discipline.262 Out of respect for their status, such priests were to be given a prominent position in
the monastic hierarchy and were allowed at the abbot’s discretion to give blessings and celebrate
Mass. Still, Benedict seemed reluctant to allow priests easy entry into the monastic community,
and he instructed that only the most persistent should be allowed to join.263 The Rule recognized
that the presence of priests in the monastery could be problematic, but its instructions about their
position and treatment were overly general and did not specifically address any potential
complications. Significantly, while the Rule specified that priests who joined the community had
to be fully subject to monastic discipline (disciplina), it did not specify whether this meant corporal
punishment.
The apparent vagueness of the Rule’s instructions on priests’ place in the monastery,
including their liability to physical correction, was a problem for Carolingian monastic
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commentators. Hildemar devotes extensive attention to the potential problems presented by the
presence of priests in monasteries, with particular reference to corporal punishment. He discusses
priestly corporal punishment in his commentary on two chapters of the Rule: chapter 60, which
deals with priests who want to join the monastery and chapter 62, which pertains to members of the
community which an abbot might want to have ordained as a priest.
Hildemar’s conclusion that priests in monasteries needed to be liable, in principle at least,
to corporal punishment seems to have been controversial. His assertion that monastic priest should
be corporally punished ran contrary to parallel efforts in the ninth century to protect priests from
corporal punishment. According to this position’s proponents, priests were both in theory of free
legal status and of high liturgical status which made their bodies off-limits to physical assault,
including corporal punishment.264 On the other hand, the liability of priests to corporal punishment
was apparently the subject of debate in monastic milieux. Hildemar notes that it was generally the
custom to whip priests in Frankish monasteries, but that in other places the Rule was interpreted
differently.265 Consequently, Hildemar needed to negotiate between the competing demands of
priestly immunity from corporal punishment and Benedict’s stipulation that monastic priests were
subject to the full gamut of regular monastic discipline, including corporal punishment.
While conceding that the corporal punishment of priests was potentially problematic,
Hildemar nevertheless maintains that they should not be totally exempt from physical discipline in
monasteries. The punishments which applied to lay people who joined a monastery also applied to
priests. If anything, priests should be held to a higher standard, “for a priest ought to always lead a
better life than a lay person.”266 If priests lived up to the moral standards of their office they
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should be treated according to their high status and good moral character. Monastic priests whose
conduct and character was found lacking, however, needed to be subject to the full punitive
discipline of the regime, including whipping or fasts if they were the punishments that best suited
them.
Hildemar comments several times that priests often fell short of the ideal. He recognizes,
for example, that the number of priests in monasteries had increased since Benedict of Nursia’s
day. He argues that these priests were generally of better character than those of his own day: “It
should be known that when he [Benedict] says ‘priests are to stand behind the abbot,’ he says this
because there were then fewer priests who lived better lives than there are now…. But now it must
be understood by all that not all priests are good.”267 Hildemar carefully specifies that only wicked
priests should be beaten in the right circumstances, while priests who lived up to the high moral
standards of their office had nothing to fear: “For if we maintained that bad priests should not be
flogged, there would be no fear or discipline for wicked priests. But if we held that they should
always be flogged, then good priests will not be broken because they always strive to fulfill their
office.”268 Hildemar differentiates between good and bad priests, arguing that the latter needed the
forms of physical discipline associated with those who occupied the lower registers of the monastic
hierarchy.
Hildemar begins his commentary on the punitive implications of RB c. 60 with an
explanation of what Benedict meant when he stipulated that priests who joined the monastery
should abide by full monastic discipline. He introduces two schools of interpretation, although he
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does not refer to any specific texts or authors directly related to this dispute. It is therefore unclear
if Hildemar refers to an actual ongoing debate in Carolingian monastic circles or if he is presenting
hypothetical interpretations of the Rule. In either case, the crux of the disagreement revolves
around what Benedict meant when he wrote disciplina. As Hildemar points out, disciplina can
refer to grammar and the other liberal arts, meaning “that which is taught.”269 As such, some
people, Hildemar claims, understand the reference to disciplina in the Rule as not a reference to the
whip, but to proper observance of monastic life.270 Others, however, maintain that Benedict was
also referring to corporal punishment for priests who joined the monastery, especially because the
sins of men of such high rank were greater, and therefore required greater punishment, including
flogging.271
Hildemar returns to the question of whether priests ought to be punished in his commentary
on RB c. 62. His discussion again revolves around whether Benedict intended for priests to be
subject to corporal punishment. Chapter 62 states that a monk who is ordained a priest must abide
by the rules of the monastery, and that if he does not he is to be judged (judico) “not a priest but a
rebel,” and that “if he does not correct himself after frequent admonition (admonitus), the bishop
should also be summoned as a witness.”272 As with his discussion in chapter 60 over the meanings
and interpretation of disciplina, Hildemar introduces multiple possible interpretations of judico and
admoneo in connection with the two real or hypothetical groups who support or oppose the
corporal punishment of monastic priests. Hildemar explains that judico could mean either to
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condemn or to assess or consider.273 Those who argued for the immunity of monastic priests from
corporal punishment claimed that here judico meant only that priests’ character should be
considered, and not condemned and punished, and did so because this interpretation conformed to
canon law.274
Hildemar seems almost openly contemptuous of this line of thinking. If judico merely
meant to assess, and a priest was found to be a “rebel,” should he be allowed to continue his
liturgical duties but not be excommunicated or whipped? Surely not, but then how was an abbot to
correct a habitually rebellious priest? The only reading of the Rule that made sense, Hildemar
argues, was one which supported the corporal punishment of priests in the circumstances he
outlined above: just as monks should be flogged if the whip would help and not harm them, the
same went for priests as well.275 When Benedict wrote judico and admoneo he meant that the full
disciplinary apparatus of the Rule applied to priests who were members of the monastic
community.
Hildemar again acknowledges in his commentary on chapter 62 that disciplina can refer to
a wide variety of practices but insists that it here refers to punishment. Hildemar reintroduces the
seven-step disciplinary process he earlier derives from the Modus penitentiarum, and emphasizes
that monastic priests can theoretically be subject to whipping according to that schema’s
progression.276 Hildemar stresses that just as whipping is an inappropriate punishment for some
other members of the monastic community, here specifying those who are old or the sort of person
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whose character does not respond well to corporal punishment, so the same logic applies to priests:
“if [a priest] is the sort of person who ought to be flogged, he should be flogged. But if he is an old
man, or wise, or obstinate, so that after a flogging he would become worse, then he ought not to be
flogged.”277 Hildemar relates this point back to the general guiding principle of monastic corporal
punishment, namely that punishment was meant to heal and care for monks rather than repress or
injure them: “Whether [he is] a monk or a priest, he ought to be healed, not wounded.”278
Accordingly, whipping should not universally be applied to priests. These limits and exceptions,
however, were not the result of a man’s status as a priest rendering him immune from corporal
punishment, but rather part of the monastic punitive system found in Benedict’s Rule and
elaborated upon by Hildemar.
The opposing viewpoints drawn up by Hildemar cannot be reconciled, and he interrogates
the evidentiary basis of each group. Hildemar’s discussion of these two positions – one that
maintained that priests should never be beaten and the other that they should under the right
circumstances – is ultimately a matter of textual authority. Each side, according to Hildemar,
supports its position with different types of authoritative sources. The party opposed to the
corporal punishment of monastic priests relied upon the Constitutum Silvestri, a papal decree
attributed to Pope Sylvester I (314-335), which dictated the circumstances under which members
of clergy could be accused of crimes. Despite the moniker, the attribution to Sylvester is false, and
the Constitutum was produced under the supervision of Pope Symmachus (498-514) in the early
sixth century.279 The Constitutum was enormously influential on early medieval canon law
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collections, including the Collectio vetus Gallica, which was well-known to Carolingian authors.280
Likewise, the relevant section of the Constitutum Silvestri was cited by an 806 capitulary of
Charlemagne and subsequently incorporated into Ansegis’ capitulary collection.281
The Constitutum Silvestri was later incorporated into the so-called Pseudo-Isidorian
decretals, a collection of genuine and forged early papal decretals and council canons, produced by
a group of anonymous authors between the 830s and 850s.282 Klaus Zechiel-Eckes locates the
production of the compilation at least in part to Corbie through the existence of two early PseudoIsidore manuscripts firmly connected to that monastery.283 Zechiel-Eckes and others have argued
that the compilation and forgeries may have begun in the 830s rather than the 850s as was
previously assumed.284 Given his background at Corbie, Hildemar may well have been familiar
with the Pseudo-Isidore project and the texts it drew upon, even if he did not personally participate.
At the very least, Hildemar likely had access to the same library as the Pseudo-Isidorians and
encountered and had to grapple with a text that the forgers found very useful for their purposes.
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The relevant passage of the Constitutum Silvestri, as cited by those who opposed the
corporal punishment of priests in monasteries, stipulates that a priest cannot be whipped unless
forty-four witnesses testify against him.285 The Constitutum Silvestri justifies these stringent
requirements as necessary to prevent heretics from injuring orthodox priests. In fact, the
Constitutum Silvestri does not mention whipping specifically, only that priests cannot be convicted
for a crime without the testimony of forty-four witnesses of good standing.286 While corporal
punishment might be a possible consequence of an unfavorable judgment, the text does not make
this connection as explicit as Hildemar understands it. Furthermore, the passage refers to a type of
legal procedure not relevant to a monastic context in which the power to judge and punish
ultimately resided in the hands of the abbot. Hildemar describes the circumstances in which
members of the monastic community might report or attest to a monk’s misbehavior, but the
ultimate authority to dispense corporal punishment resided in the abbot. The relevance of the text
was therefore an extrapolation on the part of either Hildemar or the real or imagined opponents of
the corporal punishment of priests who joined monasteries. The incongruous inclusion of the
reference suggests that Hildemar and his potential interlocutors were aware of broader debates over
the corporal punishment of priests and some of the texts used in these discussions. In their eyes the
implications of this debate had spilled over into the monastery, but the Rule as written provided
little clarity.
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Hildemar disagrees with the Constitutum Silvestri both more generally and in its particular
applicability to the monastery. He questions its relevance, its obsession with protecting priests
from malicious heretics (“we are all orthodox,” Hildemar quips), and because priests are at times
men of bad character.287 Against the Constitutum’s forty-four witnesses, Hildemar cites Matthew
18:16, which requires only two or three witnesses to reproach a sinner. Certainly, the passage from
Matthew seems more relevant to the monastic system of chastisement and punishment. Matthew
18 deals with the problem of sin within a community of believers and the recommended approach
has strong parallels with that found in the Rule in its use of private rebuke, escalating up to
expulsion if the sinner refuses to make amends. Matthew 18 recognizes no status distinctions
unlike the Constitutum, which treats priests as a protected group. Instead, sinners should be
reproached on the basis of their behavior and willingness to admit fault and make amends. The
injunction of Matthew 18:16 therefore better fits the punitive regime of the Rule, which also
explicitly sets aside worldly status and follows a similar trajectory against repeated refusal to make
amends.
Ultimately then, those opposed to the corporal punishment of priests cite a text which had
increasing currency in ninth-century collections of canon law. Those in favor, on the other hand,
found support for their position that monastic priests could be physically disciplined in a more
expansive and allegedly faithful reading of the Rule and in the Gospel. Hildemar provides his
verdict on these two opposed positions: “It should be known that those who say priests should be
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whipped are straightforward (simplices) and zealous for God’s law, but those who say they should
not be whipped are sharper and more perceptive.”288
Hildemar’s objections to the Constitutum Silvestri touch upon broader Carolingian concerns
with the behavior of priests and the enforcement of behavioral standards by the proper
ecclesiastical authorities. The conduct and moral character of priests frequently caught the
attention of the authors of capitularies and episcopal statues, who enjoined priests to lead virtuous
lives, to avoid scandal, and to assure the efficacy and moral fiber of the priesthood. At their core,
these authors recognized that priests often failed to live up to the standards of priesthood expected
by ecclesiastical authorities. The case of Hincmar of Rheims’ conflict with a priest named Trising
illustrates this gulf between the ideal of a pure priesthood and the behavior of individual priests.289
According to Hincmar, who described the incident in a letter sent to Pope Hadrian II in 871,
Trising had a sexual relationship with his sister-in-law’s daughter from a previous marriage, had
gotten drunk in a tavern with his brother’s wife’s brother, a certain Livulf, and in a drunken quarrel
had cut off two of Livulf’s fingers with a sword in an attempt to kill him.290
Trising personified the types of inappropriate behavior that a succession of capitularies and
episcopal polemics had attempted to stamp out. Hincmar attempted to discipline Trising by calling
him before an assembly of the Rheims clergy in order to elicit a confession. The priest denied his
sexual relationship with the woman, but admitted that he had tried to kill Livulf. Hincmar then
removed Trising from office until he could gather a provincial synod at which he would render a
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final judgement. Trising, however, did not appear at this synod and instead went to Rome to
appeal his case to Pope Hadrian II, who apparently asked for more information regarding the
priest’s case, forcing Hincmar to defend his decisions.
Mayke De Jong argues that priests like Trising, under fire from their ecclesiastical
superiors, may have found in Pseudo-Isidore a source of assistance and authority in their appeals to
the pope.291 Certainly, the same Constitutum Silvestri, by the 870s definitely incorporated into the
Pseudo-Isidoran corpus, located ultimate authority in the hands of the pope and made it incredibly
difficult to accuse a priest of a crime. In his De presbiteris criminosis, Hincmar strongly criticizes
the validity and use of the Constitutum because it made it impossible to judge a priest if witnesses
could not be called against them.292 As De Jong points out, in the case of a village priest like
Trising, it was highly unlikely that a sufficient number of witnesses who met the Constitutum’s
requirements could be found.293 Hincmar, perhaps as a reaction to actual experience with priests
who used Pseudo-Isidore to defend themselves, treated the Constitutum as an obstacle to righteous
judgment and correction and attacked it as such. Of course, the case of Trising’s occurred several
decades after Hildemar composed his commentary and involved a very different context and set of
problems than those found in a monastery. However, the case of Trising and Hincmar’s hostility to
Pseudo-Isidore, including the Constitutum Silvestri, revals the ways in which Carolingian priests
may have used canon law to protect themselves from punishment. One can imagine a monastic
priest brandishing a codex or a sheet of vellum containing the Constitutum, loudly insisting that his
abbot had no right to whip him.
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Several decades earlier, Hildemar adopted a stance similar to Hincmar’s regarding the
validity of the Constitutum Silvestri and contextualized it within the Rule’s established system of
dealing with the morally reprobate. It is striking that Hildemar lived and learned at Corbie around
the same time that work on Pseudo-Isidore may have begun, although there is no firm evidence to
suggest Hildemar was involved or even aware in that source’s compilation. At the very least,
however, Hildemar knew the Constitutum Silvestri and its potential use to protect priests from
prosecution and punishment, including priests who were members of monastic communities.
Because priests could theoretically require correction, including corporal punishment, those who
joined monasteries needed to be subject to the monastic punitive regime. Otherwise, there would
be neither fear nor discipline for wicked priests.294
Hildemar ultimately concludes that priests in monasteries needed to be fully subject to the
monastic punitive regime. This was not a carte blanche for abbots to beat priests, but the Rule as
interpreted by Hildemar spelled out when and why an abbot should apply the lash to achieve the
best disciplinary outcome for the monks in his charge.295 Hildemar repeatedly points out that those
priests who lived up to the standards of their office should not be beaten, and that only those priests
who failed to live up to these expectations should be physically punished. Hildemar recognized
that priests could need the same compassionate and salubrious discipline as other monks and that
they could be sorted into honestiores and improbi like other monks. On these grounds, he argues
for the primacy of the monastic punitive regime over alternate understandings of how priests
should be accused, judged, and punished.
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Hildemar insists on the liability of monastic priests to corporal punishment precisely
because there could be a massive gap between ideal and reality in the moral fiber of Carolingian
priests. Because of this gap, the Constitutum Silvestri represented an unwelcome textual intrusion
into Carolingian monasticism, a source that cunning and wicked priests could use to protect
themselves from discipline, just as Hincmar later discovered in the case of priests like Trising.
Behind Hildemar’s apparent quibbles over the precise meanings of the language of the Rule and
arguments over which texts should be authoritative in a monastic context lies a working out of the
norms and practice of corporal punishment at a point where one punitive discourse which
maintained that priests’ bodies should be immune from physical violence of all types was at odds
with monastic punitive discourse. Outside the monastery, the corporal punishment of priests was
almost universally condemned as either an outrageous abuse on the part of lay elites or as a form of
episcopal tyranny.296 Carolingian monasticism, however, was heir to a punitive regime in which
all monks were theoretically liable to corporal punishment. This tradition allowed, even
compelled, Hildemar to articulate the primacy of this punitive regime when it came to monastic
priests. In the face of competing norms governing the relationship between priests and corporal
punishment, Hildemar asserts that priests were part of the monastic hierarchy and thus could
require corporal punishment.

IV. Corporal Punishment and Monastic Children
Children and adolescents constituted another category of monks who required a unique set
of disciplinary and punitive practices. Carolingian commentators’ vision of the special ways
children should be disciplined and punished are rooted in the Rule’s recognition of childhood as a
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stage of life which required special attention, including when it came to punishment. RB c. 37
instructed that, while the authority of the Rule should apply to children, their weakness should be
considered and the full strength of the Rule should not apply to them in all cases.297 As Coon
argues, the Rule located children, who were perceived as having diminished mental and emotional
capacity, with the lower, feminized ranks of the monastic hierarchy which required physical rather
than verbal correction.298 RB c. 30 asserted that because youths lacked the ability to understand
the serious nature of excommunication, they should be afflicted with punishments that touched
their bodies directly: strict fasting or severe beatings.299
Carolingian monastic children were subject to corporal punishment within three related
contexts. First, children were liable to corporal punishment because of their age, assumed level of
mental capacity, and ability to respond to particular forms of correction. Carolingian
commentators like Hildemar expands upon the provisions found in the Rule in order to define
childhood and adolescence as periods in which corporal punishment was the most suitable and
effective form of discipline. Second, concern with the preservation of childhood purity from
sexual pollution on the one hand, and the potentially sexually disruptive presence of “soft” child
bodies on the other gave rise in Carolingian monastic commentaries to the need for corporal
punishment. Finally, monastic children were subject to corporal punishment as students, an
arrangement which evoked broader discourses about the role of disciplinary violence in early
medieval pedagogy.
As in the Rule, younger members of the monastic community were particularly liable to
corporal punishment in Hildemar’s commentary because of their age, their perceived diminished
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intellectual capacity, and their status as students. Although Benedict recognized children within
the monastic community as a group with special needs, his comments within the Rule on their
treatment, including punishment, are brief. As with priests, Benedict envisioned a monastic
community with few children and stipulated little formal organization for their education and
upbringing.300 In contrast, Carolingian monasteries served in part as centers of education and
could be home to a much larger number of children and adolescents.301 As Mayke De Jong argues,
monastic authors like Hildemar saw children as particularly valuable assets within the monastery
because if raised appropriately their childhood purity could be preserved into adulthood,
uncontaminated by the world and make them ideal future priests for the liturgical activities of
Carolingian monasticism.302 Safeguarding this potential for purity was, therefore, a key motivator
for the corporal punishment of monastic children.
Hildemar elaborates formal provisions for the education, discipline, and moral instruction
of a monastery’s children, including how young monks were to be physically punished.303 As De
Jong points out, Hildemar identifies the corporal punishment of children through whipping or
fasting as part of a pervasive system of supervision and discipline.304 A group of specially
appointed monks, who Hildemar calls magistri, were assigned to watch small groups of boys at all
times in order to prevent sinful behavior. For every ten boys, there should be three or four magistri
who chaperoned them throughout the day so that a boy could not go anywhere or do anything
without a supervisor.305 These magistri were also charged with dispensing corporal punishment in
the form of whipping to negligent, disruptive, or disobedient children. They were to carry whips
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with them at all times to discourage children from misbehaving. These whips further served as a
visible display of punitive power.306 Without this system of observation, Hildemar claims, the
corporal punishment of children would be ineffective as children would revert to negligence after
punishment if they were not subject to constant supervision.307 Hildemar valued the ideal purity
and innocence of monastic children, but these qualities needed to be cultivated and safeguarded
against sin and pollution, not taken for granted.
Hildemar elaborates on the provisions for the punishment of youths found RB c. 30, which
states that boys should be subjected to beatings or punitive fasting instead of excommunication
because they lack the intellectual capacity to understand the seriousness of the former
punishment.308 Hildemar in turn emphasizes that boys should not be excommunicated because
they do not feel the appropriate shame from this punishment, a feature he connects to their age and
level of intellectual development.309 Smaragdus reaches a similar conclusion, remarking that
“judicious discipline” consists not of a uniform set of punishments applied to all monks regardless
of their status or identity, but in moderate punishments meted out with respect for monks’ age and
level of understanding. Smaragdus finds further scriptural support for the rule’s teachings on the
corporal punishment of children in Proverbs 22:15, “Folly is bound up in the heart of a boy, and
the rod of discipline shall drive it away.”
As the Rule teaches, boys and youths should be corrected through either fasts or beatings.
As for other monks, Hildemar specifies that the application of punitive fasting or a beating should
depend on the abbot’s knowledge of the individual child: “if whipping benefits him, [the abbot]
should apply it. But if he knows that whipping will not help him, he should apply a fast, for there
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are many who become worse because of whipping.”310 Corporal punishment is not applied to
children merely because of their low status within the monastery. As Coon argues, both the Rule
and Hildemar see corporal punishment as the mode of discipline most suited to the temperament
and needs of boys and adolescents, a concept upon which Hildemar expands through his argument
that the particular form of physical discipline should match the needs and temperament of an
individual child.
In the eyes of Carolingian commentators on the Rule, the presence of children in the samesex community of the monastery could be disruptive. Coon argues that boys appear both in the
Rule and in Hildemar’s commentary as potential objects of lust, a danger she connects to the
perceived feminization of their bodies within the gendered hierarchy of the Rule.311 The potential
disruptive sexual presence of boys has earlier precedence in the late seventh-century penitential of
Theodore of Tarsus, in which boys who have sex with each other or who pollute themselves
(presumably through masturbation) are to be flogged.312 Hildemar explicitly interprets the Rule’s
implicit prohibitions against same-sex sexual contact, instructing that monks are to sleep in
separate beds to prevent sodomy.313
Hildemar considers children to be particularly vulnerable to assault, and he explicitly
considers what should be done if an older monk rapes a younger boy.314 In this case, the older
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monk, if he had committed the sexual assault while drunk was to be excommunicated as for a
minor offense, or for a serious offense if he was a repeat offender. The victimized boy, on the
other hand, was to be flogged, but not barred from future entry into the priesthood if he thereafter
exhibited good conduct. While Hildemar does not explain why the boy should be punished along
with his assailant, his provision that such a boy could later become a priest if he did not “lapse
again into this sin,” suggests that Hildemar saw the boy as to a certain degree culpable for the
sexual offense. The whipping of a young rape victim suggests an understanding of the use
physical discipline to temper the “soft” bodies of young boys, who he saw as complicit in the
forced sexual encounter.
The corporal punishment to which boys were subjected in part shaped their responsibility to
punish and shape others as adults. This expectation was a goal of Hildemar’s system for the
surveillance and discipline of children. Hildemar explicitly relates the beatings to which adult
magistri may have been subject when they were students to the whippings they should now use to
discipline their own students. RB c. 70, which forbids any monk to strike another without the
abbot’s permission, concludes by reminding the reader of Matthew 7:12’s injunction to “not do to
another what you do not want done to yourself.”315 Hildemar considers the apparent contradiction
between Matthew 7:12 and the punitive responsibilities of a monastic magister: “Maybe someone
might say, ‘why should I whip a child who deserves discipline when I would not wish another to
whip me?”316 Hildemar answers this hypothetical objection with, “because you, who now
understand, should desire that someone might have whipped you when you did not understand.”317
He relates the past experience of the magister as an object of discipline and corporal punishment to
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his present role as a disciplinarian. Corporal punishment, in Hildemar’s eyes, had shaped the
magister into an adult and it was now his responsibility to use the whip to cultivate the same in his
charges.
A similar mentality can be found in the work of Carolingian authors meant for lay youths.
In her Liber manualis, Dhouda, drawing upon Augustine’s Enchiridion, urged her young adult son
to correct, “with beatings or with words” the people under his command as an act of charity and
mercy.318 Dhuoda composed the Liber manualis on the occasion of William’s passage into
adulthood, and within that context, her exhortation for him to inflict corrective disciplinary
violence mirrors the physical discipline to which a young boy might encounter in his own
education or upbringing. The expectation was that these children, once subject to corrective
corporal punishment would grow up and wield this same disciplinary authority themselves.
William was a man now, and his mother reminded him that it was his responsibility to
show the same charity and mercy through punishment to those in need of correction. Janet Nelson
argues that Dhuoda was not just writing for her son, but intended the Liber manualis to be read by
the young men gathered at the Carolingian court in order to foster within them a sense of public
service and loyalty to the king.319 Through her knowledge and use of biblical and patristic texts,
Dhuoda “inserted herself into an authoritative public discourse” about the mechanisms and
exercise of public power.320 This included the imperative to lovingly correct others either through
words, as Dhuoda did when she exhorted her son to act correctly, or through the blows of a whip.
The direct address of her admonition may have been correctively beaten as a child, perhaps by his
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father or a tutor, but for her broader audience, Dhuoda’s reference to corporal punishment carved
out a place for its practice within the duty to admonish and correct inherent in Carolingian
conceptions of public power as moralized ministerium.321
According to Carolingian monastic authors, corporal punishment functioned as part of a
disciplinary regime particularly tailored to children’s needs and problems. The presence of boys in
Carolingian monasteries was essential yet problematic. On one hand, Hildemar thought that while
children were mentally deficient they possessed a high degree of innocence and potential that if
properly cultivated would make them ideal members of the monastic community.322 On the other,
boys could be a sexually disruptive presence in the monastery and needed to be policed and at
times beaten for this reason.323 Because of their perceived low mental capacity and inability to
understand the seriousness of verbal repremands, monastic children occupied the lower ranks of
the monastic hierarchy and were subject to corporal punishment. However, children did not stay
children forever. The broader aim of Hildemar’s system of instruction, observation, and
punishment was to harden the soft bodies and minds of children and to transform them into ideal
and valuable adult members of the monastery.
Corporal punishment played a key role in this process, physically inculcating children to
the normative standards and monastic hierarchy. Corporal punishment responded to the
disciplinary needs of children in concordance with the ideals of compassion and healing expected
of monastic punishment while simultaneously socializing them to the monastic hierarchy in which
subjection to corporal punishment was a key determining factor. The punishment of monastic
children thus provides a clear example of the intersections between the ways corporal punishment
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created and propagated monastic hierarchy through spectacle and understandings of flogging or
fasting as personal corrective strategies especially suitable to the temperament and disciplinary
needs of monastic children.

V. Monastic Corporal Punishment in Action
This section examines two cases in which monastic men and women encountered the
spectacular and corrective aspects of the monastic punitive regime. The first case involves the
censure and punishment of Gottschalk of Orbais. The second concerns a nun named Duda, whose
offense and consequent punishment were detailed by Hincmar of Rheims at the Council of Douzy
in 874. These examples demonstrate both the ideological work monastic punishment contributed
to in acrimonious theological and political disputes, as well as the lengths to which those who
advocated for corporal punishment went to justify its use. Corporal punishment was not a simple
matter of applying the principles of the monastic punitive regime to a transgressor, but had to be
defended and justified. In both cases, a monk or nun was accused of disturbing order and
transgressing hierarchy. Monastic corporal punishment and its association with monks who were
deemed unable to speak properly or legitimately therefore offered ecclesiastical authorities, who
represented themselves as the defenders of stability and orthodoxy, a means of polemically
silencing and chastising their opponents.
The punishment of Gottschalk and Duda further highlights the connections and tensions
between the spectacular and personally corrective aspects of corporal punishment. Gottschalk’s
accusers, I argue, drew upon the ways in which flogging marked a monk as low status and unable
to master his speech or speak properly. This depiction of Gottschalk was, however, contested by
those who criticized his treatment. These critics both insisted upon Gottschalk’s ability to speak
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and claimed that he had been flogged out of anger rather than in a spirit of loving correction. In
contrast, Hincmar’s thoughts on how and why Duda should be punished wove together the
spectacular and corrective aspects of corporal punishment. Duda’s flogging both revealed her
transgression to her fellow nuns and motivated her to work towards contrition and penance.
The teachings of the priest and monk Gottschalk of Orbais on predestination stirred up a
great deal of controversy and anxiety in Carolingian ecclesiastical and intellectual circles between
the late 840s and the 850s. Gottschalk’s theology of predestination, rooted in his interpretation of
Augustine, attracted supporters, but earned the opprobrium of prominent Carolingian ecclesiastics,
including Hrabanus Maurus and Hincmar of Rheims. Ultimately, these two oversaw Gottschalk’s
censure and corporal punishment at two synods. As Albrecht Diem argues, Gottschalk’s critics
viewed his ideas as not only unorthodox, but also as a threat to public order.324 They were further
outraged by Gottschalk’s repeated refusal to recognize their authority, including their prerogative
to define and protect orthodox Christian thought.325 Their response to Gottschalk’s continued
efforts to publicize and defend his conception of predestination involved several punitive measures
designed to undermine his license to speak on such matters. These punishments drew upon the
monastic punitive regime. Monastic corporal punishment played a key role in the efforts of
Carolingian ecclesiastical authorities to silence and correct a deviant monk in order to restore
order.
The events that culminated in Gottschalk’s punishments are well known to Carolingianists
and have received comprehensive attention in English-language scholarship.326 Gottschalk, the son
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of Saxon nobles, was committed to Fulda as a child around 814, likely in connection with a postmortem gift given to the monastery by his father Berno.327 As an adult Gottschalk complained that
he had been tonsured against his will and should therefore be released from his monastic vow and
regain the property his parents had bequeathed to Fulda. De Jong argues that Gottschalk was
probably not trying to leave Fulda for lay life but was likely attempting to become a secular
cleric.328 Gottschalk was successful at first, but Hrabanus brought his case before a synod held at
Mainz in 829. There is no record of this hearing, but the result was apparently a compromise:
Gottschalk could leave Fulda but remained a monk and did not regain his family’s property.329 He
also earned himself a powerful enemy in Hrabanus, who would later be one of his fiercest
opponents.
In the following years, Gottschalk became a monk at the monastery of Orbais in the
archdiocese of Rheims. Some time in the 830s, Rigbald the chorbishop of Rheims ordained
Gottschalk, a move Hincmar later claimed was invalid because it was done without the permission
of Bishop Rothad of Soissons.330 Thereafter he enjoyed the patronage of Eberhard of Friuli and
served as a missionary among the Slavic peoples of the Balkans.331 During this time, he earned a
reputation as a skilled teacher and developed his concept of “twin predestination:” the idea that
God had predetermined who was saved and who was damned by the offering or withholding of
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grace. This concept was controversial because, in the eyes of Gottschalk’s critics, it denied the
efficacy of penance and good deeds.332 Hrabanus inveighed against Gottschalk’s ideas, and
painted his former pupil as a heretic. Their dispute culminated in 848 when Gottschalk attempted
to defend his ideas at a council held at Mainz. The Mainz synod condemned Gottschalk and then
referred him to Hincmar, who was Gottschalk’s ecclesiastical superior as the archbishop of
Rheims. The archbishop convened a synod at Quierzy in 849, where Gottschalk was again
condemned and punished. In spite of these condemnations, Gottschalk continued to write and
attract followers while confined at the monastery of Hautvillers until his death in 868.
Along with his condemnation at the synods of 848 and 849, Gottschalk was subject to a
series of punishments: flogging, removal from the priesthood (which Hincmar claimed Gottschalk
had never held licitly), and indefinite imprisonment in the monastery of Hautvillers as a means of
perpetually silencing him. The Annals of Fulda report that Gottschalk was condemned at Mainz in
848 and then sent to Hincmar for further disciplining after he was compelled to take an oath that he
would never return to the east Frankish kingdom.333 The Annals of Xanten for the same year report
that Gottschalk, although the annalist does not mention him by name, and his supporters were
beaten at Mainz before being sent back to Gaul: “[these monks] were convicted and in the presence
of all the people they were afflicted by beatings and sent back to Gaul, from whence they came,
and by the grace of God, the uninjured state of the church endured.”334 It is most likely, therefore,
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that Gottschalk was subject to corporal punishment, perhaps along with some of his supporters,
before he was punished the following year at Quierzy.335
Gottschalk was again censured and punished at Quierzy in 849. The council convened by
Hincmar condemned him again for his erroneous views and for his refusal to recognize the
authority of his accusers. The Annals of St-Bertin report that Charles the Bald convened a synod of
the bishops of Rheims that year to judge Gottschalk. This synod condemned him again, sentenced
him to a public flogging, and forced him to burn the books containing his teachings.336 According
to Florus of Lyon, the books Gottschalk was forced to burn contained excerpts from scripture and
patristic sources which supported his views on predestination.337 Rosamond McKitterick argues
that the bishops and abbots at Quierzy ordered these books burned as a “grand and violent act of
official disavowal of particular texts;” an attempt to assert an exclusive right to interpret them.338
Forcing Gottschalk to publicly burn his texts therefore added another symbolic level to his
punishment. Just as the flogging highlighted Gottschalk’s status as an improbus, someone unable
to master himself and his speech, the book burning made visible his alleged inability to interpret
the texts he relied upon to support his ideas.
In his accoutns of the 849 council, Hincmar justified Gottschalk’s corporal punishment as a
proper application of Benedict’s Rule to an obstinate monk. The archbishop included the allegedly
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verbatim sentence handed down to Gottschalk in his Ad reclusos et simplices, written roughly a
year after the council. In this sentence, those gathered at Quierzy accused Gottschalk of engaging
in “depraved acts and perverse teachings” and throwing both the ecclesiastical and secular order
into turmoil, all under the cover of an illegitimately assumed priestly garb. For these reasons, the
council condemned Gottschalk “by episcopal authority” to a severe whipping and perpetual
confinement and silencing.”339 In another of Hincmar’s versions of the events at Quierzy,
preserved in Florus of Lyon’s Liber de tribus quaestionibus, the abbots and monks present at
Quierzy condemned Gottschalk to a flogging according to the Benedictine Rule “on account of his
most impudent insolence.”340 Likewise, in Hincmar’s 859 Liber de praedestinatione, the
archbishop wrote that Gottschalk was beaten, under the authority of the Rule, because he was an
improbus: a monk who could only be disciplined through corporal punishment.341 He further
argued that Gottschalk had usurped his priestly office rather than receiving it legitimately and was
accordingly stripped of that office, a move that neatly side-stepped the issue of priestly immunity
from corporal punishment.342 The stripping of Gottschalk’s priesthood, along with the claim that
he had never legitimately been ordained, highlighted the illegitimacy of his speech.
In the eyes of his accusers, Gottschalk had proven himself an improbus through his
obstinacy and refusal to respond to their verbal corrections. The punishments they levied against
him relied upon the spectacle of punishment to visibly mark his body as such a monk. These
punishments did not reflect an objective lack of mental capacity on Gottschalk’s part. The monk
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had demonstrated a great deal of ability and intelligence through his work as a missionary, his
Latin poetry, and his sophisticated interpretations of some of Augustine’s more difficult teachings
on predestination. The punishments instead functioned as part of polemical attempts to silence
Gottschalk and undermine his legitimacy.
The decision to silence and corporally punish Gottschalk was not universally accepted.
Gottschalk was not a heterodox lone wolf, but enjoyed some measure of support and sympathy.343
One of these sympathizers, Florus of Lyon, was outraged at both the way the council condemned
Gottschalk and the nature and extent of his punishments.344 Florus, writing in the early 850s,
questions the propriety of Hincmar and the other bishops allowing abbots, who were of lower
ecclesiastical rank, to whip Gottschalk before they passed ecclesiastical judgment on him. This,
Florus argues, was contrary to the custom of the ancient church.345 Florus defines Gottschalk’s
punishments not as carefully measured corrective and disciplinary measures, but an irrational and
inappropriate response born of anger. He refers to Gottschalk’s treatment at Quierzy as
“unprecedentedly cruel and impious.”346 According to Florus, Gottschalk was cruelly beaten
nearly to death without a shred of mercy. His use of dilacero to describe the effects of the
whipping on Gottschalk further suggests that the latter’s back was severely lacerated by the
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beating.347 The atrocity of this flogging was further exacerbated by the fact that Gottschalk’s
accusers had beaten him out of anger. Finally, Florus argues that Gottschalk’s corporal
punishment contravened the way the ancient church had, in Florus’ opinion, handled doctrinal
disputes through words and debates rather than coercion and physical punishment.348 Florus thus
attacked the proceedings and punishment on procedural grounds, because the physical injuries and
emotional trauma that resulted from Gottschalk’s punishment exceeded acceptable limits, and
because the council had punished Gottschalk out of anger.
Florus’ criticism of Gottschalk’s punishment was not a fundamental disagreement with the
validity of corporal punishment. Rather, Florus drew upon the norms and expectations
surrounding corporal punishment’s proper application to argue that in Gottschalk’s case it had been
misapplied. His complaint that the council had allowed abbots, men of lower ecclesiastical rank, to
judge Gottschalk before bishops passed their sentence touches upon the incongruity of the
disciplinary institutions to which Gottschalk was subject. Florus argues that it was inappropriate to
corporally punish Gottschalk as a wayward and incorrigible monk when the nature of his supposed
offense was something else entirely. Hincmar also seems to have realized that Gottschalk’s
flogging was potentially problematic, hence his repeated insistence that the Rule justified the
Gottschalk’s beating.
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Florus alleges that Gottschalk’s flogging had exceeded the boundaries of acceptable
corrective physical discipline in its extent, impact on the victim, and in the affect and intentions of
Gottschalk’s punishers. The vast gap between the proper, normative application of corporal
punishment and Gottschalk’s experience becomes clear when one compares Florus’
characterization of the Saxon monk’s punishment with the remarks of ninth-century commentators
on the Rule like Hildemar. Hildemar repeatedly emphasized that abbots should corporally punish
only out of love and care for their charges.349 In his commentary on RB c. 64, for example,
Hildemar explains that if an abbot must whip someone, he should then have a pleasant
conversation with him to ensure that a sense of love prevailed.350 Smaragdus expresses a similar
opinion in his commentary on the same chapter, stressing that abbots should be merciful in their
punishment of the impious.351 Hildemar further cautions abbots not to punish out of anger, noting
that those who punished out of anger exceeded the boundaries of moderation. Furthermore,
magistri should not beat the children in their care out of anger because this led to excessive
punishment.352 Florus’ characterization of the flogging as excessive and born of anger thus
undermined the corrective logic of the Rule those gathered at Quierzy cited in their punishment of
Gottschalk. Florus defines the punishment not as an act of corrective love and mercy, but one of
irrational anger that cruelly destroyed Gottschalk’s body and spirit.
Within Florus and Hincmar’s disagreements over how Gottschalk should have been
sanctioned lies a contest over both whether or not Gottschalk had been properly punished
according to the Rule, and whether or not Gottschalk was the sort of person who should be
physically disciplined. After claiming that the council had deviated from the healing and
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corrective spirit of the Rule in Gottschalk’s case, Florus laments that the monk’s heterodox ideas
had been overcome not with words and persuasion but with coercion and violence. Through this,
Florus condemns Gottschalk’s treatment at Quierzy in 849 as excessive and a deviation from
ancient ecclesiastical custom. He further identifies Gottschalk as the sort of high status monk who
should be admonished and corrected with words not corporal punishment. Florus’ image of
Gottschalk stood in stark contrast to Hrabanus and Hincmar’s image of the Saxon monk as an
incorrigibly obstinate improbus who needed corporal punishment and imposed perpetual silencing
to correct him.
The decision to physically punish and confine Gottschalk were, therefore, not simply rote
or legalistic applications of the Rule to an eligible monk. These punishments played a critical role
in Gottschalk’s critics’ efforts to define him as the type of person unable to speak properly and
who was therefore subject to corporal punishment according to the Rule. These punishments were
not simply determined by Gottschalk’s status as a monk. Rather, they played a role in Hrabanus
and Hincmar’s efforts to define Gottschalk as one who could not speak on such religious matters.
The floggings, book burning, and confinement visited upon Gottschalk symbolically drew upon the
monk’s body to define him as the type of improbus who needed to be suppressed. Through these
spectacular punishments, Gottschalk’s accusers attempted to fix this identity to him in order to
deny him the ability to speak further. Gottschalk was not inherently an imbecile. His accusers
tried to inscribe that onto his flesh through the lash. Florus’ rejection of their actions as irrational
and cruel depended in part on a fundamentally different understanding both of the type person
Gottschalk was. To Florus, Gottschalk was a learned, if misguided man, who could be corrected
with words. His condemnation of the punishment’s cruelty relied upon an understanding of
flogging as a punishment which could only be righteous and successful if applied in the spirit of
mercy and care.
145

The case of Gottschalk reveals the ways in which the Benedictine punitive regime could
spill out of the monastery itself and play a role in a conflict for which the participants felt the
stakes were massive. To Hincmar and Hrabanus, Gottschalk was a threat to public order. His
ideas about predestination threatened to undermine the very fabric of Carolingian society by
calling into question the point of efforts to correct and improve the standards of religious life and
observance. Hrabanus reflected upon the dangers of Gottschalk’s ideas to these efforts in a letter
sent to Hincmar after the 848 council at Mainz:
For, as I have heard, he [Gottschalk] already has led astray and made them less devout
toward their own salvation, who say ‘How will it profit me to labor in the service of God?
For, if I have been predestined to death, I will never escape it. But if I live badly and I have
been predestined to life, I will without any doubt go to eternal rest.’353
For Hrabanus and Hincmar, the stakes could not have been higher. Gottschalk’s dangerous
ideas both encouraged people not to strive to improve themselves in God’s eyes and, by extension,
called into question the validity and utility of office-holders’ responsibility and efforts to admonish
and correct wayward Christians. Within this context, the punitive regime of the Rule offered a way
to correct the incorrigible and defiant. Their decision to flog Gottschalk not once, but twice, was a
polemic assertion within the dispute that Gottschalk was the sort of improbus monk who had not
mastered himself and his speech. Gottschalk’s public floggings and forced book-burning visibly
demonstrated through a public punitive performance the invalidity of his ideas as well as the very
premise that he was allowed to speak publicly at all. The monastic punitive regime intersected
with efforts to defend public order and hierarchy.
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Duda
The second example in this section concerns the punishments of a nun named Duda, which
were discussed at the 874 Council of Douzy.354 Duda, likely a nun at the convent of Saint-Mary of
Mouzon in the diocese of Rheims, was charged with conspiring with a priest named Huntbertus to
depose her abbess so Duda could replace her.355 Duda’s accusers further alleged that she had a
sexual relationship with Huntbertus, a union which had produced a child, and that the two had tried
to conceal their relationship with the help of several of Duda’s fellow nuns. Duda and Huntbertus’
plot and illicit relationship were likely discovered because the latter had circulated letters defaming
Duda’s abbess. As a result, West Frankish royal missi investigated the case and a synod, at which
Charles the Bald was present, was convened in order to determine the pair’s punishment.356
The result of these inquiries was a series of punishments for both: Huntbertus was removed
from the priesthood and exiled to a monastery as a layperson according to canonical procedure,
while Duda was subjected to a series of penances and corporal punishments. Hincmar, the author
of the written record of the sentence passed at the 874 synod, ordered that she should be beaten
with rods in front of her sisters and thereafter be subjected to a series of monastic
excommunications and penances for seven years. Berta and Erpreda, the nuns who had helped
Duda conceal her crimes, were also to be beaten with rods and subject to the same penances for
three years.357
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Duda’s flogging was explicitly justified in the council proceedings as an application of the
Rule. The archbishop further argued that because the Rule governed the lives and behavior of
female as well as male monastics, its punitive apparatus fully applied to Duda. He asserted that
although Duda was unequal to men because of her gender, her monastic vows made her equal in
profession.358 The corporal punishment of cloistered women had precedent in both Late Antiquity
and the Carolingian period. Caesarius of Arles’ sixth-century Regula ad virgines instructed the
abbess to physically discipline in front of the congregation those nuns who stirred up trouble
among the sisters or who stole things.359 The 816 Institutio sanctimonialium Aquisgranensis, a rule
for religious women produced in connection with the 816 council of Aachen, directed abbesses to
flog women who were incorrigible in their transgressions.360 Likewise, the so-called Memoriale
qualiter II, a customary for nuns dated to the late-ninth or tenth century, instructed nuns to
immediately and humbly seek forgiveness if rebuked by a superior and further empowered that
superior to strike the nun with a single blow of a staff or with a whipping if she talked back.361
Duda had offended against the Rule through her sedition and sexual relationship with
Huntbertus. Having established both Duda’s guilt and her liability to the Rule, Hincmar argues
that she should be subject to a “severe punishment or beating with rods” in accordance with the
Rule’s punitive regime.362 Accordingly, Hincmar instructs Duda’s abbess to have her whipped
with rods on her bare back in the presence of the convent’s other nuns.363 He further instructs that
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Duda should be stripped and beaten away from the gaze of men, reflecting a sense of anxiety over
the potential sexualization of the naked and punished female body. While ostensibly contradicting
the tenets of the 816 Capitulare monasticum, which forbade abbots from beating male monks
naked before their brothers, Hincmar’s attention to corporal punishment expresses a concern that a
punitive spectacle could have erotic undertones.364 Hincmar’s instruction that Duda was not to be
beaten before men further suggests an attempt to control the meaning of her public punishment.
Hincmar provides a thorough explanation for the implementation and intended significance
of Duda’s punishment. He understands Duda’s punishment as having an immediate impact on
those who witnessed it. Duda was to be beaten in the presence of her fellow nuns “so that the
others have fear.”365 Her flogging was in this sense an act of deterrence, meant to dissuade other
nuns from committing offenses comparable to Duda’s crimes. This intended fear further related
back to the authority of the abbess to punish the women in her charge. The spectacle of Duda’s
punishment therefore also served as a reminder of the abbess’ punitive power and made visible the
mechanisms of that power while simultaneously restoring and reinforcing the convent’s hierarchy.
Duda’s punishment made visible the connection between the carnal nature of her sins and
the physicality of her punishment: “For if she has humbled herself with mercy, just as is written,
‘the just man shall correct me in mercy,’ (Psalm 140.5) so that with the flesh, which dragged her
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delectably into sin, so afflicted shall return her to favor.”366 Hincmar defines Duda’s offenses as
sins of the flesh, which in turn require the physical violence of physical punishment to set right.
His reference to Psalm 140 places further emphasis on Duda’s flogging as an act of corrective
mercy. As discussed in the previous chapter, the Utrecht Psalter glossed Psalm 140.5 with the
image of a bearded man wielding a whip: a personification of righteous correction properly
exercised.367 Hincmar understands the just correction mentioned in the psalm as a physical
process, here applied to Duda because of the carnal nature of her sin. Her punishment therefore
further marked Duda as a transgressor. The injuries inflicted on her body with the rod, which
Hincmar assumed would break the skin and draw blood, revealed to the whipping’s witnesses that
Duda had sinned through her body, which was now the site of her punishment.
Hincmar treated Duda’s flogging as a punishment meant to encourage future penance. The
physical dimensions and consequences of the wayward nun’s corporal punishment played a
prominent role in the archbishop’s understanding. Hincmar’s comments emphasize the
significance of two symbolically significant bodily substances: blood and tears. The rod, applied
to Duda’s back, would bring forth “the blood of the flesh,” which would in turn induce “the blood
of the mind, namely profuse tears.”368 Within Carolingian monastic discourse, tears were signs of
humility, ascetic practice, and genuine penance.369 Duda’s tears, produced through the pain of her
beating and accompanied by the public emission of blood, therefore assumed a penitential tone.
Hincmar emphasizes the connection between tears and Duda’s penance: “confessing in prayer and
with groaning and tears she sheds from herself those evil and voluptuous things she took up
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voluntarily.”370 It is striking, therefore, that Hincmar identifies the tears shed because of corporal
punishment as the first in seven years of penitential tears. The flow of blood, which Hincmar
analogizes to tears as the blood of the mind, further suggests Duda’s punishment was a penitential
threshold: a visible and public spectacle that both highlighted her status as a deviant and ushered
her into a series of penances meant to induce true contrition.371 In these ways, Hincmar understood
the spectacular and corrective aspects of monastic punishment as closely related.
The cases of Gottschalk and Duda both involved the implication of a monastic man or
woman in some form of public disorder. Gottschalk publicly attacked the orthodox positions
defended by his ecclesiastical superiors. The consequences of his teachings on predestination – that
efforts to improve and correct were futile because the saved and the damned had been
predetermined – threatened the foundation upon which Carolingian correctio rested. Duda had
also threatened public order by plotting to oust her abbess through letters that had circulated too
widely for her own good. The public nature of each case is likely why they came to the attention
of those who condemned them and consequently come down to us through letters and the records
of council proceedings. It seems unlikely that the corporal punishment of a monk or nun for a
transgression which did not escape the confines of a monastery would demand such attention and
public denounciation.
Both cases reveal not only the actual implementation of monastic corporal punishment, but
also that the transgressions and character flaws that made a monk liable to corporal punishment in
the eyes of Carolingian commentators on the Rule could be folded into accusations of public
disturbance or malfeasance. Corporal punishment, grounded in the principles of the Rule, was a
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polemical tool that served to highlight the illegitimacy of these public offenders. Hrabanus and
Hincmar had Gottschalk beaten not just because he was an obstinate monk, but as a means to
highlight the fact that his speech and behavior were unacceptable and dangerous because he was an
improbus – the sort of monk unable to speak because he lacked self-mastery. Duda’s flogging was
not merely the application of a punitive rule but publicized the nature of her offense and her future
status as a penitent within her convent. She had sinned through her body. That same body was
now the site of punishment. The blood that flowed from her wounded back was meant to reflect
the growth of an inner contrition. The punitive regime of the monastery, a system that used
corporal punishment to correct and heal and to delineate the contours of the monastic hierarchy
was applied to individuals whose transgressions spilled out of the monastery. In doing so, corporal
punishment dragged these individuals back into a context in which punishment inflicted on their
bodies revealed a degraded status within the monastery, curbed their personal deviant tendencies,
and polemically revealed their inability to engage with the outside world.

Conclusion
Monastic corporal punishment was part of a punitive regime that was comprehensive yet in
places fraught and ambiguous. Carolingian commentators on the Rule had inherited a system with
a clear role for corporal punishment yet little guidance for how it should be put into practice. As a
result, authors like Hildemar had to elaborate, expand, and invent a Carolingian monastic punitive
regime in which corporal punishment played several important roles. Corporal punishment
delineated and helped create a hierarchy within the monastery through the spectacle of disciplinary
violence. Monastic corporal punishment was a public affair. Floggings were carried out in front of
the other monks who in some cases participated in the punitive spectacle. Likewise fasting,
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identified by Hildemar as a type of corporal punishment, was a conspicuous affair. The public
spectacle of monastic corporal punishment used the body of a condemned monk to make visible a
monk’s status while creating and reinforcing the contours of the monastic hierarchy.
Carolingian monastic authors also repeatedly emphasized that corporal punishment should
be an act of paternal compassion and healing. Both Hildemar and Smaragdus entreated abbots to
embody these values when punishing the monks in their charge. They saw corporal punishment as
a personal and intimate act shared by the abbot and the condemned monk. Hildemar instructs
abbots to speak gently with a monk after whipping him in order to ensure that he understood the
pious motivations of his punisher and so that a sense of love prevailed between the two thereafter.
Behind these instructions for abbots to punish as loving fathers lurks an anxiety about corporal
punishment as a legitimate and positive exercise of punitive power. Corporal punishment needed
to be carefully controlled and implemented to not be abuse or naked violence. These concerns
intersected with corporal punishment’s hierarchy-creating potential in the fact that the overall
purpose of this hierarchy was to determine a monk’s spiritual progress and particular disciplinary
needs. The ability of an abbot to properly punish depended upon his knowledge of this hierarchy
in order to determine the best form of disciplinary healing for an individual monk. The spectacular
and the corrective aspects of corporal punishment were thoroughly intertwined.
Innovations in the punitive regime inherited from the Rule are clearest in those cases where
Carolingian commentators most felt a lack of precedent: priests and children. The extensive
commentary of authors like Hildemar on these subjects again reflect the dual role of corporal
punishment as hierarchy creating and compassionate discipline. The Rule offered little in the way
of detailed instructions for the care and discipline of children. In response Carolingian monastic
authors devised a much more comprehensive system for the supervision and punishment of
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children. The corporal punishment of a monastery’s boys was presented as the best way to care for
their disciplinary needs. In the case of priests, Hildemar devotes extensive attention to parsing out
under what circumstances priests should be subject to corporal punishment. His working through
of the tensions presented by competing norms that labeled the bodies of priests as off-limits from
the whip allowed and compelled him to articulate the primacy of the monastic punitive regime
within the monastery while again articulating the necessity of individualized, compassionate
punishment.
While the ideology of corporal punishment developed in Carolingian monastic texts was
ostensibly limited to the monastery, the experiences of monks embroiled in outside controversies
reveal the ways in which monastic corporal punishment could seep out into the broader world.
This is most clear in the case of Gottschalk. The Saxon monk’s censure and punishment were
grounded in and shaped by the punitive logic of the monastery. Those gathered at Mainz and then
Quierzy did not have Gottschalk beaten simply because he was a monk, but to chastise and correct
him as a reprobate, visibly signal that status, and polemically demonstrate the illegitimacy of his
ideas and speech.
Monastic corporal punishment adhered to a particular logic shaped by Carolingian monastic
thought and practice and yet it did not exist in isolation. Instead, it participated in and shaped
broader Carolingian norms of corporal punishment. Monastic models of behavior and organization
influenced normative representations of Carolingian political practice and elite social life. The
ideals of monastic punishment likewise seem to have informed the shared elite imaginary of
corporal punishment’s role in governance and the expression of authority. There are remarkable
similarities in the punitive ethos of the monastery in which those unable to overcome the sinfulness
of their bodies are corrected through corporal punishment and Louis the Pious’ Aachen capitulary,
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which I discuss in the following chapter. Treatises on child care and education meant for lay
audiences were influenced by monastic ideals, including the role of corporal punishment in the
disciplining and socialization of boys. While Hildemar argued that the corrective aspects of
flogging overrode protections from physical violence that high social and liturgical status afforded
priests, the monastic punitive regime’s influence here was far more limited. As the previous
chapter discussed, authors outside monasteries continued to treat the corporal punishment of priests
as intensely problematic. The influence of monastic punishment on more general penal thought
and practices was at times limited but left its mark upon Carolingian punitive regimes in many
ways.
The monastic punitive regime therefore provides insight into the ways in which the
Carolingians imagined the role of corporal punishment and punished bodies in the creation of
moral order and disciplined subjects. The spectacle of monks’ punished bodies structured the
contours of the monastery’s social fabric by making visible which monks required physical
discipline while also revealing and resolving the transgressions of individual monks. The
collective and spectacular dimensions of punishment were balanced by a strong emphasis on
corporal punishment as a strategy of individual correction oriented towards the care and salvation
of wayward monks. This punitive concept was not unique to Carolingian monasticism. It was
shaped by metaphors drawn from Late Antique domestic and medical discourses. Among the
overlapping punitive contexts of the Carolingian empire, however, monasticism was the venue in
which these personal corrective aspects were most strongly and consistently articulated. This was
monasticism’s greatest contribution to the shared Carolingian elite imaginary of physical
punishment: a clear vision of the ways in which punishment could create corrected and disciplined
subjects.
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CHAPTER III
CORPORAL PUNISHMENT AND CAROLINGIAN ROYAL GOVERNANCE

Introduction
In this chapter, I argue that Carolingian kings expanded the scope of punishment in ways
that heavily emphasized the collective and spectacular aspects of corporal punishment. I connect
these representations of corporal punishment to a conception of Christian kingship articulated
during the Carolingian period that saw the king as responsible for guiding and governing the
community of Christians, including an assumed responsibility to correct transgression through
punishment. Related to this self-assumed duty, Carolingian rulers tended to see sin as a collective
social danger that needed to be shut down.372 I argue that Carolingian kings saw punishment as a
means to achieve this goal through the ways corporal punishment makes visible and addresses the
nature of the offense through an offender’s punished body.373 As a result, the Carolingian period
witnessed the elaboration of a new vision of the application and purpose of state-driven corporal
punishment, albeit largely within a framework borrowed from earlier punitive traditions.
I contend that this increase in royal normative interest in corporal punishment is connected
to the ways in which Carolingian rulers conceived of and articulated their authority. Carolingian
rulers expressed an expanded and moralized concept of their responsibility to defend public order.
Consequently, they drew upon corporal punishments as an important part of an arsenal of
corrective strategies, one which visibly injured and altered the body in conspicuously public ways.
Through these punitive spectacles, Carolingian rulers sought to mark offenders as transgressors
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against this moral public order. These kings and emperors conceived of these punishments as
delineating and reconstituting normative boundaries. The Carolingians further emphasized a moral
and didactic gloss to punishment through the use of physical discipline against offenses which
contravened their standards of acceptable religious and social behavior.
The nature and meanings of these punitive spectacles must first be contextualized within
the ways in which Carolingian rulers conceived of their authority and offenses against it. As
modern historians have noted, the Carolingian period witnessed a resurgence of lèse-majesté:
crimes against the person or interest of the king, which speaks to a clearer concept of public
crimes.374 The application of the concept to Carolingian political thought can, however, be
misleading. As Janet Nelson argues, while Carolingian authors did use Latin terms like laesa
maiestas or crimen maiestatis, these represented “learned glosses sometimes imposed on individual
acts of faithlessness,” rather than a part of a comprehensive definition of crimes against the person
of the ruler as treason.375 Furthermore, such terms are almost unknown in Carolingian
capitularies.376 Carolingian rulers did not function or present themselves in ways that are
comparable to the sovereign of the ancien régime around which Foucault constructs his theory of
the spectacular punitive regime in which the sovereign took revenge for injuries to his majesty on
the punished body of the condemned.377
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In contrast to this image of the sovereign, the Carolingians conceived of royal or imperial
office as a ministerium bestowed by God.378 Within this concept of ministerium (ministry), which
applied to bishops and counts as well as the ruler, power and authority were conditional on the
proper use of that power to “advance a Christian public good in which justice and salvation were
essential goals.”379 Carolingian rulers as holders of ministerium were responsible for guiding and
correcting society while simultaneously subject to the admonitions and critiques of clerical elites.
Carolingian rulers were, in this sense, not solitary sovereigns, but prominent participants in a
shared elite project to correct, reform, and Christianize society.
Carolingian polemical treatises on Christian rulership stressed the values of this
ministerium.380 Sedulius Scottus’ mid ninth-century De rectoribus Christianis, for example,
emphasized the king’s responsibility to correct himself, his household, and his people. Sedulius
argues that kings must abide by the will of God and the counsel of prudent men and be willing to
be corrected by bishops as spiritual advisors.381 He further instructs kings to avenge injuries not to
themselves, but to the laws of God and that one of their key responsibilities was to deter their
subjects from evil and urge them to do good.382
Recent scholarship emphasizes that this concept of Carolingian kingship as ministerium
was not a “figment of clerical imagination.” Instead, Carolingian rulers took it seriously and
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actively participated in it.383 In the 789 Admonitio generalis, Charlemagne presented himself as
responsible for guiding and correcting Frankish society and for assuring that “peace and concord”
prevailed among all Christian people.384 Likewise, in the 825 Admonitio ad omnes regni ordines
Louis the Pious represented his power and authority as a ministerium entrusted to him by God.
The emperor further enjoined lay and ecclesiastical officeholders to assist in the governance of the
Christian Frankish empire.385 As De Jong argues, Louis the Pious imagined his rule as an elite
collaborative project in which the emperor and both lay and ecclesiastical elites steered the ship of
state together and in which the ruler was accountable before God for both his own conduct and that
of his subjects.386
The public and spectacular corporal punishments set down in the capitularies expressed this
understanding of the royal office as responsible for governing and correcting the moral and
religious behavior of the populus christianus. The exercise of royal or imperial power as
ministerium involved the exercise of legitimized, “state” violence. Nelson identifies a connection
between state violence in its various forms and Carolingian royal efforts to foster internal peace
and justice.387 Warren Brown likewise notes that Charlemagne both extended and retracted the
boundaries of legitimate violence on the one hand and normative limitations on some forms of
“private” violence on the other in pursuit of the fostering and defense of this moralized conception
of order.388
The corporal punishments spelled out in Carolingian capitularies were generally public and
spectacular in the ways in which they were supposed to be performed and in the parts of the body
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they targeted. In the case of flogging, capitularies typically specified that they were to be
performed in public and that the offender was further to be stripped naked. In the 794 Frankfurt
capitulary, for example, those who rejected the king’s money were to be stripped naked, tied to a
post, and publicly flogged.389 Other punishments typically altered or removed parts of the body in
highly visible and conspicuous ways. The 774 Capitulare Haristallense, for example, a bandit was
to have an eye gouged out for a first offense, and to have his nose cut off for a second.390 These
visible punitive mutilations also often mimetically recalled the nature of the original offense.
Various capitularies, for example, sentenced perjurers to the amputation of the right hand, with
which the false oath had been made. Accordingly, the corporal punishments found in Carolingian
capitularies functioned as a way to express and enforce the normative boundaries of the idealized
Christian society for which Carolingian rulers, through the concept of ministerium, saw themselves
as responsible for creating and defending.
The present chapter consists of six sections. The first lays out the sources used in this
chapter: capitularies and narrative texts, particularly eighth- and ninth-century annalistic and
historical writing. The second section considers the role of unfree status in corporal punishment,
with particular reference to the Late Antique and earlier medieval antecedents to the Carolingian
sources in order to understand the legal and ideological base on which the capitularies elaborated
and articulated this corrective, spectacular punitive regime. The third section examines an example
of the way in which Carolingian rulers adapted the early medieval legal and cultural norms
surrounding the relationship between unfreedom and corporal punishment towards a defense of the
public symbolic authority of Carolingian rule: the use of corporal punishment against those who
committed monetary offenses. The fourth section continues this examination of the relationship
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between spectacular punishment, the punitive alteration of bodies, and Carolingian efforts to create
and enforce normative standards of religious behavior through the prohibition of certain offenses:
incest, perjury, and ignorance of fundamental Christian ritual practices. The fifth section analyzes
the physical punishments levied against sedition and treason, arguing that these spectacular
punishments were not a species of lèse-majesté, but were meant to highlight and repair injuries to
the boundaries of normative moral order, especially for the misuse of oaths, a key tool in creating
this order. The sixth section focuses on the role of physical punishment in the social and physical
confines of the royal palace. This section explores the connection between anxieties regarding the
moral integrity of the palace and the use of corporal punishments and rituals of punitive
humiliation to expel the dangers of transgression.

The Sources
Carolingian capitularies provide the bulk of the evidence for royal corporal punishment.
The texts collected under the term “capitulary” are so-called because they are organized into
capitula (chapters). In many ways, “capitulary” is an unhelpful category because of the wide array
of sources traditionally counted as capitularies. The most frequently cited modern editions of these
texts, the Monumenta Germaniae Historica volumes edited by Alfred Boretius and Victor Krause,
for example, classify an array of texts as capitularies, potentially giving an appearance of
uniformity that these texts do not, in fact, share.391 The boundaries between texts classified as
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capitularies and other forms of writing are fluid. Scholars stress the importance of recognizing this
diversity of form and content.392 Capitularies as a classification of texts include a variety of
normative texts, which can only be thought of as a uniform genre with difficulty.393 In spite of this
diversity of form and purpose, capitularies were generally related to the rule and administration of
Carolingian rulers, and more general statements of royal will.394 Accordingly, I follow Jennifer
Davis in her treatment of Carolingian capitularies as “normative expressions of royal will.”395
Thus, I study provisions regarding corporal punishment in Carolingian capitularies not so much as
attempts to craft concrete legislation but more as articulations of punitive norms in relation to
attempts to correct and police society.
A universality of practice and principle regarding corporal punishment in the capitularies
should not be overstated. Rather than providing a coherent picture of corporal punishment, the
capitulary evidence reveals disparate snatches of punitive discourses shaped by particular contexts
and local circumstances. The sources which refer to corporal punishment were not part of a single
attempt to articulate a universal penal code, but instead reveal the use of particular punitive
practices in a variety of individual circumstances. The authors of the capitularies rarely felt the
need to explain the logic of corporal punishment or its desired outcome. As with most other
sources for Carolingian governance, the evidence for corporal punishment is predominantly
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normative.396 The normative nature of the sources imposes inevitable limits on what the evidence
speaks to, and consequently I focus on the norms and ideology of corporal punishment from the
point of view of Carolingian rulers, rather than as the actual practice of corporal punishment.
Further evidence for the relationship between Carolingian royal power and corporal
punishment comes from narrative sources. Although examples of corporal punishment found in
Carolingian annals and histories are not as numerous as those found in the capitularies, they
provide an important, alternative perspective for royal interest in corporal punishment. Incidents
of corporal punishment typically only caught the attention of annalists in relation to events that
were perceived as particularly momentous. The major and minor Carolingian historical writings
tend to record royal corporal punishment in response to rebellions their authors saw as particularly
threatening to the stability and moral fabric of the Carolingian realm. Consequently, the victims of
corporal punishment in these sources are almost all aristocratic rebels, including members of the
Carolingian family, who are blinded or mutilated as a consequence of their rebellion.

Corporal Punishment and Legal Status
The Carolingians did not elaborate a new punitive regime from scratch. The Carolingian
adaption of previous penal schemes was not a passive reception of preexisting legal texts and
traditions. The distinction in the Lex Salica regarding punishment between free and unfree people,
however far removed from actual early medieval social and legal practice, provided a framework
for Carolingian royal pronouncements on corporal punishment. The most prominent characteristic
that defined liability to corporal punishment in the capitularies – as in the Leges barbarorum and in
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Roman law – was unfreedom. The vocabulary used in the capitularies to describe unfree or “semifree” individuals raises problems of interpretation connected to debates about the survival of late
Roman slavery into the early Middle Ages on one hand, and the origins of the medieval
“seigneurial system” on the other.397 The most common word used in the capitularies is servus.
The servi of Carolingian legal sources – the leges and the capitularies – constitute a distinct legal
category. This category was defined in large part by the substitution of corporal punishment for
monetary compensation; the prohibition or restriction of their ability to marry, and their
relationship to a lord, who was occasionally held accountable for damages caused by his servi.398
Additionally, servi had restricted legal presence, required representatives to advocate on their
behalf, and could not serve as witnesses.399
The ethos of post-Roman, “barbarian” law codes which served as much of the basis for
Carolingian thinking on punitive state violence matches the compensatory logic of dispute
settlement. The Lex Salica, for example, often strikes modern observers as a list of precise tariffs
for personal offenses because it requires monetary payment, paid to the offended party, for a
variety of insults and injuries. These financial punishments were not intended as moral or social
correction or as exemplary deterrents, but as personal compensation as revealed by the fact that
money is paid to the injured party rather than to anything resembling a central authority. 400
Corporal punishment of the unfree is prevalent in the Leges barbarorum, but its application also
follows the logic of restitution. Where free people pay fines, the Lex Salica stipulates that slaves
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are to be beaten. In general, however, slaves were able to redeem their backs – the site of corporal
punishment – at the price of a denarius per lash, a fact that reveals the underlying compensatory
logic of Salic law.401 Furthermore, no central authority assumed responsibility for carrying out
corporal punishments. Although the Lex Salica says little about who carried out these physical
punishments, several chapters specify that the accuser was responsible for torturing slaves accused
of offenses and for supplying the tools of torture or punishment.402 The Salic law is part of a
broader self-help system of justice, and this logic structures its treatment of corporal punishment.
A survey of the capitulary evidence reveals heavy reliance on ideas about the proper
division on punishment in existence before the Carolingian period, especially the idea, expressed in
both Roman law and in the early medieval “barbarian” law codes, that free people were immune
from corporal punishment while the unfree were subject to it. While early twentieth-century
German legal scholars like Rudolf His and Gustav Radbruch defined the Carolingian period as one
in which free people were increasingly subject to corporal punishment, the capitulary texts issued
by various Carolingian rulers between the mid-eighth and late ninth century most commonly
recognized this distinction and usually stipulated monetary fines for free people while prescribing
corporal punishment in the form of flogging for the unfree.403
Unfreedom was a legal identity that commonly defined liability to punitive flogging in
Carolingian capitularies. In many capitularies, the unfree were subject to physical punishment
while free people were compelled to pay compensation.404 This is most clear in sections of
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capitularies which mention different punishments for free and unfree people. A section of the
Capitulare Aquisgranense of 809 illustrates this distinction: a free person (liber homo) who aids a
condemned thief is to pay fifteen solidi, whereas a servus who does the same is to be beaten with
120 lashes.405 The large inequality of the number of lashes compared to the amount of financial
compensation is unusual. In Salic Law, as well as the majority of Carolingian capitularies, the
number of blows equaled the size of the fine. For example, those who refused to accept good
money had to pay sixty solidi if free or receive sixty blows if they were servi.406 In some cases, a
capitulary’s reliance on earlier legal precedent is made clear. The Capitulare de villis (794)
specifies that unfree people who injure the king’s interests through theft or neglect are to make
reparations and be punished with a beating while free people paid compensation “according to the
law.”407
The compensatory logic of the corporal punishments stipulated in the Salic Law does not
account for the form of corporal punishments found in the capitulary evidence. To be sure,
elements of physical punishment as compensation can be found in the capitularies issued through
various Carolingian kings as, for example, in the common distinction between fines for free people
and flogging for the unfree, as well as the frequent enumeration of the number of lashes in amounts
that matched the size of the fine. However, the increased prevalence of corporal punishment for
moral or public crimes testifies to the use of the body, through punishment, to correct and to
reinforce the boundaries of the Carolingian order.
It is important to stress the limits of the legal evidence for corporal punishment and its
relationship to unfreedom. While legal sources most often link physical punishment to unfree
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status, we should be careful not to treat this link as a concrete social fact. Alice Rio argues that
vulnerability to corporal punishment was determined by circumstances rather than legal status.
Free and unfree domestic servants, for example, may have been more subject to disciplinary
violence given their proximity to their masters than free and unfree rural tenants alike.408 This
legal status was itself not a fixed concrete fact, but frequently was the result of negotiation and
contestation, a phenomenon attested by extant Carolingian placita, in which landlords and tenants
disputed the latter’s unfreedom.409
The legal definitions of unfreedom, coupled with efforts to enforce or contest unfree status,
were expressions of elite cultural values.410 Liability to corporal punishment was part of broader
elite assumptions about the nature of unfreedom and the status of the unfree in early medieval
Europe, in which servility carried heavily negative social connotations.411 A formula for legal selfsale into slavery from the Marculf formulary, composed some time in the seventh century, but
which was copied and circulated in Carolingian manuscripts, marked the transfer from free to
unfree status in part as subjection to the lash:
To [my] lord brother A, B. Since to provide for my necessity you lent X solidi for my
benefit, according to what pleased me, it was agreed between us that, until I can return to
you these solidi from my own property, I will have to spend Y days each week in your
service, to do as yourself or your agents bid me. If I seem negligent or slow in this, you will
have the right to inflict corporal punishment as on your other servientes. And when I can
return your solidi, I will recover my deed of security, without the need for a deed of
annulment.412
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As Rio points out, the reduction to unfree status seems to have been temporary: a matter of
spending a certain amount of time in service until owed money can be repaid. Still, the author of
the formulary treats liability to corporal punishment as a key marker of that status. Likewise,
Hildemar of Corbie, in his commentary on the Benedict of Nursia’s Rule, explains different
motivations for service through three figures: the slave, the vassal, and the son. The slave, he
claims, serves because he fears the lash, in contrast to the vassal, who serves out of duty and the
son, who serves out of love.413 Beyond legal unfreedom, there was a broader set of assumptions
about servitude in the Carolingian period that associated dependency with corporal punishment.
As a social and cultural phenomenon, corporal punishment was part of broader systems of
dominance and dependence, not exclusively or even primarily an issue of technical legal status. It
is essential, therefore, to treat evidence from the capitularies and leges as part of a broader
discourse of corporal punishment rather than privileging its legal dimensions. While the capitulary
tradition often assimilated the association of unfreedom with corporal punishment found in the
early medieval leges, it did not always do so. At the same time, Carolingian kings drifted further
away from the compensatory logic of the Lex Salica in the intended purpose of corporal
punishment.
At the same time, Carolingian rulers did little to interfere with lords’ claim to the right to
physically discipline and punish their unfree dependents. Carolingian moral polemicists and
canonists insisted on the need for masters to punish their slaves with moderation. Jonas of Orléans
reminded lay elites that they and their slaves were equal in nature before God and that they should
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avoid anger and excess when punishing them.414 Likewise, Carolingian canon law collections and
church councils condemned to penance a domina who killed her ancilla through excessive
punishment.415 Carolingian capitularies in general took a different approach to disciplinary
violence inflicted by masters on slaves. An early ninth-century capitulary attributed to King Pippin
of Italy instructed masters to keep unfree dependents out of public courts and to take responsibility
for their punishment as they saw fit.416 As Alice Rio argues, such a position was not the result of a
Carolingian disinterest in the conduct and disciplining of the unfree, but part of an attempt to
incorporate the power and authority of elites into their vision of public royal power, in which
masters as heads of households were meant to serve as a vehicle for the creation and maintenance
of moral order.417 Carolingian rulers did not simply leave masters’ self-assumed right to punish
alone, but incorporated it into their strategies of correcting society through corporal punishment.
Elite cultural and legal norms surrounding the vulnerability of unfree people to disciplinary
violence influenced and structured Carolingian royal approaches to corporal punishment. In their
capitularies, the Carolingians largely adhered to the distinctions in punishment between free and
unfree people found in the Lex Salica. As Rechtsschule scholars argued, legally free people were
increasingly subject to corporal punishments in the Carolingian period, but the breakdown of the
apparent rigidity of Salic punitive categories was far from complete. Many of the punishments
spelled out in Carolingian capitularies continued to distinguish between fines for free people and
corporal punishments for the unfree. Carolingian rulers also made no real effort to restrict the
ways in which lords punished their unfree dependents. Instead, they relied upon the disciplinary
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power of these heads of household to affirm and spread their visions of moral order. Between this
continuity and cooption, the corporal punishments of unfree people spelled out in the capitularies
drew upon broader elite discourses which associated the bodies of unfree and dependent people
with vulnerability to physical punishment. In these ways, the corporal punishment of unfree
people drew upon broader, preexisting legal and elite cultural understandings of unfreedom while
inserting the punished bodies of unfree people into a spectacular punitive regime oriented towards
delineating and policing the normative boundaries of an idealized Christian society.

Corporal Punishment and Coins
The intersections between spectacular punishment and the Carolingian royal defense of
public moral order, mediated through the lens of unfree legal status, prevails in the corporal
punishment of monetary offenses. Corporal punishments for monetary offenses, meaning either
counterfeiting coins, assisting a counterfeiter, or refusing to accept money bearing the king’s mark
and of proper weight and measure. Punishment for refusing to accept good money is related to
Carolingian monetary reforms of the weight and markings of the silver denarius, the so-called novi
denarii. The first of these reforms took place during the reign of Charlemagne in the last decade of
the eighth century. Traditionally, this reform has been dated to the winter of 793/794 on the basis
of numismatic evidence, although Ildar Garipzanov has recently suggested an earlier date based on
manuscript evidence.418 Louis the Pious and Charles the Bald also instituted later efforts to reform
the weight and measure of their coins.
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There were multiple reasons for punishing those who counterfeited or refused to use the
king’s money were multivalent. Carolingian kings benefited financially from the circulation and
use of their currency. Heavier coins, for example, increased the value of payments in which the
amount owed was a fixed number of coins.419 The real value of the amount owed in the weight of
the coins’ metal would have increased and incentivized those who owed these payments to make
them in older, lighter coins, in turn motivating the king to punish those who continued to use these
coins. The monetary reform also involved an uneven value when coins were taken to royal mints
to be reforged. Pippin’s capitulary of 754/5 stipulated that one denarius out of twenty-one brought
for minting was to be paid to the monetarius.420 Garipzanov argues that there would have been a
similar tariff during the currency reform of the 790s, as does Nelson for Charles the Bald’s
reforms.421 Stanislaw Suchodolski argues that the old denarii were exchanged for the new at a rate
that reduced their value by about 13%, and accordingly people may have been reluctant to have
such coins on hand given the possibility for a new call for reminting, providing an economic
motivation to avoid newly minted coins.422
There were also ideological reasons to punish people for refusing to accept royal money.
Although it is difficult to discern how widely silver coins circulated in the Carolingian empire, they
were generally accessible to non-elites.423 Coins were, therefore, a vehicle for the expression of
royal authority to a much broader audience than other mediums. As Garipzanov, with reference to
Benedict Anderson, puts it, “Carolingian coins were material representations of an imagined
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‘sacred community,’ the Carolingian realm, and played a role similar to newspapers in the modern
world: they reassured ‘that the imagined world is visibly rooted in everyday life.’”424 Rejection of
a ruler’s coins constituted a rejection of this “sacred community” and the moralized public order
Carolingian kings represented themselves as responsible for maintaining. The moral sense of the
maintenance of this sacred community was further enhanced by the fact that the Carolingians
approached and represented economic exchange in primarily moral terms.425 Changes to weights
and measures and attempts at price control, especially during times of famine or other crises were
conceived of as moral rather than economic action. In these ways, attempts to regulate the creation
and use of coins through public, spectacular corporal punishment reveals a strong connection
between the display and marking of punished bodies and self-assumed royal efforts to defend their
vision of a moral public order.
The symbolic significance of Charlemagne’s novus denarius and its connection to
punishment is suggested by Codex Sangallensis 731, most recently studied by Ildar Garipzanov.
The manuscript is a legal manuscript and includes the Lex Romana Visigothorum, the Lex Salica,
and the Lex Alamannorum. The image of a novus denarius is found on page 113 in an initial Q.426
The coin is held up by a figure labelled with the letter Q, probably a reference to the quicumque
mentioned in the chapter of the law code. The image stands next to two chapters of the Lex
Romanum Visigothorum, chapters IX.17 and IX.18, which concern rewards for those who turn in
coin forgers and punishment – by fire and by death – for those who counterfeit coins.
Garipzanov argues that the use of Carolingian imagery and monograms in Codex
Sangallensis 731 illustrated the applicability of the sixth-century Visigothic law code in at least
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some parts of the Carolingian empire: “The images of Charlemagne’s seal and new coin
symbolically validated those legal texts and thus functioned as visual tokens of royal authority for
both the scribe and the readers of the Breviary of Alaric.”427 The coin itself as a symbol of royal
authority is closely juxtaposed with punishments for those who misappropriate or reject that
imagery. The coin, bearing Charlemagne’s monogram was in Codex Sangallensis 731 was closely
associated with the king’s power to punish.
In the context of the capitularies, the punishments for these offenses were public and
conspicuous in both the way they were performed and the marks they left upon the body. These
punishments included floggings, the amputation of the hand, and branding. The latter two
punishments further drew a connection between the nature of the offense and offenders’ bodies.
Unfree people who refused to use the king’s money were punished with public floggings, as were
those who assisted counterfeiters. Those who forged coins had their right hands cut off. Several
capitularies also called for the branding of monetary offenders with words or images that recalled
the nature of their offense. These various punishments were united by the ways in which they
displayed and marked the bodies of monetary offenders, through which Carolingian kings
symbolically restored the royal authority that surrounded the use of proper coinage.
The usual punishments for refusing to use the king’s money followed the typical patterns of
the punishments contained in the capitularies in their distinction between free and unfree people.
The earliest Carolingian punishments for this type of offense were articulated during the 794
Synod of Frankfurt, which followed shortly after Charlemagne’s coinage reform a year or two
before. The Frankfurt capitulary instructs that the reformed currency was to circulate in every
place, city, and market and that everyone was to accept the new currency provided they were of
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proper size, weight, and silver content, and bore the king’s monogram.428 The capitulary specifies
penalties for refusing to accept the new money as either a buyer or a seller. Free people were to
pay fifteen solidi to the king, while the unfree were to be stripped naked, tied to a post, and flogged
in public.429
Fifteen years later, Charlemagne again prohibited the refusal of good money in the
Capitulare missorum of Aachen (809). The capitulary stipulates punishment for those who reject
good and properly weighted denarii. In the 809 capitulary, the denarii are no longer called new,
but are now simply referred to as good money of proper weight. The capitulary’s vocabulary
differs from the earlier Frankfurt Capitulary, although it also observes the distinction between free
and unfree people who reject good denarii. In this case, free people pay the royal bannus while
slaves are subject to “corporal discipline,” most likely a reference to flogging.430 For the former
punishment, the mention of the bannus, a fine paid to the king, again suggests the insertion of the
king as the injured party. In the case of the latter, the 809 capitulary is less explicit than its
predecessor, with its terse description of the flogging’s staging. Corporal punishment, however,
continued to be the punishment for refusing royal money.
Some of the capitularies of Louis the Pious reveal ongoing efforts to physically punish
people who refused to use the king’s money. The Capitula legibus addenda mandated the
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acceptance of good money with fines for the free and corporal punishment for the unfree for those
who refused. In this case, the capitulary specified the amount of the bannus as sixty solidi and
gave a specific number of lashes: sixty blows.431 Suchodolski argues that increased amount of
fines and lashes – four times more than in the 794 Frankfurt Capitulary – was due to the failure of
earlier efforts to compel acceptance of proper currency.432 It is difficult to assess the success or
failure of Carolingian monetary policy with much certainty, however, and the increased severity of
penalties in Louis’ reign could be due to a more general anxiety about the problem of crime and
offense and their consequence for the moral health and safety of the empire.433 Louis continued to
see rejection of the king’s coins as an offense that compromised public order and royal authority
and sought to curb it through the use of public corporal punishment against the unfree.
Several years later, other capitularies issued by Louis the Pious and his son Lothar
reiterated the Capitula legibus addenda. The Capitulary of Worms of 829, for example, explicitly
referred to Louis’ previous capitulary, as found in Ansegis’ collection, repeating the text with its
prescribed sixty lashes verbatim.434 Likewise, the 832 Capitulare Papiense issued by Lothar I
demanded a fine of sixty solidi or the same number of lashes for those who rejected good
money.435 Another of Lothar’s capitularies, likely issued the same year, instructs the king’s missi
to find out who might be debasing silver currency or refusing to accept good money and to apply
the interdictions of the previous capitulary.436 Earlier prescriptions of corporal punishment against
monetary offenders provided later Carolingian rulers, who continued to treat the rejection of good
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money as socially and morally problematic, with a form of public punishment with which they
could address this problem and reveal through the spectacle of punishment the restoration of the
normative boundaries of their moral order.
The use and reuse of earlier capitularies pertaining to the acceptance of coins culminated in
several edicts issued during the reign of Charles the Bald: the 861 Decree of Quierzy and the 864
Edict of Pîtres. Both sources address the same anxiety over the rejection of “good” money and
prescribe similar punishments for these offenses. The early 860s was a crucial period in the
monetary history of Charles the Bald’s reign. Simon Coupland defines the period between the
beginning of Charles’ reign in 840 up to the early 860s as marked by a decline both in royal control
over mints and in the quality of the coins produced by these mints, punctuated by the 861 Decree
of Quierzy.437 The 864 Edict of Pîtres, in contrast, marks the beginning of the king’s largely
successful effort to reform the coinages.
The Decree of Quierzy instructs the king’s missi to determine whether or not good denarii
were being used in transactions. The Decree explicitly draws upon the capitularies of earlier
Carolingian kings regarding the regulation of coinage and punishments for those who refuse to
accept good money. The Decree refers to “what was written in the capitulary of our grandfather
and father” and renews the punitive measures spelled out in that source.438 This is likely a
reference to the Capitulare legibus addenda of 818/819, which was later included in Ansegis’
collection and which specified a fine of sixty solidi for free people or sixty lashes for unfree people
who rejected good money.439 At the same time, the Decree addressed West Frankish magnates
who were apparently overzealous in the levying of fines for rejecting good money, in some cases
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to their own advantage.440 Charles instead instructed these magnates to show leniency and
discretion in the extraction of fines because it had recently been necessary to impose a tax in order
to raise funds to pay tribute to the Vikings.441 The Decree reduced the amount of the fine from
sixty solidi to thirty for the same reason.
The Decree of Quierzy also greatly expands upon both the nature of the punitive power
delegated to a missus who finds people rejecting royal coins as well as the purpose of corporal
punishment. In contrast to the straightforward punishments of earlier Carolingian capitularies, the
Decree instructs a missus to take the characteristics of the person into account when deciding a
punishment for rejecting a good denarius: “But if he [the missus] finds that denarius is good, he
should consider the age, infirmity, and sex of the person, for women are accustomed to haggle, and
punish them either with lashes, as he sees fitting, or with smaller birch rods with reason and
discretion, so that other people have fear and so that person is not cruelly harmed.”442 This explicit
concern for the physical wellbeing of a punished person is unprecedented in earlier Carolingian
capitularies as is the idea that age, health, or gender might affect the way physical punishment was
applied. The Decree further provides a reason for the performance of punishment in public. Public
flogging for rejecting the king’s money was meant to be a public spectacle that engendered fear in
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other people, and through doing so, bring the normative boundaries surrounding the use and
circulation of coins into sharper relief.
Three years later, the 864 Edict of Pîtres presented sweeping reforms of the coinage, as
well as associated regulation of weights and measures. The broader context of the royal assembly
at Pîtres and the consequent edict was related to ongoing efforts to defend against Viking
incursions, as well as an opportunity to raise royal revenue by compelling an exchange of old coins
for new ones to the benefit of the king.443 The decisions made at Pîtres were codified in a
capitulary of thirty-seven chapters which, according to Hincmar of Rheims, then the author of the
Annals of Saint-Bertin, claims Charles ordered to be observed as law throughout his kingdom.444
As in the Decree of Quierzy, Charles’ monetary and economic reforms were accompanied
by a series of punishments for those who refused to comply with the king’s directives. The Edict
again observes the general distinction between financial penalties for free people and punitive
beatings for the unfree. The same section of Ansegis’ collection cited in the Decree of Quierzy is
used again in the Edict. The Edict, however, further clarifies the precise nature of the judicial
flogging of the unfree:
But if servi of the church, or the counts, or of our vassals will have presumed to do this,” as
found in the aforementioned capitulary, “let them be beaten with sixty lashes,” and because
on this occasion careless men have made a manner of discipline, we decree with the
consent and advice of our fideles that whatever coloni or servi have been convicted of this
offense, they should be beaten not with a large stick, but stripped naked and beaten with
rods; and in the cities, villages, and estates the bishops should accept responsibility through
their ministers or priests, along with the ministers of the res publica, so that in this case the
manner of discipline is not exceeded, but let it be done in such a way that when men are
punished those carrying out the disciplining do not incur sin in either the intention or
manner of punishment, and that those enduring punishment do not become disabled in their
bodies.445
443
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The Edict thus elaborates on its source by further specifying the staging of the punishment. As in
the Frankfurt capitulary, offenders are stripped naked and publicly beaten.
The Edict further specifies that they should be flogged with rods rather than large sticks, a
provision related to its concern with limiting the extent of the physical injuries inflicted through the
punishment. Both practical and moral concerns seem to motivate this attention to the health of the
condemned. Excessive injury could reduce the productive capacity of a colonus. The Lex Salica
stipulated that if a slave was acquitted after torture, the accuser was obligated to purchase him from
his master, further suggesting concerns about the ways in which judicial violence could
compromise the ability of slaves to work and by extension their value to their masters.446 Such
practical concerns, however, remain unstated in the Edict of Pîtres. The stated reason for
moderation is so that punishers do not sin by punishing improperly or excessively. It is a reason
more akin to the ecclesiastical arguments for moderation in punishment explored in the first
chapter. In the mid-ninth century at least, judicial corporal punishment retained its spectacular
purpose, but had overtly absorbed the rhetoric of controlled, moderated discipline. In both the
Decree of Quierzy and the Edict of Pîtres, Charles urged royal agents to assess and care for the
health and physical status of transgressors when it came to punishment. Within this explicit
concern, corporal punishment as a controlled form of personal discipline and as a spectacle meant
to make visible and repair damage to the boundaries of Carolingian moral and social order
intersected.

indiscreti homines modum in disciplina faciebant, constituimus cum fidelium nostrorum consensu atque consilio, ut,
quorumcumque coloni et servi pro hoc convicti fuerint, non cum grosso fuste, sed nudi cum virgis vapulent; et in
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The punishment of those who counterfeited coins was also physical and highly visible. The
most common sanction for counterfeiters in the capitularies was amputation of the hand.447
Although it is unclear whether these amputations were carried out in public, the cutting off of the
hand served as a permanent visible sign of the condemned party’s offense and punishment. This
punishment established a visible connection between the offender, the part of his body affected by
the punishment, and the nature of his offense. In this case, the hand used to mint counterfeit coins
is cut off. The punitive amputation of counterfeiters’ hands corresponds to the corporal
punishments for perjury and the misuse of chrism, in which the hand which is also amputated.
The Capitula legibus addenda of 818/819 sentences anyone caught forging coins to the
amputation of the hand, with additional punishments for those who collaborated with them.
“Regarding the counterfeit money, we command that anyone who has stricken it, let his hand be
cut off.” Those who helped the coin forger were to pay sixty solidi if they were free or to receive
sixty lashes if they were unfree.448 A later capitulary of Louis’ son Lothar I prescribes the same
punishment.449 Ansegis included this capitulary in his collection, which served as a source for later
Carolingian capitularies on coin forging.450 As with the flogging of those who refuse to use proper
coins, Ansegis’ collection became a common reference for subsequent condemnations of
counterfeiters.
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Charles the Bald’s 864 Edict of Pîtres explicitly drew upon Ansegis’ collection when it
stipulated amputation as punishment for coin forging in chapter seventeen:
That counts and ministers of the res publica are to prepare things in their counties or
ministeria, so that there cannot be in any place a hidden or fraudulent mint. And if anyone
is caught or proven to be striking counterfeit money, just as has been established regarding
a counterfeiter in the aforementioned capitulary of our predecessor, ‘his hand is to be cut
off. And if anyone else conspired with him, if he is free, let him pay sixty solidi; if he is a
servus or colonus he is to be stripped naked and beaten with rods.451
As the 864 edict reveals, by the mid-ninth century Louis’ amputation of coin forgers’ hands had
become, through Ansegis, an easily referenced spectacular punishment for a public offense. The
additional language of the Edict of Pîtres emphasizes the threat to order posed by counterfeiting. It
is the specific responsibility of counts and ministri to surveille their territories in order to catch
coin forgers and to prevent them from setting up their illicit mints in the first place. The
subsequent chapter of the edict further charges royal agents to pursue counterfeiters who fled and
to punish anyone caught harboring them.452 Through the edict, Charles charged royal agents with
the responsibility to detect counterfeiters and punish them by cutting of their hands, a punishment
that permanently revealed the ways in which they had tried to compromise the moral and social
fabric of the realm by secretly introducing counterfeit coins into circulation.
Several other Carolingian capitularies further punished monetary offenses with branding, a
punishment which also visibly marked the body. Like the amputation of the hand, the more
common punishment for counterfeiting, branding constitutes a public and mimetic spectacle
through the inscribing of the offender’s face with a sign of his offense. Both branding and punitive
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amputation painfully marked the body in highly visible ways. Both punishments implicated the
body of the condemned in a lasting spectacle that highlighted the offense to the king’s authority
and the public order he defended more generally.453 As Kelly Robertson argues for later medieval
England, facial branding allowed for easier surveillance of a convicted criminal, as well as fixing
that person’s identity as an object of discipline in relation to their offense.454 In the Carolingian
context, this surveillance and punitive corporeal marking again functioned as part of the defense of
the symbolic authority of the Carolingians, and of moral public order more generally.
The fragmentary Capitulare de moneta of ca. 820 seems to establish beatings for an
unknown monetary offense and branding for counterfeiters. The capitulary, which is preserved in
a single manuscript, Paris BN Lat. 4788, which has been extensively damaged, and only a
fragment is legible.455 The capitulary seems to have concerned royal control of minting, practiced
through counts: “Let the town mint be under the protection of the count on behalf of the state…
These moneyers shall not presume to [coin] money on behalf of the state elsewhere, nor anywhere
inside or outside the town apart from the appointed place.”456 The section of the capitulary which
seems to deal with corporal punishment is heavily damaged, but seems to have involved a
combination of whipping and branding.
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The fragmentary fifth chapter reads in part: …riatur corium in dorso, which is perhaps a
reference to some form of punitive beating administered on the back. It is not clear what the verb
is, but corium in early medieval legal sources typically means hide or skin in the context of a
punitive beating. The Carolingian Lex Frisionum, for example, refers to a servus’ lord redeeming
the servus’ skin (corium) from a beating at the price of four solidi.457 Likewise, dorsum appears in
other capitularies as a reference to the back as the site of corporal punishment. The offense for
which the Capitulare de moneta stipulates this beating is unclear, but given that flogging was
commonly the punishment for those who refused to accept or use proper coins or people who
assisted a counterfeiter, it seems most likely that the offense was one of those. The Capitulare de
moneta also stipulates punitive branding – or some other form of punitive facial mark – for coin
forgers. The fragmentary passage reads, “and… on his face let it be written: ‘forger of money’”.458
Again the precise offense is not extant in the manuscript, but in this case the message to be burned
or cut into the offender’s skin reveals the nature of the offense.
The Decree of Quierzy sentenced those who repeatedly refused to use the king’s coins to
facial branding. Here, if a royal missus discovered anyone who still refused to accept the proper
money after previously having been caught and flogged, he was to have that person branded with a
heated coin: “And he who after this present decree is found not to have been chastised by such
punishment, the missus of the res publica in the cities or emporia shall press a heated denarius onto
his forehead, leaving the veins unharmed, so that this person and others are chastised, and that this
person does not die and bears the mark of their chastisement to onlookers.”459 Unlike the earlier
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Capitulare de moneta, the Decree of Quierzy brands the offender with a coin rather than words.
Given the coins circulating in Charles’ kingdom before he issued new coins in 864, this brand
likely entailed either a portrait of the king or his monogram.460 The Decree explicitly instructed
the missus to take care in the application of punishment not to harm the condemned more than was
necessary. The physical pain of the branding is of secondary importance to the communicative
nature of the branding. The visual language of the coin, which forms part of the symbolic universe
of Carolingian authority, here functions as a sign of punishment, akin to the way that Codex
Sangallensis 731 juxtaposes the image of a coin with a law regarding the punishment of
counterfeiters.461 Burned into an offender’s forehead, the king’s portrait or monogram marks the
victim as a transgressor against this symbolic authority; a “permanent record of guilt and
subjugation” which attested to the restoration of public order through the proper circulation of the
king’s coins.462

Disciplinary Spectacle and Moral Order
Within the framework of correctio and ministerium, Carolingian rulers expanded the
theoretical use of physical punishments against transgressions which compromised the moral and
religious integrity of the ideal society they sought to create. A capitulary issued by Pippin the
Short in the mid-eighth century reveals an early Carolingian royal interest in the use of punishment
to police religious offenses.463 The first chapter of Pippin’s capitulary forbids incestuous marriages
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with both blood relatives as well as godparents.464 The capitulary levels an array of social,
monetary, and physical punishments at those who enter into these marriages. Free people who
enter into incestuous marriages are to pay 60 solidi to the king. If a free person lacks the means to
pay this fine, the capitulary stipulates that he is instead to be sent to prison (carcer) “until he makes
satisfaction.” An unfree or freed man, in contrast, is to be beaten “with many blows” for the same
offense.465 The capitulary further instructs others to have no social contact with those engaged in
incestuous marriages: “if he delays to correct himself, no one is to receive him or to eat with
him.”466
Pippin’s capitulary clearly draws upon the distinction between different punishments for
the free and unfree found in earlier legal traditions. Corporal punishment is reserved for unfree
people while the free pay a fine. The capitulary further stipulates that if the lord (dominus) of an
unfree person explicitly allowed the incestuous marriage he was also culpable and required to pay
60 solidi, a further ideological and legal statement about the non-personhood of the unfree.467
However, the punitive regime of the Lex Salica is here deployed to very different purpose. In
contrast to that code’s compensatory logic, Pippin’s capitulary deploys punishment to moral and
didactic ends. M. A. Claussen connects Pippin’s capitulary to a broader concern within the mid
eighth-century Frankish church, shared by Pippin and his court, with the creation of a new populus
christianus that adhered to their conception of Christian disciplina. Marriage outside the degree of
kinship prohibited by canon law became a way for lay people to demonstrate their adherence to
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this disciplina.468 Consequently, Pippin and his supporters felt it necessary to police the
boundaries of legitimate marriage through punishment. Wilfried Hartmann notes that the first
chapter of the capitulary mandates “secular punishments” (weltliche Strafen) for incestuous
marriage.469 His description, however, does not fully explain the significance of these
punishments. While it still observes the distinction between fines for the free and beating for the
unfree, the nature and purpose of punishment had shifted from simple compensation towards
didactic and morally corrective punishment. This is made especially clear by the language of
correction and the use of social shunning akin to the practice of early medieval excommunication
in the service of policing the boundaries of legitimate marriage with the ultimate goal of fostering
Christian disciplina.470
Subsequent Carolingian kings also used corporal punishments to form and police the
boundaries of their vision of acceptable Christian behavior in relation to other offenses seen as
particularly dangerous. Such is the case with perjury, an activity strongly attacked in Carolingian
normative sources. Outside of the capitularies, Carolingian authors strongly condemned perjury.
Jonas of Orléans accused perjurers of selling God, much like Judas, and Alcuin defined bearing
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false witness as an injury to God, to judges, and to the innocent.471 These authors understood
perjury as an offense that, if allowed to fester, ate away at the moral fabric of Carolingian society.
Bearing false witness undermined the proper mechanisms of justice, potentially helped in the
oppression of the poor, and placed society at risk by angering God.
Carolingian kings therefore sought to stymy the dangers of perjury through spectacular
corporal punishment. The 802 Capitulare missorum generale strongly condemned the practice of
perjury, defining it as a most heinous crime that had to be removed from the Christian people. It
further instructed the missi to amputate the right hand of anyone convicted of perjury and to
deprive them of their property until the emperor could render final judgment.472 Another of
Charlemagne’s capitularies, issued some time after the 802 capitulary, again sentenced perjurers to
the amputation of their right hand, and expanded the scope of this punishment to include those who
manufactured false charters.473
Charlemagne’s successors continued to punish perjurers through hand amputation. The 816
Capitula legi addita issued by Louis the Pious called for a judicial duel, to be fought with clubs, in
cases of conflicting testimony, and further stipulated that the loser of this duel should have his right
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hand cut off, having now been proved a perjurer.474 Another of Louis’ capitularies from the same
year also called for a judicial duel in the case of conflicting testimony. In this case, if the witnesses
were unwilling to fight they should instead be tortured, with the provision that if they because of
their age were unable to endure torture, either a son or parent should be tortured in their place.475
An Italian capitulary of Emperor Lothar, Charlemagne’s grandson, condemned perjury in
ways that strongly resembled Charlemagne’s 802 capitulary. Lothar’s capitulary spoke of the
need, with God’s help, to remove the practice of perjury from the Christian people.476 Again, if
anyone was convicted of perjury he was to lose his right hand, albeit with an opportunity to redeem
his hand, “according to the written law.” The capitulary further forbids a convicted perjurer from
swearing any more oaths in court.477
Carolingian capitularies also prescribed limb amputation, along with other corporal
punishments, for another offense which transgressed against their vision of normative social and
religious organization: the misuse or selling of chrism by lay people or priests.478 A capitulary
from the reign of Charlemagne, dated to after 805, condemned both clergy and lay people who
misused chrism for some “excess,” likely a reference to some sort of medical or magical practice.
474
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Priests or deacons who allowed this to happen were to be removed from office, while lower ranks
of clergy were to be subjected to corporal punishment and then thrown into prison. Lay people
who did the same were to have a hand cut off.479 The 809 Capitulare Aquisgranense prohibited a
similar practice. In this case, the capitulary forbade priests from giving away sacred chrism for the
purposes of subverting a judgment. A priest who did this was first to be removed from office and
then have his hand amputated.480
Other capitularies levied corporal punishments against the misuse and inappropriate
exchange of other forms of church property. The ninth-century Capitula de Iudaeis, the precise
date of which is not certain, forbade Jews from accepting any church property, with special
reference to gold and silver, from Christians as collateral for or payment of a debt.481 If someone
did so, his property was to be seized and his right hand was to be cut off.482 While the Capitulare
Iudaeis cannot be more firmly dated than the ninth century, its concern with preventing misuses of
ecclesiastical property conforms to broader Carolingian efforts to delineate normative boundaries
surrounding the proper use of the sacred and more mundane material of the church. The
amputation of the hand again visibly marks an offender as a transgressor against these boundaries
while mimetically implicating the body part directly involved in the illegitimate surrender or
acceptance of ecclesiastical property.
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Carolingian Jewish communities more generally occupied a special place in the empire’s
penal regimes. Several charters for specific Jewish communities included in the ninth-century
Formulae imperialis specify the relationships between Carolingian Jews and judicial violence.483
Section 30 of the MGH edition of the Formulae imperialis stipulates that Jews are not to be
subjected to usual judicial examinations, specifying ordeal by fire or hot water, and the whip –
presumably a reference to judicial torture – unless these are permitted under their law.484 Section
31 of the same edition addresses punishment directly: “No one should presume to strike these
often-mentioned Jews with whips, unless [these punishments] are approved according to their law
and those capitularies, which were established by us for them to observe, in which the offenses for
which they might be punished with whips are defined.”485 Bernard Bachrach argues that this
reference to “their law” likely denotes the Lex Romana Visigothorum, to which Jews had been
subject during the Merovingian period.486 The capitularies to which the formulary refers are
unfortunately unknown, but seem to have specified the circumstance under which Carolingian
Jews could be punished by flogging. Both the Capitulare Iudaeis and the Formulae imperialis
provide further perspective on Carolingian royal efforts to shape and define the boundaries and
uses of corporal punishments in regard to a specific subcategory of their subjects.
Two capitularies, likely from the reign of Charlemagne, also deploy corporal punishment
with an eye to inculcating a sense of Christian disciplina through the enforcement of basic
standards of religious knowledge and practice. Both capitularies stipulate corporal punishments
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for individuals who fail to demonstrate proficiency in rudimentary aspects of Christian belief and
behavior: knowledge of the Lord’s Prayer and Creed and how to make the sign of the cross. As
Steffen Patzold argues, Carolingian rulers like Charlemagne and Louis the Pious saw the ability of
all Christians to recite the Lord’s Prayer as essential to the project of correctio and the creation of
their ideal of a populus Christianus.487 Charlemagne seems to have personally considered
knowledge of the Lord’s Prayer and Creed as a fundamental requirement of Christian life. In his
letter to Bishop Ghaerbald of Liège, Charlemagne reminds the bishop that his priests are to know
the Lord’s Creed and Prayer and to be able to recite it from memory. The emperor further
expresses dismay that when he asked people attending Mass with him on the Feast of Epiphany he
found that most of them did not know it by heart.488
The first source, a capitulary edited by Mordek, who dates it late in Charlemagne’s reign
(ca. 813), states that, “under the instruction of bishops and priests… every layperson is to learn the
Lord’s Prayer and how to make the sign against the devil.”489 Those who refuse to obey their
bishop or priest in this regard are subject to punishment, the nature of which is determined again by
social status. Nobles are compelled to either fast or to perform the harmiscara under the
supervision of a bishop. Unfree men or women, on the other hand, are to be punished by
flogging.490 The capitulary again draws a social distinction, but it is not between free and unfree
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people, but rather the nobiles and the unfree. Furthermore, there is no mention of fines, only
different forms of bodily punishment.
The second fragmentary capitulary consists of a single chapter and is much more difficult
to date, although Boretius places it in the reign of Charlemagne.491 As with Mordek’s capitulary, it
compels all people to learn the Lord’s Prayer and sign, with further instructions that counts and the
king’s missi are to cooperate with the bishops in order to ensure that the population learns these
things.492 Again, men and women who do not know the prayer or sign are to be compelled to learn
them through punishment: either beating or forced abstention from all drink except water. Unlike
Mordek’s capitulary, this chapter makes no social distinction between punishments, although it
again specifies that women are to be subject to the same punishments.
These two capitularies reveal a clear departure from a compensatory punitive logic towards
a didactic one. Both capitularies problematize a perceived lack of religiosity in Charlemagne’s
empire and address it in the form of corporal punishment. This attempt is complimented by a
canon of the 813 Council of Mainz, which set forth that those Christians who did not know the
Lord’s Prayer were to be disciplined either by fasting or by some other punishment.493 Corporal
punishment in various forms – the harmiscara, fasts, and flogging – were to be brought to bear
against those who failed to conform to a newly imposed norm of Christian life and behavior.
Carolingian rulers interpreted failure to know the Lord’s Prayer or sign of the cross as a lapse in
their vision of Christian disciplina which required physical punishment to correct. They viewed
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knowledge of and the ability to perform these fundaments of the faith as essential to their vision of
a corrected and moral Christian society.

Corporal Punishment and Sedition
Carolingian rulers also used visible and spectacular corporal punishments in response to the
improper use of oaths to form horizontal social associations, an act they perceived as ranging from
socially disruptive to outright treasonous.494 The formation of seditious conspiracies through oaths
was prohibited under pain of punishment in the capitularies. In contrast to more quotidian
offenses, it further captured the attention of Carolingian annalists and historians, who record the
use of corporal punishments to suppress infamous outbreaks of sedition and rebellion. These acts
constituted the most direct and open challenges to Carolingian kings and their vision of moral
public order. For elite rebels, corporal punishment was not the only, or even the most common,
royal response.495 However, those cases in which prescriptive or narrative sources describe the
physical punishments visited upon those who formed or participated in treasonous conspiracies
reveal a preference for visible and spectacular punishment. The corporal punishments levied
against their participants strongly expressed the restoration of order through the injury and physical
humiliation visited upon offenders while symbolically dissolving the oaths through which these
seditions had been formed.
Carolingian rulers tended to treat the formation of horizontal solidarities through oaths as
problematic and potentially socially disruptive. Carolingian rulers – Charlemagne in particular –
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saw the oaths through which these horizontal associations were formed as competing with their
own use of oaths to the emperor.496 These oaths were not so much intended to foster personal
bonds between individual subjects and the rulers, but, as Jennifer Davis argues, were pledges made
to God that the individual would assume personal responsibility for cultivating and maintaining his
own self-discipline.497 Oaths to Carolingian rulers were not so much displays of personal loyalty
to a sovereign, but an expected participation and opting in to the perpetuation of Carolingian public
moral order. Consequently, the misuse of oaths, especially for seditious purposes, constituted not
so much a personal injury to the person of the ruler, but an assault on the fabric of this public order.
The physical punishments for the formation of these illicit sworn associations therefore
spectacularly broke down the social fabric of the illegitimate horizontal solidarity in order to repair
the damage to the society of discipline.
Beginning in the reign of Charlemagne, Carolingian kings forbade the formation of
horizontal solidarities except for certain specific purposes.498 The Capitulary of Herstal of 779, for
example, forbade the formation of gildonia or coniurationes except to distribute alms, put out fires,
or assist in the case of shipwreck. Even then, these associations should not be formed through
oaths.499 A capitulary preserved in Ansegis’ collection, probably from the reign of Louis the Pious,
instructed lords to prevent their servi from forming coniurationes in Flanders and other maritime
regions or pay sixty solidi as a penalty.500
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The Capitulary of Thionville (805) establishes a series of corporal punishments for those
who formed conspiracies (conspirationes). The capitulary describes punishments for three
different circumstances under which conspiracies might be formed. The first category concerned
those who formed a conspiracy through an oath (sacramentum) and did something evil with that
conspiracy. In this case, the conspirators were to be executed. Those who helped them (but
presumably did not participate in the oath), “are to flog each other, one to another, and to cut off
each other’s noses.”501 If the conspiracy did nothing evil, however, the participants were
compelled to whip each other as in the first case, and to cut off each other’s hair.502 The final case
concerned participants who had sealed their association with their right hands rather than an oath.
The punishment for this last group of offenders resorted to the common punitive distinctions for
free and unfree people. Free people were allowed to swear, with the help of witnesses that they
had not formed the association for malicious purposes or, if they were unable to do so, pay a fine.
Slaves, on the other hand, were to be whipped.503
The spectacular punishment of conspiracy in the Capitulary of Thionville was an ironic
unmaking of the bonds of the illicit association through visible disfigurement and public
punishments. The authors of the conspiracy were forced to participate not only as victims but as
actors. The cutting off of the nose was, as Nelson puts it, “an exemplary act of permanent
dishonouring,” that indexed the moral depravity of offenders through the visible removal of a
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facial feature closely associated with personal honor.504 The Capitulare Haristallense also
punished bandits with the cutting off of the nose, a punishment that marked a latro as an offender
against public order.505 The punitive shaving of conspirators serves a similar function through the
visible removal of a body part associated with social status and public honor.506 The guilty are
further compelled not only to endure these punishments but to inflict them upon their coconspirators; a performative and humiliating spectacle that highlights and deconstructs the
horizontal social bonds of the misused oaths. Much like the harmiscara punished by compelling
elite offenders to perform humiliating activities which inverted their aristocratic status, the
punishments for sworn conspiracies spelled out in the Thionville capitulary inverted the fabric of
sworn associations through this performance. These punishments for treason and conspiracy
therefore constitute a series of spectacular and mimetic punitive gestures which publicly marked
condemned bodies as offenders against the public discipline and order Carolingian rulers attempted
to propagate, in part through oaths, and a ritual unmaking of an association through participatory
punishment.
The punishments for some of the rebellions and seditions recorded in narrative sources also
involve visible and spectacular punishments. This is the case, for example, in the 792 rebellion
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centered around Charlemagne’s son Pippin the Hunchback.507 Pippin’s rebellion is reported in a
relatively large number of roughly contemporary sources, and its suppression involved some
degree of capital and corporal punishment. The Royal Frankish Annals report that punishments
meted out to the conspirators included execution by the sword and hanging, while the Annales
Fuldenses included blinding among these punishments.508 The Annales Mosellani offer a slightly
different description of the punishment of participants in Pippin’s rebellion: “some of them were
hanged, some were beheaded, and some were whipped and sent into exile.”509 In his late ninthcentury version of Pippin’s rebellion, Notker further claimed that Pippin himself was whipped
before he was tonsured.510
The Saxon Stellinga of 841-842, described in the Annals of Fulda as a “serious conspiracy
of Freedmen seeking to oppress their rightful lords” was eventually suppressed by Louis the
German in 842.511 Only the Fulda annalist used a term (conspiratio) also found in capitularies
forbidding the formation of horizontal associations. Nithard, Prudentius, and Gerward instead
referred to the uprising as the Stellinga, a term not attested outside of these sources. However, it
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has been suggested on onomastic grounds that the name Stellinga reveals that the group was a
horizontal solidarity comparable to those condemned in the capitularies.512
The Stellinga was particularly problematic for Carolingian authors because it seems to have
been formed by non-elites. Nithard begins his exposition on the Stellinga with a brief ethnography
of the Saxons, in which he claims that the Saxons were divided into three social groups: the
edhilingi (nobles), the frilingi (freemen), and the lazzi (semi-free). According to Nithard, the
Stellinga was made of members of the last two groups.513 Gerward called the Stellinga participants
servi, a term which may have been meant to convey a relationship of service, rather than legal
unfreedom.514 In either case, Gerward’s choice of words imply a violation of proper hierarchy in a
more general sense. According to Eric Goldberg, these authors saw the Stellinga not only as a
threat to their aristocratic Saxon opponents, but also as “a challenge to the legal foundations of
Carolingian kingship and social order,” a concern that parallels the prohibition of sworn
associations in normative sources.515
The Stellinga was suppressed in 842, and punishment followed. Nithard describes the
suppression of the revolt as “rightful bloodshed,” concluding that “those who had dared to rise
without lawful power perished by it.”516 According to Gerward, the suppression of Stellinga had
restored the natural order (propria natura).517 Louis the German beheaded 140 members of the
Stellinga, hanged another fourteen, and cut off the limbs of an unspecified number of others.518
Gerd Althoff suggests that the different punishments corresponded to the different social statuses
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of the Stellinga participants.519 Louis the German offered similar treatment to those who rebelled
against Archbishop Liutbert of Mainz in 866. Some of the rebels were hanged, some had their
fingers and toes cut off, and others were blinded.520
These punishments also resemble some elements of those spelled out in the capitulary of
Thionville in their use of capital punishment and mutilation. In the capitulary, however, different
degrees of responsibility for a treasonous conspiracy determine the type of punishment rather than
social status. If there are, as Goldberg suggests, parallels between the capitulary and Louis’
suppression of the Stellinga, the different punishments mentioned in Annales Bertiniani may
correspond to individuals’ role in the uprising rather than their social status. The king’s use of
mutilation in particular parallels the capitulary’s punitive alteration of the body as a form of visible
dishonoring and permanent sign of the restoration of social order through punishment.
Treasonous elites were blinded. As Geneviève Bührer-Thierry has demonstrated, punitive
blinding, while an established practice in early Byzantium, grew in popularity as a political
punishment starting in the reign of Charlemagne.521 According to the Annales Nazariani, in 786 a
group of Thuringian aristocratic rebels were stripped of their honores and property and blinded.522
A similar fate befell those elites who supported Pippin the Hunchback’s revolt in 792.523 Louis the
Pious continued his father’s use of blinding as a punishment against elite rebels, including his own
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family members in spite of Charlemagne’s direction in the Divisio regnorum of 806 that his sons
should not kill, maim, or blind his grandsons.524. The Astronomer, in his Vita Hludovici, claims
that early in Louis’ reign several aristocrats were condemned to death for unspecified offenses, but
had their punishments commuted to blinding.525 Such was the fate of Louis the Pious’ nephew,
King Bernard of Italy. In 817, Louis made plans for the division of Frankish imperium between his
sons Lothar, Pippin, and Louis.526 No mention was made of Bernard or his heirs.527 In 817,
Bernard took arms against Louis. His revolt failed in 818. According to the Chronicon
Moissacense, Louis spared Bernard’s life, but ordered him blinded instead.528 Bernard died several
days after the punishment, an accident of significant consequences for Louis in his later reign. 529
Later Carolingian rulers also had elite rebels blinded, including family members. In 873,
Charles the Bald blinded his son Carloman after a pattern of rebellion and imprisonment.530
Hincmar of Rheims, in the Annals of Saint-Bertin, claims that Charles commuted Carloman’s death
sentence to blinding, “so that he might have the time and opportunity for doing penance, yet not
have the power to commit the still worse offenses he was planning.”531 Regino of Prüm, in his
chronicle, written ca. 908, says of Carloman’s punishment, “by a just judgment of God, he who
had driven from his heart the interior light, which is Christ, also lost the light of the outside
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world.”532 Louis the German, had the rebellious Moravian magnate Rastiz blinded in 870.533
Again, the Fulda annalist represented Louis’ decision as merciful commutation of Rastiz’ death
sentence to blinding.
As Bührer-Thierry argues, treasonous or seditious activity were seen as direct injuries to the
legitimacy and authority of the Carolingian king as acts of lèse-majesté. Blinding as a punishment
was in a sense occlusive rather than spectacular in that it theoretically took away a royal rebel’s
ability to rule. Carolingian contemporaries further conceived of blinding as an act of mercy in that
it was administered in the place of a death sentence. These offenses were, however, more than
personal injuries to a sovereign. Whether in the form of illicit sworn associations or active
rebellion against a Carolingian ruler, such acts constituted a direct threat to the moralized public
order the Carolingian kings saw themselves as responsible for upholding. This threat was
addressed through corporal punishments that symbolically indexed the nature of the threat to social
order. In the case of blinding, as Bührer-Thierry argues, Carolingian contemporaries understood
that the condemned had been cut off from the light of the world and the light of God, which
converged in the figure of the king, as Regino’s comments on Carloman’s blinding clearly suggest.
The act of blinding must also have left visible scars that could serve as lingering marks of
punishment, an outward sign of the loss of the light of the world and of Christ. Notker’s account
of the mutilation of Pope Leo III is illustrative here. In contrast to Einhard, who asserted that
Leo’s eyes and tongue had been cut out, Notker claims that the pope’s Roman enemies attempted
to blind him but lost their nerve when they attempted to gouge out his eyes.534 They instead
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slashed the Leo’s face with their knives, leaving a scar which, according to Notker, shone with a
white light as proof of his innocence.535 Notker presents Leo’s near blinding and its resultant scar
as a “quasi-hagiographical” testament to the pope’s innocence and legitimate authority.536 By
contrast, however, his account suggests that blinding left conspicuous punitive scars upon the
condemned person’s face that, in the case of Carolingian political blinding, marked him as an
offender against the ruler and the political and social order for which he was responsible. Political
blinding was a multivalent punishment which in part visibly indexed the nature and resolution of
transgression against that order.

Corporal Punishment and the Palace
In the sources discussed so far, Carolingian kings through their capitularies imagined and
projected ways to physically discipline individuals and societies at least several steps removed
from their immediate social and physical environment. The capitularies place punitive power and
the responsibility to punish in the hands of various royal agents: counts, bishops, or the missi
dominici.537 The frictions that arose from the physical and conceptual distance between
Carolingian center and periphery would have in practice taken the implementation of punishment
out of rulers’ hands and placed it into those of local authorities and their subordinates. The
practical consequences of this separation, however, does not reduce the discursive and ideological
work corporal punishment did for Carolingian rulers. They conceived of physical punishment as a
way to express their authority and the boundaries of the idealized society they sought to foster
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through the punished bodies of offenders. Still, the penal practices they set out through their
capitularies often took place at a distance.
In fact, corporal punishment was also used against those who resisted the operation of this
indirect disciplinary system by defying the king’s missi. A capitulary of Charlemagne, preserved
in Ansegis’ collection, stipulated punishments for anyone who defied a missus’ injunction or who
threatened him with weapons. Those who resisted a missus with weapons was to pay a fine, unless
they were a servus, in which case they were to be subjected to corporal discipline.538 A capitulary
from the reign of Louis the Pious carried a similar injunction against disregarding royal commands
delivered through a missus under threat of punishment. In this case, a free person was to lose
whatever honores he possessed, while an unfree person was to be beaten naked at the post and
have his head shaved.539 In these instances, Carolingian kings treated interference with their
administration as issues which required punitive intervention. Louis’ capitulary in particular
emphasizes the public display and alteration of the punished body, again in the service of
defending social order through the public punishment and marking of the body.
Corporal punishment also fell upon those in closer proximity to this royal center. The use
of corporal punishment against individuals in royal service can be seen in Charlemagne’s
Capitulare de villis of around 794.540 The capitulary discusses a variety of topics relevant to the
management of royal estates, including the responsibilities of estate administrators, referred to here
as iudices. Almost all of its chapters spell out the duties of these iudices or their subordinates, a
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broad array of managerial responsibilities which in chapters four and sixteen included the
application of corporal punishment and discipline.
Chapter four deals with the punishment of people on various estates for a variety of
offenses which harm royal interest, including theft, dereliction of duty, homicide, and arson. In the
case of theft or neglect, the iudex should bring the offender to pay for the damage and further see
that he is punished with a beating according to the law. In contrast, for murder or arson, the iudex
is allowed to exact a fine.541 The chapter further distinguishes between members of the king’s
familia and other people, instructing the iudex to judge the latter group according to the justice to
which they have a right. In the case of free people living on royal estates, this meant the payment
of a fine – possibly in the form of cattle or other, non-monetary goods – in the case of
wrongdoing.542 However, members of the king’s familia are to be beaten in preference to paying
fines.
Corporal punishment in the Capitulare de villis also fell upon members of the royal service
who neglected their responsibilities. Any iudex who neglected to carry out a royal instruction,
issued by either the king or a member of his court, was to abstain from drinking alcohol until he
sought forgiveness from the king or queen. If a iudex’s subordinates failed to carry out his
instructions, they were to come to the palace on foot and abstain from alcohol and meat until they
gave reasons for why they had neglected their duty. After rendering such an account, they were to
receive judgment, either on their back – likely a reference to flogging – or in another way
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determined by the king or queen.543 The use of punishments that touched the body – forced fasts
and beatings – suggests a moral disciplinary tone to the punishment of dereliction of duty, one that
matches the increasingly moral understandings of office-holding in the Carolingian empire.544
However, Carolingian kings at times also found uses for corporal punishment closer to
home. The threat of transgression to the maintenance of public order and the moral fabric of the
empire was most keenly felt at the royal palace, which served as an ideal, but at times problematic,
microcosm for the empire as a whole.545 Beneath the surface of the idealized imperial or royal
court as moral center lurked the potential for spiritual danger and moral pollution and a consequent
perceived need for discipline and punishment. These elements, most strongly associated with the
royal palace at Aachen, reveal the nature and scope of Carolingian royal disciplinary and punitive
ambitions at the palace as heart of a “morally defined polity.”546
In order to function as a moral center, the Carolingian palace needed to be a place of
discipline and control. Stuart Airlie observes that elements of Carolingian politics and court
culture evoke Foucault’s Panopticon in the emphasis on discipline through observation, especially
in Notker’s late ninth-century description of Charlemagne’s ability to look out and see into the
surrounding houses.547 The Carolingian court, according to Matthew Innes, was further a place
where aristocratic youths congregated and learned discipline through imitation: “This was a
‘technology of the self,’ rooted in the discipline of self-control, which in turn enabled the exercise
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of power.”548 Inculcating discipline and self-control could require a punitive intervention on the
part of Carolingian rulers. Corporal punishment within the immediate orbit around Carolingian
rulers functioned as part of this same moral disciplinary scheme. The punishment of offenders was
meant to be seen, and through the spectacle of a condemned person’s body made visible the nature
of the offense and its resolution through physical discipline.
The Capitulary on Discipline in the Palace at Aachen, issued early in the reign of Louis the
Pious (ca. 820), concerned the identification, punishment, and excision of immoral behavior which
threatened the moral order of the imperial court.549 The capitulary instructs court officials to ferret
out a wide array of offenders. Prostitutes, mendacious beggars, adulterers, thieves, and murderers
must all be exposed and dealt with. The ultimate goal of the 820 palace capitulary was to facilitate
Louis’ efforts to create a “new moral order within the palace itself” by uncovering and expelling
those elements which could contaminate that new order.550 The capitulary included public corporal
punishments for various offenses, revealing the role of spectacular punishment in the creation and
calcification of the normative boundaries of Louis’ vision of palatial moral order. Louis’ palace
capitulary presents an entangled set of penal practices and rituals which involve several important
elements: the use of the body as a site of punishment, ritual humiliation, and the public exposure of
the condemned. These elements testify to the use of the public spectacle of corporal punishment as
a means of moral instruction and a way to mend transgression’s threat to individual and especially
collective social and spiritual health.
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Louis’ palace capitulary emphasizes the responsibility of court officials to uncover offenses
and offenders. The first two chapters instruct ministers to find out if their followers are hiding
prostitutes or other miscreants in their households. The capitulary strongly expresses a collective
responsibility for sin and transgression. It emphasizes that harboring offenders or failing to
prevent transgressions are just as dangerous to the palace’s moral fabric as the offenses themselves.
Concealing or protecting criminals meant sheltering them from proper correction. Bishop Agobard
of Lyon, for example, condemned Count Matfrid, an influential member of Louis’ court before his
deposition in 828, in part for protecting his friends from the emperor’s correction, an act which
compromised the functioning of the emperor’s role at the top of the moralized court hierarchy.551
Chapter one of the palace capitulary requires court officials to find out if anyone in residence at
Aachen is keeping prostitutes or strange men in their houses. It further instructs these ministers to
compel offenders to make amends and to put them under observation if they refuse:
Every palace officer should make inquiry most carefully first of all among his own men and
then among their peers if any of them, or of their people should be found hiding a whore or
a man. And if any man or woman of this sort has been found, they are to be placed under
guard, so they cannot flee, until their presence can be reported to us. And any man who has
such a man or woman with him, if he refuses to make emends, he is to be kept an eye on in
our palace.552
Chapter two expanded the scope of this inquiry and required royal agents to search the houses of
nearby estate-holders and of those who traded in the market place for prostitutes and other
criminals.553 There is a clear sense that those who shelter criminals risk compromising the moral
fabric of the court.
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Chapter four further stipulates that those who failed to prevent offense from taking place
were equally culpable. It states, “whoever finds men brawling in the palace and could make peace
between them but refuses to do that, let him know that he will be treated as a partner to the
crime.”554 As in the first two chapters, even if the person in question is unable to make peace
between the two, he or she is required to report them, and to inform the guilty parties of his report.
The palace capitulary presents in the strongest sense the idea that moral transgression is
everybody’s business. By harboring polluting elements, those who refuse to prevent or report
crime share in the guilt and subsequent punishment of offenders as parties to the disruption of a
heavily moralized social order.
This response to the dangers posed by harboring polluting elements and in failing to
prevent disorder included corporal punishment in the form of public spectacles. Corporal
punishment enters the picture in the third chapter of the palace capitulary. This chapter is one of
the thickest descriptions of corporal punishment in the Carolingian period. It deals with two types
of offenders: men who have committed some crime and have come to Aachen to hide, and women
engaged in prostitution or some other sexual impropriety.555 Again, chapter three treats those who
harbor these types of people as equally culpable, and they are also subject to punishment. Those
who sheltered the criminal are forced to carry the condemned on their shoulders around the palace
and then to confinement in a prison or stocks. Slaves who harbor criminals are in addition publicly
whipped. This parade involves a symbolically significant public humiliation: the accomplice
bearing the criminal on his shoulders, a move perhaps meant to demonstrate the former’s support
for morally dangerous activity.
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The men who keep prostitutes in their houses are compelled to carry them on their
shoulders to the market, the site of punishment, where the women are to be publicly whipped. If
these men refuse to participate, they are also to be whipped in public. Here, there is no distinction
between free and unfree people when it comes to punishment by flogging, suggesting that sexual
offense necessitated a bodily disciplinary response regardless of the offenders’ status. Louis’ 820
palace capitulary again emphasizes the public nature of a corporal punishment. The punishment of
prostitutes and their patrons serves as a public spectacle which uncovers and resolves an offense
that ostensibly takes place behind closed doors, but which eats away at the moral fabric of the royal
palace, and by extension the realm as a whole. Through imposed humiliating gestures and the
physical violence inflicted on the bodies of these men and women, punishment mars them in the
minds of observers as deviants while restoring moral order through the spectacle of punishment.
This uncovering and shaping through public punishment has particular resonance with the
women accused of sexual offenses. In his commentary, Hildemar of Corbie uses the prostitute as
an analogy for the secular world: the prostitute appears beautiful on the outside, but inside is
corrupt and rotten.556 In the Aachen capitulary, punishment makes visible a similar, hidden moral
turpitude. We might imagine that the physical injury of the woman’s body following a humiliating
parade, is meant to externalize an internal ugliness born of moral deviancy. The revelation through
punishment of this individual moral turpitude mirrors the broader role of the public flogging in the
creation and defense of Aachen’s public moral order through the public spectacle of punishment.
In the case of men hiding from their crimes the capitulary stipulates that they are to be thrown in
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the cippus. Nelson translates cippus as jail, but the word can also mean stocks, and could,
therefore, involve an additional element of public exposure and humiliation.557
A Carolingian propensity to use physical punishment to publicly shame the condemned
through the display of their body can also be seen in the punitive ritual called the harmiscara, an
act of public humiliation imposed upon elites for a variety of crimes, but especially public, political
offenses such as sedition or disloyalty.558 The harmiscara is attested in a handful of ninth-century
capitularies, although only one of these provides any detail for its procedure. According to the
Constitutio de expeditione Beneventana (866), the punishment involved the condemned person
acting as a human horse by wearing a saddle on his back.559
The capitularies most frequently demand the harmiscara in response to crimes against the
king or his officials, although at least one capitulary, the Capitulare missorum Suessionense, issued
during the reign of Charles the Bald, stipulates the punishment for lay elites who retaliate against
bishops for flogging their coloni in order to correct them.560 Even in this case, however, there is a
clear connection between royal authority and the harmiscara. The capitulary identifies the
punishment as “our harmiscara” (nostram harmscaram), and is paired with payment of the royal
bannus. The delegation of the king’s authority to impose the harmiscara to bishops also occurs in
the Caroli Magni capitulare generale. Nobles who failed to learn the Lord’s Prayer or the sign of
the cross were to be punished either by fasts or the harmiscara under the supervision of their
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bishops.561 The relationship between royal power and the application of the harmiscara is less
overt here, yet bishops are instructed with royal authority to implement this penalty.
There are few descriptions of the harmiscara outside of the capitularies. One instance
involved a dispute around 853 between Aleman nobles and Bishop Erchanbert of Freising over the
boundaries of the monastery of Kempten.562 Louis the German attempted to settle the dispute
through one of his missi, but the nobles refused to recognize the missus Iring’s decision. In
response, Louis convened an assembly at a place called Regenunto near Regensburg and again
ruled in favor of the bishop.563 The East Frankish king further imposed a harmiscara (although the
source does not use that word) on the nobles who had earlier defied his judgment, and forced them
to walk from Regensburg to Regenunto with saddles on their shoulders.564
Matthew Innes also finds parallels to the harmiscara in an incident described in Paschasius
Radbertus’ Epitaphium Arsenii, in that author’s account of the life of Wala, Charlemagne’s cousin
and advisor, and later abbot of Corbie.565 According to Paschasius, when Wala was studying the
liberal arts with the other young men of the palace, he ran into some unspecified trouble and, as a
result, was kept under arrest as if he were a criminal. Later, the young Wala encounters a peasant
on the road and offers to swap his weapons and clothing for the other man’s peasant garb. Wala
further negates his aristocratic status by driving the peasant’s oxen.
As Innes points out, Paschasius’ story parallels the inversion and mocking of aristocratic
status in the harmiscara. Wala is first abased and treated like a criminal, and then gives up the
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material trappings of his elite status. These significantly include his sword and its belt, prominent
symbols of militarized aristocratic status. The gift of a sword and its belt in particular marked a
young elite man’s passage into adulthood.566 For example, Charlemagne girded his son Louis with
a sword in 791, “now that he was beckoning the time of young manhood.”567 Louis notably set his
sword belt aside during his second public penance when he renounced secular life.568 Wala
exchanging his clothes and sword with the peasant thus symbolized an inversion of his elite status,
just as the harmiscara described in the Constitutio de expeditione Beneventana of 866 inverted the
condemned’s elite status by forcing him to act as a horse, rather than riding one as an aristocrat
properly should.
Innes argues that Wala’s humiliation in the Epitaphium Arsenii is not meant to permanently
exclude him from elite society. Instead, Paschasius depicts Wala’s treatment as a criminal and
exchange of social positions with a peasant as a test of character.569 Wala’s disgrace may have
been the result of the political climate of the court temporarily turning against him, but Paschasius
was able to draw upon an understanding of the humiliation in order to frame his experience as a
means of acquiring and proving discipline. Innes suggests further parallels with Notker’s depiction
of Charlemagne, which includes several examples of that king shaming disobedient or deficient
subordinates. In essence, punitive shaming rituals were ultimately meant to discipline and
reintegrate offenders rather than permanently excluding them from their social position.
In the case of high status members of the court, this imposition of discipline frequently
targeted the trappings of elite status. These were men of honor, and the harmiscara played upon
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that. Their punitive humiliation had an intensely physical dimension.570 This aristocratic sense of
honor was intimately connected to the body in a variety of ways. The harmiscara and similar
rituals compelled the condemned to perform their humiliation without bodily injury in a more
conventional sense. The site of punishment was still the body and its gestures and vestments. The
harmiscara was a humiliating penal ritual that was meant to be seen. This spectacle of shame was
both a personal and public experience: it was meant to be seen and thereby bring into focus the
extent of a Carolingian ruler’s public authority and the normative boundaries of the moral order
under his custody while humbling and then reintegrating the condemned aristocrat into elite
society.571
Both Louis’ palace capitulary and the various royal uses of the harmiscara reveal the
importance of spectacular corrective punishment to Carolingian royal maintenance of public moral
order. The palace and the conduct of the elites who moved around and through it were sources of
particular anxiety regarding the integrity of the moral and social fabric of the Carolingian empire.
The royal palace was the conceptual and moral center of the Carolingian universe. Accordingly,
the palace was a place in which the dangers of sin and transgression were keenly felt and strongly
condemned. Within this context, the corporal punishment exposed transgressions through the
disciplinary violence and humiliating rituals inflicted upon the bodies of the condemned while
mending and expelling these polluting elements from the august halls of the Carolingian palace and
the circles of elites which gathered there.
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Conclusion
The Carolingians did not create a new punitive regime from whole cloth. Rather, they drew
upon preexisting legal and cultural norms when they made pronouncements about corporal
punishment. These references were at times explicit, as when the Capitulare de villis instructed
that offenders were to be punished according to their law. More often, however, the reliance on
older models went unstated, as in the frequent prescribing of flogging for the unfree and fines for
the free; punishments that enumerated the number of lashes and the owed amount alike. While the
theoretical immunity of free people from corporal punishment did in some instances break down
during the Carolingian period, it never vanished entirely. Flogging remained strongly associated
with unfreedom. Furthermore, as Le Jan points out, the Carolingians largely left intact non-state
approaches to conflict through compromise and compensation on the one hand and “private”
vengeance on the other.572 Carolingian kings did little to claim a monopoly on the right to corporal
punishment. The right of fathers to physically discipline their children and of masters to punish
their dependents, while at times subject to broader criticisms, was never fundamentally challenged,
least of all by Carolingian rulers.573
Within this framework, however, the Carolingian period witnessed shifts in the meaning
and purpose of state-directed corporal punishment. The Carolingian sources reveal an expanded
concept of public order and a reclassification of certain crimes as offenses against that order. Theft
and brigandage, for example, were thought of not as crimes against an individual’s property but
against public order.574 Consequently, Carolingian kings expanded the use of corporal punishment
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to match this renewed concept of a moralized public order which they saw themselves as
responsible for maintaining.
In this context, Carolingian rulers emphasized the public spectacle of corporal punishment
in two important ways. First, Carolingian capitularies often stipulate that punishments were to be
performed in public, as in the 794 Frankfurt capitulary, in which unfree people who refused good
coinage were to be stripped naked, tied to a post, and flogged before the gaze of the people.575
Second, the Carolingians placed increased emphasis on the use of punishments that visibly, and
often painfully, altered the body: the putting out of a thief’s eye, the amputation of a counterfeiter’s
hand, the shaving of the head of an unfree person who set fire to a wood, or the physical, ritual
humiliation of the harmiscara. All of these punishments would have marked their victims as
offenders against public order and the moral universe Carolingian kings strove to police. Public
punishment and judicial mutilation constituted a public spectacle of punishment that was both
immediate and lingering in the immediate act of punishment and in its enduring physical and
mimetic aftermath. Through the punished bodies of offenders, Carolingian kings marked out the
boundaries of normative behavior, the defense of public moral order and its restoration through
punishment. These concepts are most clearly expressed in Louis the Pious’ palace capitulary,
where those who compromised the moral fabric of the palace through sin were publicly displayed
and punished within sight of the royal palace itself.
Carolingian spectacular punishment was also deployed towards corrective and morally
didactic ends, whether it be the boundaries of legitimate marriage, knowledge of the Lord’s Creed
and Prayer, or the acceptance of the king’s money, which served in part as a material sign of the
symbolic universe of Carolingian rule. Corporal punishment was clearly meant to have an impact
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on onlookers, but not always, or even not often, through the total annihilation of the condemned
person’s body. If physical punishment was meant to shape and improve the conduct of an
individual, it could not utterly destroy her or his body. As a result, by the mid-ninth century, a new
anxiety about the limits of corporal punishment appears. In both the 861 Decree of Quierzy and
the 864 Edict of Pîtres, Charles the Bald drew upon punitive precedents which were by then
familiar. However, the familiar punishments prescribed were now accompanied by instructions
about their acceptable applications, concern over the physical wellbeing of the punished before and
after punishment, and anxiety about the deleterious effect punishment could have upon the spiritual
health of the punisher. The understandings within Carolingian discourses on therapeutic and
corrective punishments, explored in the first two chapters, had seeped into the workings of secular
punishment. Royal and imperial authority conceived of corporal punishment primarily in
spectacular terms, but the anxieties and concerns about the limits of physical discipline and the
need for punishment to correct rather than destroy its victims had seeped into the language of royal
capitularies by the mid-ninth century.
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CHAPTER IV
MIRACULOUS CORPORAL PUNISHMENT
Introduction
In this chapter, I contend that the descriptions of punishment miracles found in Carolingian
hagiography offer valuable perspectives on contemporary understandings about the nature of
corporal punishment. Through the lens of hagiography, these punitive miracle narratives focus on
aspects of physical punishment largely omitted from other Carolingian sources. They present
punishment primarily as an individualized experience in which a transgressor was brought into
alignment with a saint’s will in some of the thickest contemporary descriptions of corporal
punishment. These narratives therefore include elements largely absent from normative
representations of corporal punishment. In particular, they model the physical impact of
punishment upon its victims through corporeal disability and pain, as well as the ways in which
these physical effects shape the behavior and mentalities of these victims.
I argue that this aspect of Carolingian miracle narratives reveals the idealized mechanics of
corporal punishment as personal discipline. The authors of Carolingian miracle narratives
represent the injury and physical disability inflicted through corporal punishment as having a
salubrious disciplinary impact upon the punished person. These authors further place these
personal transformative experiences into public view through the conspicuous nature of the injuries
and the testimony of the punished, who announced their experiences and related them to their
initial offense. Punishment miracles firmly establish the connection between the personal didactic
elements of punishment and the ways in which punishers intended it to highlight and repair
normative social boundaries. Through their narratives, Carolingian authors of hagiography drew
close connections between punishment, reform of individual bodies and mentalities, and the
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mending of public disruptions. These elements of punitive miracle narratives ultimately reveal,
through the lens of hagiography, an aspect of Carolingian ideologies of corporal punishment
largely unattested in other sources. Namely, they emphasize the idealized role of pain and physical
disability, inflicted through punishment, on the creation of disciplined and corrected subjects.
The sources underpinning the analyses of the preceding chapters share several qualities.
First, they are mostly normative sources: capitularies, council canons, and monastic commentaries
meant to prescribe rather than describe punitive practice. Second, they are mostly directly related
to more or less formal mechanisms of power and authority, namely the normative expression of
royal will, the workings of ecclesiastical discipline, and the governance of monastic communities.
This is not to downplay or devalue the importance of such evidence, but its nature does mean that
it provides a particular perspective on corporal punishment as a broader cultural phenomenon.
The present chapter therefore turns to a different category of evidence in order to arrive at a
more holistic understanding of the significance and meaning of corporal punishment in the
Carolingian empire: the representation of corporal punishment in narratives of miraculous healing
and punishment. The nature of this evidence differs from most of the sources surveyed above in
several significant ways. First, it is narrative rather than normative. This is not to deny that these
miracle narratives performed ideological work for their authors and audiences, but they are quite
different in form and content in comparison to capitularies, for example. Second, these texts
present a different array of contexts and actors. In comparison to the relatively formal and
institutionalized contexts in which most other examples of corporal punishment appear, the authors
of stories of miraculous healing and punishment most often present these events as a supernatural
transaction between the intercessory power of a saint and a sick or transgressive individual.
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The previous chapters explored the tensions between corporal punishment as public
spectacle and personal corrective discipline. While these two aspects are present in all of these
contexts, the balance between the two is not even. Monastic punishment strongly stressed the
personal aspects of corporal punishment, which was often at odds with the ways in which these
punishments facilitated monastic hierarchies and indexed the imbecility of punished monks
through the disciplinary violence visited upon their bodies.576 In contrast, Carolingian rulers
emphasized the public spectacular aspects of physical punishments much more strongly, while also
incorporating a personal and moral understanding of transgression and punishment. There are only
hints at the relationships between the spectacular and the personal in royal punitive discourses
which arose in the mid-ninth century in the form of concern that floggings could exceed the
boundaries of acceptable punishment at the risk of offenders’ physical health and the spiritual
health of punishers.577
The form of miracle narratives therefore offers valuable a perspective on the way
Carolingian contemporaries conceived of the nature and possibilities of corporal punishment,
including the relationship between punishment’s personal and public aspects. Again, punitive
miracle narratives draw upon both aspects. Witnesses are essential to the verification that a
miracle has occurred, and witnessing a miraculous punishment further communicated injuries to
the saint and their repair. However, the authors of these narratives frequently represented these
punishments as an intensely personal and transformative encounter between saint and sinner. They
further dwell upon aspects of physical punishment largely omitted from the sources discussed in
previous chapters in their descriptions of the physicality of punishment. These authors describe the
ways in which miraculous corporal punishment injured, inflicted pain upon, and disabled the body.
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These descriptions offer a perspective on punishment that most other Carolingian sources omit or
gloss over.
These representations of punishment as an intensely personal experience, seen through the
lenses of hagiography and the supernatural, thus involve a rather different configuration between
the spectacular and personal disciplinary aspects of punishment. The spectacle of punished bodies
in these ninth-century miracle narratives communicates not just the workings of a saint’s power but
serves as an external sign of an internal transformation on the part of the punished person.
Carolingian miracle narratives thus establish a close relationship between the communicative and
personal aspects of corporal punishment. Rather than communicating through the body at the
expense of considering punishment’s impact on the body, punishment miracles establish a much
closer connection between the external and internal experience of corporal punishment.
Across the Carolingian empire, authors – many of whom are anonymous – described saints
miraculously punishing sinners from beyond the grave in their collections of posthumous miracle
narratives.578 The authors of these sources imagined miraculous punishment as a form of
correction through physical force. Within their narratives, saints confronted sinners with an
overwhelming power to shape their bodies. This power did not destroy but improved. Miraculous
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punishment was a strategy for shaping the minds and behavior: to “use the body to mold the
mind.”579
Ninth-century Carolingian authors of hagiography worked against the backdrop of more
general ninth-century concerns for the enforcement of proper Christian belief and behavior – the
so-called Carolingian “reform.” Proponents of the correctio sought to address perceived
deficiencies in religious belief and practice. Many of these authors, where they can be identified,
participated in these efforts and the intellectual and political culture surrounding them. Figures
like Einhard and Walahfrid Strabo participated in the intellectual culture of correctio through their
service in the imperial court and also authored miracle narratives which were in turn oriented
towards the same goals. Although modern scholarship has traditionally treated the correctio as a
central, state-driven effort, recent work considers attempts to spread the principles of the “reform”
across the empire.580 The correctio represents in part “an unprecedented set of co-ordinated efforts
to diffuse holiness into the local community” through local nodes such as parish priests and relic
cults.581 Within a climate of correction and improvement, authors like Einhard used the cult of
relics to promote and localize the ideals of the reform.582 As part of this process, Carolingian
authors gave new life to older hagiographic ideas about punishment. To these authors, saints were
ideal disciplinarians who through their power as intercessors and miracle-workers possessed an
almost unmatched capacity to root out hidden sins and correct offenders. After all, the key terms
of the “reform:” correctio and emendatio had punitive connotations. Through their accounts of
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punishment miracles, these ninth-century authors represented physical punishment as a form of
discipline and healing. The disciplinary power of the saint had individual and personal reach
beyond the wildest dreams of reformers at the imperial court.
The ways in which early medieval authors represented the punitive power of saints relate to
the common comparisons of saints to patrons or lords in late antiquity and the early Middle Ages.
The foundational study of this analogy is Peter Brown’s The Cult of Saints. Brown argues that
Late Antique hagiographers projected an idealized image of Roman social relations onto the work
and miracles of saints. These authors identified the saint as a late Roman patron and those seeking
the intercession of these saints as clients.583 Thomas Head argues for a similar understanding in
central medieval hagiography in his study of the hagiography from the diocese of Orléans between
the ninth and the twelfth centuries. Tracing the production of these texts across several centuries,
Head finds that while ideals of sanctity changed very little, the deployment of these topoi
responded to changing local social structures.584 Head’s conclusions suggest that the conception of
saints as patrons was sensitive to historical context. Furthermore, the relationship between ideas of
divine and earthly power went both ways. Just as authors shaped their descriptions of saints’
activities based on concepts of secular power, obligations and loyalty owed to mortal lords
assumed “religious overtones.”585 Carolingian observers did not understand saintly power as
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unique. Instead, saintly authority was connected in many ways to broader conceptions of late
antique and medieval power relations.
It is important here to highlight a crucial feature of medieval ideas about miracles: the true
power to work miracles came from God. In medieval theological discourse, saints participated in
miracles as intercessors and messengers. Because of their special place in the “court of the
heavenly king,” saints could intercede on behalf of human beings.586 On the other hand, saints
served as “mere messengers,” announcing God’s greatness and power through their role in
miracles.587 The ways ninth-century authors described miracles confirms this point. Across a
variety of sources, authors generally described miracles as occurring by the power of God through
the merits and intercession of His saint.
This concept was, however, less firm than the theology of miracles suggests. Paul Dutton,
for example, points out that while Einhard generally observed such a distinction, describing
miracles as occurring per merita sanctorum, he occasionally slips and describes miracles occurring
per virtutem sanctorum or per potestatem sanctorum, “which could lead an uncareful reader to
assign direct agency to the saints.”588 The idea that saints were mere conduits or messengers also
risks undervaluing the power and influence of intercessors. In early medieval political culture,
intercessors were not passive participants or third parties, but active agents.589 Even if early
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medieval authors conceded that saints were ultimately not the source of miracles, they saw them as
possessing agency and power of their own, as attested by Einhard’s slippery terminology. The
practice of lordship in Late Antiquity and the early Middle Ages also involved the exercise of
legitimate “vertical” violence against subordinates.590 Carolingian hagiographical representations
of punishing saints therefore drew upon existing cultural and political norms regarding the nature
of lordship and its attached uses of corporal punishment to physically discipline subordinates.
This chapter considers four major aspects and representations of hagiographical depictions
of punishment. The first section surveys the broad contours of punishment miracles in Carolingian
hagiography in order to identify trends and patterns. With this broader overview established, the
rest of the chapter’s sections focuses on closer readings of select examples as case studies. The
second part of the chapter focuses on the ways Carolingian hagiography depicts punishment as a
physical process involving bodily discomfort and pain. Here, I contend that these narratives both
offer a valuable perspective missing from other sources for corporal punishment and that they
reveal an understanding of these internal experiences as essential for the efficacy of punishment.
The third section examines punishment miracles in which a saint appears in a dream or vision and
inflicts punishment on an offender by touching or striking them. The examples I consider in this
section reveal a particularly clear understanding of the personal corrective aspects of corporal
punishment. The final section shifts focus to the punitive overtones of some of the healing
miracles included in Einhard’s Translatio Marcellini et Petri, explored here as a case study for
broader trends in Carolingian hagiography. Considering the strong similarities in the form and
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purpose of healing and punishment miracles, I argue that authors of Carolingian hagiography like
Einhard saw healing and punishment as closely related processes in the ways that they resolved
physical and moral disorders. I further argue that this close relationship between healing and
punishment miracles provides yet another perspective into the ways the Carolingians understood
punishment as an act of personal correction, meant to discipline and improve its object.

Patterns of Ninth-Century Miraculous Punishment
In what follows, I outline some patterns in Carolingian punishment miracles. The sources
surveyed all hail from some part of the Carolingian empire and were mostly written some time in
the ninth century. The purpose of this section is to identify broader trends in the ways Carolingian
authors represented miraculous punishment in order to draw a connection between these
hagiographical narratives and the dynamics of punishment explored throughout the dissertation.
As in other periods, punishment miracles typically constitute a minority of the total number of
miracles recorded in Carolingian miracula or translationes.591 Across multiple sources, however,
punishment emerges as a smaller, yet significant part of the miraculous dossiers attributed to
posthumous saints. The group of sources I study in this chapter contains 86 separate instances of
miraculous punishment taken from 17 different sources.592
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These narratives broadly conform to the two categories of punitive miracles Pierre-André
Sigal identifies in his article on eleventh- and twelfth-century punishment miracles from the south
of France.593 According to Sigal, the first type of punishment involves saintly retaliation against
people who steal church property or attack individuals under a saint’s protection, while the second
concerns offenses against the saint her- or himself.594 For the latter group, Sigal identifies the
common nature of these offenses as inappropriate contact with the sacred, a concept he draws from
contemporary anthropological research.595 Sigal’s categorization, however, depends upon an
understanding of punishment miracles as retaliation for injuring or insulting a saint’s person or
property. At least for Carolingian hagiography, the tone and purpose of miraculous punishment
often reveals an emphasis on didactic corrective force rather than a logic of retaliation.
Because it would be tedious to fully describe each individual punishment miracle, I here
identify the broader patterns of offense and punishment and then illustrate these with select
examples. Three broad categories of offense emerge from the sources surveyed: impious or
irreverent religious behavior, assaults on a saint’s dependent people or property, and swearing false
oaths.
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Table ii: Categories of Offense
Type of Offense

Number

Improper Religious Behavior

45

Assault on Saint/Saint’s People or Property

33

False Oaths

8

These categories are not, of course, completely distinct. Molesting a saint’s familia or property
was a form of impious behavior, as was the swearing of false oaths. Those who perjured
themselves also often did so in order to unjustly claim a saint’s dependents or land.
The nature of these offenses largely coincides with those which Carolingian authorities
attempted to cut off or correct through punishment as discussed in the preceding chapters. Insults
or assaults on saints were not simply defiance of a powerful individual, but contempt of the
religious worldview and order that the Carolingians saw themselves as responsible for upholding.
As Smith argues, the cult of relics, which exploded in popularity in the Carolingian period, was for
many authors a means through which the tenants of the Carolingian correctio could be
communicated to a broader swath of the population.596 Contempt for a saint and her or his cult was
therefore an implicit or explicit rejection of that same project. Of course, authors connected to
various monasteries often conflated the property and dependents with their saint in ways that, if
read cynically, seem to primarily revolve around the material wealth and advantage of those
institutions. Even if this cynical interpretation is granted, however, these authors drew upon these
same moralizing discourses in order to defend their monasteries’ interests, attesting to the
significance and impact of these ideas upon social conflicts modern observers might regard as
outside the realm of religion.
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Other types of offense also correspond to categories of transgression that Carolingian
normative sources sought to prohibit. Carolingian legal and capitulary sources denounced working
on Sunday as a major offense with potentially disastrous consequences for society. They treated
lying under oath in a very similar manner. The Capitulare missorum of 802, for example,
instructed royal representatives to stamp out the practice of perjury, “a most evil crime that must be
removed from the Christian people,” by cutting off the right hands of perjurers and depriving them
of their inheritance.597 The types of offenses punished through saints’ miracles thus conform to
goals of the Carolingian correctio, revealing that authors to various extents were aware of and
participants in these efforts and also considered the body to be the primary site of punishment.
The largest number of distinct miraculous punishments in the sample group involves a
punitive response to unacceptable or inappropriate religious behavior, a category which includes
insulting the saint or doubting her or his power, failing to fulfil a vow to the saint, working on a
day of rest, refusing to obey a saint’s command, and failure to perform religious duties
satisfactorily (most often in the case of monks or clerics). Within the sample group there are 43
examples of this type of offense. For example, miraculous punishment for working on Sunday or
another holy day is common in a variety of sources.598 Einhard describes the eventual healing of a
man who had ground grain on Sunday. As a result, the man’s right arm moved ceaselessly as if he
was turning a mill. It was only a year later, after the man approached the relics of Marcellinus and
Peter and faithfully called upon those saints that the grinding motion stopped.599 Likewise, in the
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ninth-century Miracula sanctae Genovefae a woman who carded wool on Saint Genovefa’s feast
day found her hands fastened to the combs. The woman added iniquity to iniquity when she
contemptuously told a neighbor “wasn’t Mary a woman who worked?”600 A year later, she went to
Genovefa’s church and the combs fell from her hands. As a result, the author tells us, everyone
understood how the virgin’s feast ought to be celebrated.
These miraculous punishments reflect other Carolingian sanctions against working on
Sunday and other religious holidays. As we saw in the first chapter, the Capitula Remedii forbade
the practice, albeit without attached corporal punishments. Instead, the capitulary instructed priests
to confiscate the product of that labor and distribute it as alms. The eighth-century Lex
Baiuvariorum stipulated a series of corporal punishments for illicit Sunday work.601 The Lex
justifies these punishments as necessary to avoid the anger of God, who might collectively punish
humanity by afflicting their crops.
By comparison, miraculous punishments for working on religious holidays embed
individual punishments within anxieties about the collective consequences of sin in the Carolingian
period. The punishments for Sunday work mentioned above involve a conspicuous mimetic
physical disability that recalls the nature of the initial offense. In Einhard’s narrative, the arm
which performed illicit work is rendered useless, while the woman who worked on Genovefa’s
feast day finds the tools with which she performed the work fastened to her hands. In this latter
case, the author explicitly connects the individual punishment to a communal didactic lesson.

Miracula sanctae Genovefae, c. 7: Iniquitatem adjecit super iniquitatem et ait: “nonne Maria mulier fuit et servile
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Monks or other religious officials who neglected their responsibilities were also
miraculously punished. In the Miracula sanctae Genovefae a monk fell asleep while he was
supposed to be on watch and went blind. The monk recovered after he burned candles on the
saint’s altar and asked for the restoration of his sight. The collection of Genovefa’s miracles also
includes the story of a bishop punished by an unspecified illness after he stole a tooth from the
saint’s body.602 Again, the bishop recovered after he confessed his sin (although he claimed he had
sinned unknowingly) and returned the tooth.603
Punishment miracles of this category could also encourage non-Christians to convert. In
the Miracula sancti Richarii, a pagan Dane, “who still reveled in the errors of the gentiles,” refused
to show respect to God or Saint Richarius during a trip to the latter’s shrine.604 After the Danes left
the church, the pagan found that he was paralyzed. He eventually remembered his disrespect to
God and the saint and returned to Richarius’ tomb. There, he promised that he would lead a
correct, Christian life and refrain thereafter from shedding the blood of Christians, as well as
giving gifts of silver and gold to Richarius. After three days, the Dane recovered his full health.
The second largest category of offenses includes attempts to attack the property of a saint
or those people in service to a saint. This category includes physical assaults on a saint’s people,
attempts to usurp property belonging to the saint (through either violence or law), and an
individual’s misuse or withholding of a saint’s property placed in their care. For example, in
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Adalhelm’s Miracula sanctae Opportunae a soldier is punished after he assaulted a member of
Opportuna’s familia. The man, who self-identifies as a servus of Opportuna cried out for the
saint’s help after the soldier stabbed him with a spear. The soldier was then struck blind. The
soldier recovered only after he confessed his sin and gave his horse and ten denarii to the clerics of
Opportuna’s church, as well as ten solidi to the man he had assaulted.605
The third and smallest category of offense involves the swearing of false oaths, often on the
relics of the offended saint. Many of these examples of perjury occur in the context of disputes
between monasteries dedicated to the saint and other parties over property. Adrevald of Fleury, for
example, recounts in the Miracula sancti Benedicti how a local aristocrat was involved in a dispute
with Fleury over the ownership of some serfs. The man swore falsely on his sword that the serfs
belonged to him but was then thrown from his horse and died. Fleury’s advocate then got a more
favorable judgement. Saints also punished false oaths that did not directly injure their people or
property. Saint Philibert punished a man who deceitfully underpaid a merchant for a measure of
wine. He falsely swore on the saint that he had paid the correct response and immediately after
vomited up the wine.606
The examples discussed above reveal the types of offenses punished through the
miraculous intervention of saints. All of these offenses, regardless of the particular details and
contexts in which their narrators were working, constitute transgressions of the religious and social
boundaries the Carolingians sought to establish and defend, often through corporal punishment. In
the context of miracle narratives, saints corrected these deviancies through physical punishments.
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Forms of Miraculous Punishment
Transgressions against a saint almost always involve punishment in the form of a negative
physical effect for the transgressor. The most common form of punishment involves the sudden
and deliberate infliction of disease or physical disability on the offender including fevers,
blindness, muteness, deafness, or paralysis – the same conditions most commonly healed through
miracles. Miraculous punishment also took the form of apparent accidents which, in the narratives,
are attributed to the power of the saints. Less commonly, punishment miracles took the form of
either demonic possession or insanity. In the smallest category, saints occasionally destroyed the
property of offenders. In other cases, saints appeared to sinners in dreams or visions to punish
them personally through disciplinary violence in the form of beatings or floggings. The common
types of punitive disabilities typically followed these visionary encounters in this subset of
miraculous punishments.
Table iii: Types of Miraculous Punishment
Category of Punishment

Number

Disease or Disability607

64

Accident

9

Personal Disciplinary Violence

8

Insanity

7

Property Destruction

5

Offenders were frequently, but not always, healed of these punitive illnesses or disabilities when
they confessed and made amends. The various forms of miraculous punishment both visibly
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demonstrate the power of the saint and bring about contrition in an offender, while revealing both
offense and punishment to a wider audience. In these ways, the physicality of miraculous
punishment bridges a gap between punishment as personal transformative experience and its role
as visible spectacle.
Paralysis is by far the most common form of physical disease inflicted through punishment
miracles. Miracles of this type involve either a total loss of mobility or the paralysis of certain
body parts. In the Miracula sancti Quintini, a man named Ragenbold promised to build a new
church for the martyr, but later neglected the work. After refusing to heed Quintin’s warning,
delivered to him in a dream, the saint touched his limbs and told him that he would lie crippled
before the doors of the unfinished church. Ragenbold awoke and found he was unable to move.608
Likewise, Adrevald describes a miracle in which a merchant who refused to pay his business
partner swore falsely upon Benedict’s church. The merchant raised his hand during his false oath,
but found that he was unable to lower his arm.609
As a narrative device, paralysis and loss of bodily control visibly highlighted the punitive
power of a saint and the subordination and dependency of the transgressor. The examples of the
previous paragraph further reveal a connection between the nature and context of miraculous
paralysis and the nature of the original offense. Ragenbold is paralyzed before the doors of the
church he neglected, while the arm with which Adrevald’s merchant perjures himself freezes in
place.
Blindness constitutes the next most common disability inflicted through saintly
punishment. For example, in the Vita et miracula sanctae Goaris, a priest was struck blind and
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Liber miraculorum sancti Quintini, c. 23. AASS 266-270.
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mute after he misused the land his mother had donated to Goar’s church. After his people led him
to the basilica, where he gave back his mother’s property and relinquished the tithes he had
usurped. Through this act of contrition regained his health.610 The disability could also be
permanent, however. A man swore falsely that he did not owe the monastery of Saint Regina two
measures of wine went blind for the rest of his life. In this case, the man’s permanent disability
served as an instructive warning to others.611 Miraculous blinding could also involve the physical
removal of the eyes. In Ermentarius’ Miracula sancti Filiberti, a woman threw a piece of wood
from the saint’s bier into the fire. For her contempt, divine punishment fell upon her and her right
eye leapt from the socket and fell into the same fire.612 As Edward Wheatley argues for later
medieval miracle collections, there is a close connection between miraculous blindings and
blinding as an earthly punishment.613
Other punishment miracles involve the loss of speech. Adrevald recounts a miracle in
which Saint Benedict punishes a judge who ruled against Fleury in a dispute with Saint-Denis over
some serfs.614 The judge was struck mute until his family led him to Benedict’s shrine, where he
made amends and was cured.615 In the Miracula sancti Filiberti, a blind woman sought succor
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with Saint Philibert but because she did not wholeheartedly confess her sins found her miraculous
cure temporary. Frustrated, she mocked the saint and in response was struck dumb.616 A similar
fate befell a poor man who, out of fear, refused to deliver a warning to a iudex on behalf of Saint
Quentin. Quentin appeared to the man in a dream, put his finger to the man’s lips, and told him
that he would not speak again until the iudex heeded his order.617
As these examples demonstrate, muteness as miraculous punishment typically reflects the
nature of the offense. The judge who ruled against Fleury through a presumably orally pronounced
decision loses his ability to speak. Likewise, the woman who curses Saint Philibert is struck mute
on account of her blasphemy. The poor man in the Miracula sancti Quintini loses the use of the
organ with which he was supposed to deliver the saint’s warning. This punitive mimesis parallels
the removal of the tongue in other Carolingian punishments as, for example, in the Capitula
Remedii, in which blasphemers and magicians have their tongues cut out.618
In several miracle narratives, punishment miracles targeted other parts of the body
associated with social status and public honor: the hair, beard, or the nose. In the Miracula sancti
Quintini, Saint Quentin appeared in a vision to a man named Berninus, who had falsely testified
that a wood belonging to Quentin’s church was his property. Quentin grabbed the man’s nose and
proclaimed him a liar. When he woke up, Berninus’ nose fell off and he gave up his attempt to
steal the wood.619 In the Miracles of Remaclus, a man unjustly claimed some land belonging to the
monastery of Stavelot-Malmedy, founded by Saint Remaclus.620 The man ignored the gentle
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rebukes of the monks and, in front of witnesses, falsely swore that the land belonged to him, “Let
the merits of [Saint Remaclus] help me in my need; let the hairs on my head and in my beard
remain to show that I have spoken justly.”621 Within an hour, the man’s hair and beard had fallen
out and he fell ill. He remained in this state until he returned the land he had usurped as well as
another parcel from his own property. Even after that his hair and beard did not grow back for
quite some time. In another story, a woman stole an altar-cloth from a church newly dedicated to
Saint Remaclus and uses it to wash her head. When she ran the cloth over her head, her hair fell
out.622
The integrity of the nose and hair in early medieval culture was an important marker of
social status and intact honor.623 As discussed in previous chapters, various sources sentenced a
variety of offenders to the removal of the nose or the shaving of the head. The function of the
removal of the hair or nose in the context of these miraculous punishments is remarkably similar.
The loss of hair or the nose serves as a visible sign of an individual’s subjection to punitive
discipline, a sign that fades after that person’s reintegration into the normative standard. They
further recall the nature of the original offense: the perjurer loses the hair which he staked in his
oath, and the woman’s hair, which she profanely wiped with an altar-cloth, falls out.
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Several ninth-century authors recalled the unpleasant death of the heretic Arius in their
accounts of miraculous punishments. According to the fifth-century Greek historian Socrates
Scholasticus, Arius died on the toilet, evacuating his intestines and parts of his spleen and liver,
along with a great effusion of blood.624 Gregory of Tours used similar imagery in his description
of the death of a priest hostile to Bishop Sidonius Apollinaris of Clermont. Like Arius, this priest
also went to the toilet, but lost his soul instead of emptying his bowels. Gregory explicitly
compared the man to Arius and used the similarity of their deaths to condemn the priest as guilty of
an offense just as serious as Arius’.625 According to Walahfrid Strabo, Bishop Sidonius of
Constance, a frequent oppressor of the monks of Saint Gall, received due recompense for the
suffering he had intended to inflict on others in the form of a bowel affliction that produced a
highly offensive smell. He died several days later, breathing forth his spirit from the foul sewer of
his body.626 Likewise, Odo of Glanfeuil describes the miraculous death of a count named Gaidulf
as a fate shared by Arius. Gaidulf’s intestines burst and he was “fittingly punished by the
condemnation of unhappy Arius.”627 The appropriation of Arius’ death in Carolingian
hagiography embeds the punishment of powerful individuals who are hostile to a saint in a deeper
ecclesiastical history.
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Apparition and Punishment
The personal disciplinary aspects of miraculous punishment are most clear in narratives in
which the saint appears in a dream or vision to warn, threaten, or punish a transgressor. Here,
Carolingian authors likely adapted earlier medieval, late antique, or biblical models. The
appearance of saints in visions as white-haired men with shining countenances recalls the
appearance of Christ in Revelations, an image picked up by late antique hagiography. 628 In his
letter to Eustochium, Jerome describes being seized in spirit and dragged before God’s throne of
judgment, where he was whipped for his love of “pagan” literature.629 For the earlier Middle Ages,
Gregory of Tours describes several visionary appearances of Christ or a saint, who whipped
sinners.630 Carolingian authors were therefore heirs to a long-standing hagiographic tradition,
which they employed and adapted to their own contemporary purposes and perspectives.
These saintly apparitions often strike offenders with their hands, a staff, or a whip. Against
the arguments of other scholars who understand these vision narratives as acts of destructive
violence or revenge, I contend that at least for the Carolingian period, authors of hagiographic
narratives represented this subcategory of punishment miracle through the logics of physical
discipline.631 Carolingian saints most often appear in this context not as seekers of vengeance, but
as disciplinarians who strike and inflict bodily disability in order to compel in a transgressor a
transformation of attitude and behavior. The most common result of miraculous punishment in
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these narratives is not the annihilation of a person who offended a saint, but their making emends
for the offense, restoring whatever damage they had done, and thereafter showing pious deference
to the saint and to God.
These miracle accounts most clearly represent punishment as an individualized exchange
between punisher and punished through the personification of a posthumous saint, who typically
makes physical contact in the vision with the mortal. This contact enters the realm of the physical
through the conspicuous physical effects of the punishment: those subjected to these miracles
suffer conspicuous physical disability when they awaken. Those narratives in which saints appear
therefore present corporal punishment as a personal and transformative act. They model an
idealized image of a punisher, through the person of the saint, as a frightening and severe, yet
loving, authority figure. Likewise, authors exhibited a similarly idealized image of punishment’s
desired impact on its object, as well as that person’s desired response. The accounts of miracles in
which saints appear before and punish sinners therefore present most clearly conceptions of the
personal dynamics of punishment.
All of these dynamics are at work in a punitive miracle included in the mid-ninth century
Miracula sanctae Austrebertae. The anonymous author of Austreberta’s miracles relates that
saint’s punishment of a negligent nun at Austreberta’s former convent at Pavilly in present-day
northern France. On Saint Austreberta’s feast day, the nun stayed in bed instead of getting up in
the night to celebrate the saint’s feast with her sisters. While sleeping, she saw a vision of the saint
who appeared with three girls carrying lamps, patrolling the dormitory.632 When the group came to
the nun’s bed, Austreberta reproached her for sleeping, and demanded to know why she was
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shirking her duties while others were awake and singing.633 The saint then struck the nun in the
face, and ordered her attendants to grab the woman and throw her out of doors. The nun woke up
because of the blow and ran into the church, chased by the sound of phantom steps. There, she
publicly confessed that she had been punished for her negligence and vowed improvement. Even
then, the nun suffered from the slap for a full year until, on Austreberta’s next feast day, she said a
prayer and was restored to health.
The structure of the miracle reveals intersections between the personal offense of the nun
and a disruption of the fabric of the monastic community to which she belongs. The nun’s
transgression is ostensibly personal in its scope. Her neglectful slumber seems to injure no one
other than Saint Austreberta. However, the revelation of the miracle involves a conspicuous
interruption of the community’s celebration of the saint’s feast day. The miraculous punishment
for her offense therefore includes a revelation of her hidden offense to her fellow nuns in a highly
disruptive fashion.
Austreberta’s miracle involves a significant overlap between representations of miraculous
punishment and the monastic concepts of offense and physical discipline discussed in chapter two.
The nun offends through a dereliction of her monastic responsibilities as she neglects to get up and
pray on the night of the convent’s founder’s feast. Her neglect presents an obvious insult to
Austreberta. The nun’s behavior also contravenes the principles of Benedict’s Rule, which
instructs monks to be ready to rise from sleep and do the work of God at all times.634 By sleeping
when she should be praying, the nun offends against both the saint and her monastic duties. The
slap to her face thus marks her as a particular type of monastic offender and recalls the
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responsibilities of abbots and abbesses to physically correct those monks for whom physical
discipline is best suited.
The author of Austreberta’s miracula thus draws upon the punitive regime of the monastery
in his depiction of the saint’s punishment of the nun. He depicts Austreberta as a chastising abbess
who, even after her death, fulfills her duty to discipline and correct the nuns of her convent. This
representation recalls Austreberta’s living defense and propagation of the Rule.635 The vision of
Austreberta performs the responsibilities of an abbess through her inspection of the nuns’
dormitory, “wanting to assure herself that all were at peace [and] inspecting each one on her
couch.”636 There are strong parallels here between the saint’s patrol and the importance
Carolingian monastic commentators like Hildemar of Corbie placed on supervision and
surveillance as an essential part of monastic discipline and punishment.637 Through these elements
the anonymous author portrays Austreberta continuing her governance of her community in death
as in life. These elements of the miracle narrative derived from monastic practice both anchor his
understanding of supernatural events within a human disciplinary framework with which both he
and his presumed monastic audience would be quite familiar. The nun demonstrates her lack of
mental capacity through her neglect of an especially important period of monastic observance and
in turn she is physically punished according to her lack of self-mastery.
This punitive narrative includes many of the elements discussed in the sections above. It
emphasizes on physical contact and personal disciplinary experience. Saint Austreberta appears
before the nun and both verbally and physically chastises her in a way that strongly resembles
Jo Ann MacNamara and John Halborg point out that c. 16 of Austreberta’s vita, contains a miracle similar to one
attributed to Benedict of Nursia in Gregory the Great, Dialogues, II.17.
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mundane punishment. The blow to the nun’s face, while it happens in a vision, has a lingering
physical effect on the nun. The exchange is unwitnessed by anyone else. The proof of the miracle
comes primarily in the form of the nun’s apparently sincere confession and resolution to correct
herself. The physical effects of the slap linger, marking the nun’s body as an object of a saint’s
disciplinary power while serving as a reminder to herself and others of her need to keep her
promise and change her ways. These effects fade a year later, externalizing the success and
sincerity of the nun’s promise.
Odo of Glanfeuil, author of an account of the posthumous miracles of Saint Maurus,
describes a similar mixture of visionary appearance and disciplinary physical violence in his
account of Saint Maurus’ punishment of Jacob, the abbot of Corméry.638 Odo composed his
miracula shortly after 862, when Viking raids forced the monks of Glanfeuil to abandon their
monastery at Saint-Maur-sur-Loire. They then fled with Maurus’ relics to a new home with the
monks of Saint-Pierre-sur-Fossés, located near Paris.639 The first part of Odo’s work dealt with the
alleged re-founding of Glanfeuil after it had allegedly been despoiled by Gaidulf of Ravenna and
abandoned in the middle of the eighth century.640 In the 830s, Glanfeuil was re-founded under the
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patronage of Count Rorigo of Maine.641 Odo acknowledges the critical role played by Rorigo in
his monastery’s restoration, but attributes the count’s decision to the miraculous intervention of
Saint Maurus.
According to Odo, Rorigo, inspired by God, had initially set about the re-founding of
Glanfeuil with enthusiasm, but had grown distracted and set the work aside.642 In response,
Maurus appeared, dressed in a shining white monk’s habit, to Abbot Jacob while he was praying
and instructed him to seek out Count Rorigo and to tell him to resume his work for Saint Maurus.
Jacob, however, did not know who either the figure or Count Rorigo were, and did not obey the
figure’s command. A week later, the apparition came to Jacob again, rebuked him for his
disobedience, and warned him to obey. 643 The abbot disobeyed again, and the figure appeared a
third time. This time, the vision spoke harshly to Jacob and hit him on the back three times with a
whip. The abbot awoke in pain from the wounds inflicted on his back by the lash.644 The
apparition threatened the abbot that if he delayed again he would die. Jacob finally complied and
delivered the message to Rorigo. When the count, who thought Jacob was mentally unstable, tried
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to silence him, the abbot uncovered his back and showed his wounds as a form of proof. Inspired
by the proof of Jacob’s miraculous punishment, Rorigo finished the work he had started.645
In these ways, Odo depicts the experience of miraculous punishment as a personal and very
physical process. The encounter between Maurus and Abbot Jacob takes place in the form of a
vision only witnessed by the abbot. The vision of Maurus beats the abbot with a whip, more
clearly connecting the supernatural experience with the tools of more mundane punishment. The
visionary exchange impinges upon the material world through the horrific wounds left on Jacob’s
back by the flogging. These wounds mark Jacob as an object of miraculous corporal punishment.
They also serve as proof of the miracle’s veracity to their witness and encourage Rorigo to correct
his own neglectful behavior.
Odo dwells upon aspects of corporal punishment typically omitted from other sources for
Carolingian corporal punishment. He emphasizes the role of pain and fear in corrective
punishment. He describes Jacob’s punishment as excruciating (excruciatus dolore) and provides a
graphic description of the nature and extent of the abbot’s wounds. Maurus’ flogging tore open the
soft skin and flesh of Jacob’s back, cutting him to the bone. Jacob was also terrified by his
experience, taking seriously Maurus’ threat that he would die if he did not deliver the saint’s
message. Pain, injury, and fear constitute key parts of the punishment miracle by both encouraging
Jacob’s personal disciplinary transformation and marking his body as an object of punishment.
Odo’s account of this exchange further mirrors the monastic punitive regime. Maurus
attempts twice to verbally admonish Jacob and punishes him physically only after the abbot refuses
to heed his verbal warnings. This pattern that parallels the use of corporal punishment in monastic
practice against those unable or unwilling to emend themselves under an abbot’s verbal
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admonition.646 Odo inserts the miraculous punishment into his account of Glanfeuil’s restoration
and refounding. The conspicuous marks on Jacob’s back play a key role in both encouraging
Count Rorigo to finish his pious work and in revealing Maurus’ role in the renewal of the
monastery dedicated to him. The private and painful experience of miraculous punishment is again
embedded in the broader experiences of a monastic community. Through the account of his
punishment and the display of his flogged body, Jacob’s individual punishment facilitates the
reconstitution and propagation of Glanfeuil.
Wandalbert of Prüm, the author of the Miracula sancti Goaris, provides another example of
a saintly apparition inflicting corporal punishment on an offender. He describes the punishment of
Isanhard, the procurator of a royal fisc, for the various unspecified misdeeds he perpetrated against
the familia of Saint Goar.647 Isanhard was visited in his sleep by Goar. The saint chastised the
man for his crimes and then struck him with a serious blow. The next day, Isanhard found he was
unable to walk, and had to be carried to Goar’s church.648 There, he lay on the ground for some
time and earned the restoration of his health with the exception of an affliction of his genitals.
Wandalbert’s account is much terser than the punitive miracles of Austreberta or Maurus,
but includes the same elements of personal punishment with social consequences. Wandalbert
imagines Isanhard’s miraculous punishment as a personal and physical process. The man’s
unspecified offenses against the saint and his people earn him a nocturnal visit from Goar, who
punishes him in person. This punishment combines verbal chastisement with physical blows,
resulting in a tangible physical disability when Isanhard wakes up. This disability immediately
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encourages to make amends and to appeal to Goar’s mercy by sleeping in his church. Finally, even
though Isanhard is successfully disciplined, he continues to suffer some of the physical effects of
his punishment. In this case, Wandalbert specifies that Isanhard continued to suffer for the sake of
his salvation.649 Again, the physical effects of a miraculous punishment mark an offender both as a
reminder to strive for improvement and as enduring evidence of a saint’s ability to master
another’s body in order to correct him.
These elements again reveal the dynamics of miraculous corporal punishments. Isanhard
encounters miraculous punishment first through a private, visionary encounter with the
posthumous saint Goar. This encounter, in which the saint strikes the offender, results in a readily
apparent disability, visible to onlookers. This disability therefore both testifies to the miracle’s
occurrence and forces Isanhard to correct his behavior and make emends. The lingering genital
affliction serves to remind the procurator of his punishment and correction.650
A punitive vision recorded in the Miracula sancti Leufredi provides an interesting variation
on the aforementioned patterns. While most punishing apparitions appeared in dreams, in the
Miracula sancti Leufredi, the saint visits a transgressor who was unambiguously awake and in the
company of others. This case emphasizes the personal corrective nature of visionary punishment
against a background of social disruption.
The deviant punished in this miracle was a man named Batericus, who had been put in
charge of managing the monastery’s property. Batericus, however, had begun to treat the monks
harshly. Things came to a head when he denied them the necessary provisions for the celebration
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of Leutfredus’ festival. The monks begged him to reconsider, but Batericus spurned them and
blasphemed the saint’s name by saying, “who is this Leutfredus? That is the name of my father’s
swineherd!”651 The next day, Batericus went hunting and later ate a meal with his wife and
companions. Sitting at the table, he boasted that the clerici of Leutfredus would eat none of the
food they were currently enjoying. The saint then appeared to Batericus in the form of a now
deseased member of the monastic community. This vision bore down on him with a staff.
Batericus cried out that the saint was approaching him, but his companions saw nothing. The
apparition then struck him in the chest with the staff, and he fell to the ground bleeding from his
mouth and nose. So chastised, Batericus sent the monastery all the necessary provisions.652
Batericus’ miraculous chastisement highlights the interplay between the corrective and
spectacular aspects of punishment. Those eating with Batericus do not witness the saint’s
appearance. They learn about it only through his spontaneous and dramatic bleeding and his
testimony regarding his experience. Batericus experiences the first stage of punishment – the
appearance of the saint and the beating with his staff – alone. In this way, elements of punishment
that would under other circumstances be external displays of punishment function as part of
Batericus’ internal punitive experience. This is then transferred into a spectacle through his
screams and conspicuous bleeding, which alert his wife and friends, and ultimately Leutfredus’
monks, to his miraculous punishment. As in the previous examples, the primary impact of
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Batericus’ punishment is a transformative experience for him as he corrects himself and makes
amends by fulfilling his obligation to provision Leutfredus’ monks.

Healing and Punishment
Through miraculous punishment, the saints discussed on the preceding pages corrected both
the deviant behavior of the impious and audacious and the societal tensions their individual acts
created. These punishment miracles both led transgressors to sincerely emend their behavior and
highlighted the violation of a normative boundary and its repair. They did so in a way that
Carolingian authors presented as intensely personal and transformative. Through their miraculous
intercession, these same saints also frequently healed sick and disabled people. Carolingian
authors thus represented saints as possessing a diverse range of mastery over the human body: the
power to punitively inflict injury and illness and to take these same things away. Healing and
punishment are both acts of correction that work on and through the human body. Accordingly, I
argue in this section that the intersections and similarities in hagiographic representations of
miraculous punishment and healing shed further light upon the ways in which Carolingian authors
and observers conceived of corporal punishment as an act of physical disciplinary healing.
This section examines intersections between healing and the ideology of punishment in
Carolingian hagiography. Here, I focus on Einhard’s Translatio Marcellini et Petri, a source in
which these intersections are most vivid and visible, and because Einhard was well-informed of
and involved in the discourses of correctio circulating during the reigns of Charlemagne and Louis
the Pious.653 Einhard was, of course, far from the only author to ascribe miraculous cures to saints
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and their relics. Healing miracles are by far the most common type of miracle narrative in
medieval hagiography.654 A comprehensive study of these miracles in Carolingian hagiography,
however, is beyond the scope of this section. I therefore undertake a close reading of Einhard’s
miracle narratives in order to explore the ways in which he represented miraculous healing as a
form of corporal punishment.
Healing is an act of power and authority which in many ways resembles and overlaps with
punishment. Healing requires the patient to place their trust in the ability and knowledge of the
healer.655 Furthermore, healing is not only a biomedical process, but is culturally constructed and
expresses meanings attached to social relationships and discourses.656 Medieval discourses on
healing emphasized its violent and painful aspects. Marie-Christine Pouchelle, in her study of
medieval surgery, argues that surgeons constitute the body of their patients as a passive object of
their knowledge and manipulation.657 Pouchelle treats contact with the body of the “other” as
violent, implying that the relationship between surgeons and their patients is in many ways defined
by dominance.658 Pouchelle’s work on medieval surgery provides interesting and informative
parallels for the healing activities of medieval saints. While the final result in descriptions of
miraculous healing was the restoration of bodily strength and integrity, this healing process
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involved violent control and objectification of the patient’s body. The relationship between the
dominant, healing saint and the subordinate, sick person was in part defined by the power over the
human body inherent in healing.
Mastery over one’s own body was a sign of the ability to govern and control others.659
Conversely, illness and disability were interpreted as marking others as dependent and unable to
control themselves, their bodies, or circumstances.660 For the Carolingian period, insistence on the
need for punishers to control themselves and their emotions, explored in previous chapters, clearly
expresses this concept. Hildemar of Corbie and Smaragdus of Saint-Mihiel both emphasized an
understanding of the abbot’s ideal punitive power as akin to the skill of a surgeon.661 The use of
the body through physical discipline to correct behavior and through healing to correct the body
were thus closely related concepts.
Miraculous healing thus strongly resembles punishment in many of its aspects. As
Raymond Van Dam points out for late antique miracle narratives, “illness marked a condition of
weakness and dependence, while healings represented both the bestowal and the acceptance of
assistance, in combination they affirmed or created relationships of domination and
subordination.”662 Much like miraculous punishment, accounts of healing miracles reveal a saint’s
control over the bodies and minds of those subject to their miracles. Both miraculous punishment
and healing both constitute supernatural efforts to correct disorder through intervention on the
human body. Illness and disability, beyond their effects on an individual’s physical health, were
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broader social problems.663 Disease and disability further often served as signs of marginality and
transgression.664 Thus, like punishment, miraculous healing was a physical act that corrected
individual disordered bodies while being oriented towards repairing ruptures in the social fabric.
In this section, therefore, I argue that the violence used to bring about healing in these
miracles should be thought of as a form of corrective discipline. This miraculous violence repaired
the body instead of damaging it: the blows and the dramatic eruptions of blood involved in
miraculous healing ultimately make the body whole. These miracles involve a type of violence
represented as being for the benefit of their victims. In this sense, they reveal strong parallels with
the personal, didactic elements of Carolingian corporal punishment. As we have seen in previous
chapters, many Carolingian authors conceived of corporal punishment as a means to shape and
improve transgressors, essentially a form of disciplinary healing. Abbots flogged monks to
improve their character, just as parents or school-masters beat children in order to fashion them
into disciplined adults. The violence of these healing miracles constitutes a form of punishment or
discipline: it improves its victims while hurting them.
There are several miracles in Einhard’s Translation and Miracles in which healing is
accomplished through an invisible blow. In I.14, Einhard describes a miracle that took place
shortly after his men brought Marcellinus and Peter’s relics from Rome to Seligenstadt. 665 Unable
to reach the church there because of the great crowd of people who had gathered in anticipation of
the relics’ arrival, Einhard set up an altar in a field and celebrated Mass. The next day they
brought the relics into the church in accordance with the saints’ will and celebrated Mass again.
During this second Mass, a boy named Daniel of about fifteen years old, who had come with a
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crowd of poor people to beg. Daniel suffered from sort of paralysis that affected his limbs and
back. Einhard describes him as so bent over that he couldn’t see the sky unless he was lying on his
back. Daniel approached the bier when he suddenly collapsed to the ground as if struck by
someone. After lying there “as if sleeping,” Daniel stood up and found that his limbs had been
straightened and restored to strength. While neither saint appears during Daniel’s healing, Einhard
heavily implies that Daniel’s collapse was the result of another’s violence. He depicts the
miraculous cure of the youth as the result of an act of physical force, inflicted upon a sick or
disabled person through the power and agency of a saint.
These dynamics are more pronounced in some of Einhard’s other descriptions of
miraculous cures. A second healing miracle of this type concerns a blind man from Aquitaine
named Alberic.666 Alberic was blind. He further suffered from some condition which caused his
limbs to shake so violently that he was incapable of feeding himself with his own hands. Alberic
came to Seligenstadt with a group of grain merchants from Mainz, who had taken him on their ship
because of his pious mission. He stayed for a while as a guest in the house of the church’s
guardian.
One night as he slept, Alberic saw a man come to him in a dream and order him to get up
and go into the church, because the time for his release from suffering was at hand. Alberic did as
he was told and, during a reading of the Gospel, he suddenly trembled and screamed out, “Help me
Saint Marcellinus!” Einhard again describes this as having been the result of an external force.667
When the other people in the church ran over to see what had happened, they found Alberic lying
on his back, covered in blood which was pouring out of his nostrils. When asked what had
happened, Alberic said that he had cried out for Marcellinus’ help because it seemed as though
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someone had punched him in the neck. Einhard tells us, however, that because he had been cured,
people agreed that this punch to the neck was a salubrious one.
Alberic’s cure more clearly reveals the violent disciplinary elements of miraculous healing.
Again, a blow strikes the object of the miraculous healing. Einhard more explicitly depicts this as
an act of human violence through Alberic’s claim that it felt like someone had punched him in the
neck. Alberic also bleeds during his cure, a conspicuous sign of his inability to control his own
body and of the saint’s power over it. The blood further serves as visible proof of the resolution of
disorder and that a disciplinary encounter had taken place.668 The traumatic and conspicuous
physical effects Einhard describes therefore present miraculous healing as an act of physical
correction closely related to the form and function of corporal punishment.
After his cure, Alberic continues to play a critical role in Einhard’s translatio. He stayed at
Seligenstadt where, Einhard tells us, the martyrs who had cured him visited him in his dreams
every night. It was to Alberic that Gabriel, in the guise of Saint Marcellinus, gave a libellus
containing warnings and commands for the continued correction of the Frankish people. Einhard
made a copy of this libellus and had it sent to Louis the Pious, who he claims read it carefully.669
Once cured Alberic therefore plays a key part in the delivery of divine admonitions meant to
encourage Louis to better fulfil his royal office. Alberic’s earlier role as an object of saintly
correction thus seems, in Einhard’s view, to have established an enduring special relationship with
the saints.
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Einhard details the same physical effects in several other miracles. Following immediately
after the one Alberic experienced, a man suffering from a similar condition is likewise healed
through a punch to the neck. This man had been leaning against a wall of the church during
morning services when he let out a scream and fell on his face. A few moments later, he stood up
healthy. Einhard, who had witnessed this event himself, asked the man if he had seen anything
when he collapsed. The man told Einhard that he had seen a priest with venerable white beard who
had ordered him to enter the church. When he entered and knelt down to pray, the same old man
came up behind him and punched him in the neck, knocking him to the ground.
Marcellinus and Peter were able to work similar miracles at other locations as well. When
Einhard loaned the relics to the monastery of St.-Servais at Maastricht, a deaf-mute boy went there
to sleep before the relics and woke up cured and asking who had punched him in the mouth. The
blind servant of a woman from Maastricht fell to the ground as if struck by someone and stood up
cured. Also at Maastricht, a man with tremors fell to the ground, bled from his nose, and was
cured.670 Each of these cases involve a similar mixture of personified personal disciplinary
violence or conspicuous eruption of blood.
One final miracle recorded by Einhard provides a slightly different perspective on the
interplay of healing and punishment. A nun named Saliga from a convent called Eike suffered
from an affliction that paralyzed all of her body except for her right arm. In a dream, she saw one
of her neighbors, who urged her to go see the relics at their temporary home at Saint-Servais. The
nun ignored the advice, and ignored it again when the same figure appeared the next night. On the
third night, the figure appeared again and angrily demanded to know why Saliga had ignored her
warnings. The apparition hit the nun on her side with a staff and commanded her to go to the
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saints’ relics at once.671 Saliga obeyed this time and had her friends and relatives take her to
Maastricht. She lay by the relics for five days until she was “deemed worthy to regain perfect
health throughout her body.”672
Einhard’s account of Saliga’s experience follows the general patterns of punitive saintly
apparitions.673 An apparition visits her and delivers two verbal admonishments before striking her
on the third night. The nun, however, is sick before the saint strikes her, rather than her disability
being the result of this disciplinary encounter. The saint strikes her over a physical rather than
behavioral disorder, in order to encourage her to seek the favor of the saints to heal a physical
disorder. In Saliga’s case, physical ailment and transgressive behavior intermingle through her
paralysis and her initial refusal to seek the saints’ help for that condition. The saints correct her in
all ways: first they correct her behavior through the blow of a rod, and then her body through a
healing miracle. Healing and punishment thoroughly intertwine in this miracle. This intersection
reveals again that both concepts are closely related within Carolingian hagiographic discourse.
The close relationship between miraculous healing and punishment shows that correction
was not just an abstract concept or a matter of behavior. Many of the healing miracles found in
Einhard’s translatio reveal an arena in which correction was represented as a process through
which people were beaten or bled back to physical and moral health. This intersection between
violence and healing reveal that correction –of behavior, of the mind, or of the body– was not a
gentle process and could require rougher hands. The goal in both cases was reparative and
restorative: of the individual and her or his body and of the social tensions caused by physical and
moral disorders. Punishment functions like healing because it sought to mend the moral and social
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wounds of transgression. Healing, on the other hand, is akin to punishment in that it involves a
dramatic, often painful, encounter between a powerful and knowledgeable individual and another
who placed their body in the power of the former. In other contexts, these two forces interacted
primarily in the form of metaphors in which surgeons are akin to executioners and vice-versa.674
In contrast to the later Middle Ages and modern periods, in which medical and penal professionals
often overlapped, the practitioners of each in the early Middle Ages seem to have been largely
distinct in practice.675 Smaragdus may have analogized the punitive power of the abbot to the
physician’s skill, but this was an expression of a long-standing medical metaphor for punishment
and sanction rather than a commentary on abbots’ actual punitive practices.
The nature and power of miracle-working saints, however, presented an opportunity for
authors to represent overlaps in the exercise of punishment and healing. Authors presented a large
number of saints as possessing a penetrating power over the human body and mind. Through their
intercessory power, saints possess unparalleled knowledge of and mastery over human bodies and
employ these to correct both bodies and souls. In these authors’ narratives, saints function as both
healers and punishers; simultaneous disciplinarians of bodies and behavior. Depictions of healing
and punishment miracles, as those found in Einhard’s translatio, therefore draw upon a very
similar vocabulary and corporeal imagery. Elements of healing and punishment can further be
found in both types of miracles. Those who suffer punishment miracles are often healed and
reintegrated once they repent and emend their wicked ways. Likewise, those miraculously cured
often suffer temporary but intense physical and emotional trauma, and sometimes beatings, when
they are healed. These overlaps ultimately reveal the ways in which Carolingian observers
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understood punishment as a physical corrective process that ideally both healed the individual,
restored offended authority, and reinforced broader normative social boundaries.

Conclusion
Carolingian miracle narratives thus understood and depicted corporal punishment as an
intensely personal and physical experience. These elements are always present in punishment and
yet they are largely occluded from most other Carolingian sources for corporal punishment. Florus
lamented over the harsh treatment of Gottschalk of Orbais, noting in horror that the latter had been
beaten nearly to death.676 Even in this example, the most direct condemnation of physical
punishment found in Carolingian sources, Florus stopped short of describing the precise nature of
Gottschalk’s injuries. On the other side, Hincmar of Rheims identified the nun Duda’s flogging as
meant to draw forth blood, in order to move her to shed penitential tears – the blood of the mind.677
Both examples treated the effects of punishment in a more qualitative manner. They reflected
upon corporal punishment’s potential to destroy or to improve an individual. Neither, however,
directly dwells upon the internal experience of punishment.
In contrast, the form and structure of miracle narratives afforded Carolingian authors the
opportunity to explore and represent the ways in which physical punishment was internally
experienced. These authors frequently described the ways in which people subject to punishment
experienced its physical effects as well as how they interpreted and responded to these effects.
Saint Leutfredus’ punishment of Batericus, discussed above, is illustrative here. The saint
appeared to the man as he ate with his companions and struck him with a staff, after which he fell
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to the ground and bled from his nose and mouth. His companions saw nothing, and yet the effects
of the blow were very visible and compelled Batericus to correct his ways. He is the only one who
witnesses and experiences the first stages of his punishment.
As Batericus’ case reveals, Carolingian authors of miracle narratives depicted corporal
punishment as first and foremost a personally experienced phenomenon in which the disciplinary
power of the saint shaped and corrected transgressors in a marked physical fashion. Through the
medium of hagiography, these authors reveal the central place of the punished body in the
corrective processes of corporal punishment in the Carolingian period. The form of miracle
narratives allowed authors to bring forth the perspectives of those who subject to punishment.
These authors do not offer sympathetic readings of the experience of corporal punishment, but
instead model idealized personal responses to legitimate disciplinary violence. The close
relationship between the form and purpose of healing and punishment miracles brings this picture
into sharper relief. To Carolingian observers, corporal punishment was in essence an act of
healing, meant to correct individuals through pain and injury inflicted upon their bodies and to cure
society of the threats posed by individual transgressions and transgressors.
Miracle narratives establish a connection between the spectacular and pedagogical aspects
of corporal punishment through the ways in which authors relate the personal experience of being
physically chastised to a wider audience. Within these narratives, transgressors initially experience
punishment personally, but are then compelled to reveal their punitive afflictions to a wider
audience. Often, this revelation involves transgressors showing the conspicuous marks left by
saintly punishment on their bodies. This is the case, for example, in Saint Maurus’ punishment of
Abbot Jacob, in which a visionary whipping leaves wounds upon the latter’s back which he later
reveals to others as proof of his punishment and newfound desire to conform to the saint’s will. In
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such ways, miraculous corporal punishment functioned as both a form of personal chastisement
and a spectacle which alerted others to offenses against normative boundaries surrounding a saint’s
cult in order to make them visible and repair them and to encourage onlookers to emend their own
attitudes or behavior. The personal experience and responses to corporal punishment modelled by
authors of Carolingian hagiography were thus thoroughly enmeshed in the logics of spectacular
punishment. In this way, narratives of miraculous punishment shed further light upon Carolingian
understandings of the ways in which corporal punishment could both improve the moral behavior
of individuals while policing the normative boundaries of an idealized moral society through the
display of transgressors’ punished bodies.
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CONCLUSION
Carolingian political culture was in large part defined by corrective impulses in which
rulers and other holders of ministerium collaborated in efforts to reform the religious and moral
behavior of the denizens of the empire. This was a project in which, as Matthew Gillis puts it,
“coercive, pious correction [was] the central tool for maintaining order.”678 Corporal punishment
was far from the only tool for this maintenance of order. Carolingianists have more thoroughly
explored alternate mechanisms for admonishment and correction, including the development and
spread of penance and penitential discourses which applied to elites and non-elites alike.
Additionally, as Jennifer Davis argues, Charlemagne’s practice of imperial administration included
attempts to discipline royal agents in which the offer or withdrawal of office served as a tool of
incentive and coercion.679 Corporal punishment offered the Carolingians another tool of control
and coercion that is relatively unique in that it worked directly upon the bodies elites and especially
non-elites construed to be objects of correction.
A fuller understanding of the role of corporal punishment in the Carolingian empire
provides further insight into the ways in which Carolingian elites thought of reform and correction,
as well as the exercise of power and authority more broadly, as physical processes. The various
institutional contexts discussed in this dissertation – ecclesiastical, monastic, royal, and
hagiographical – reveal the multivalent role of corporal punishment in a shared Carolingian elite
imaginary of power and responsibility in which bodies served as objects and vehicles of correction
and discipline.
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As I have discussed throughout this dissertation, this shared elite imaginary of corporal
punishment provided Carolingian office-holders with one such tool of coercive, pious correction
through its spectacular and personal disciplinary aspects. Spectacular corporal punishment offered
Carolingian authorities a way to police and correct the normative social boundaries of their shared
vision of a moral and pious society through the display and punitive alteration of punished bodies.
This aspect is particularly evident in the punishments spelled out in Carolingian capitularies, which
reveal a mixture of visible punitive mutilations and public punishments aimed and the restoration
of royal authority and the moral order over which Carolingian rulers presided. It did so through the
public performance of punishments like flogging and through the temporary or permanent punitive
marking of offenders’ bodies such as, for example, the shaving of the head, branding, or the
amputation of limbs. The curbing of outbreaks of widespread religious disturbances by
ecclesiastical authorities also drew upon spectacular corporal punishments. Gottschalk of Orbais,
the “pseudo-prophetess” Thiota, and the women of Dijon all offended against the boundaries of
orthodoxy and were all publicly beaten as part of authorities’ efforts to restore order.
More personal corrective uses of corporal punishment served in attempts to create
disciplined subjects who learned through their punished bodies to avoid vice and to perform the
basic standards of religious life expected for the continued function and salvation of a populus
christianus able to adhere to the will of God. Such uses of punishment can be found, for example,
in those capitularies from the reign of Charlemagne which prescribed flogging or the harmiscara
for those people who were unable to recite the Creed or the Lord's Prayer. In other contexts,
Carolingian authors emphasized the need for physical punishment to discipline and improve its
objects, an understanding of punishment most visible in the monastic context. Hildemar of Corbie
and Smaragdus of Saint-Mihiel repeatedly stressed an understanding of corporal punishments like
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flogging and fasting as best suited to the temperaments of certain monks and the necessity of
abbots’ punishing with a father’s love and a physician’s skill.
These elite discourses on corporal punishment were subject to contemporary criticisms and
moderations made by the same types of elite holders of ministerium who practiced corporal
punishment. Such criticisms do not represent any sort of abolitionist perspective in competition
with those who advocated for physical punishment. Rather, these criticisms functioned as part of a
political culture of admonition and critique which maintained that office-holders had to practice
their authority justly in order for the exercise of power to function correctly. Theodulf, for
example, treated the excessive corporal punishment of the poor as one of the markers of an unjust
and corrupt judge, the type of greedy official Wetti later saw punished in Hell. Such criticisms
functioned as part of Carolingian normative conceptions of office-holding, and served to more
perfect tools of discipline for the working of justice and the creation of moral order. As the
imagery of the Utrecht Psalter suggests, corporal punishment when properly exercised could be
compared to God’s pious correction of sinners.
This relationship between divine and human physical punishment appears most strongly in
Carolingian miraculous punishment narratives. Such narratives represent punishment as a
personally transformative experience in which saints physically corrected those who transgressed
against them or appropriate religious behavior. This miraculous physical correction also had a
spectacular dimension, in which others witnessed the punitive physical ailments and heard the
testimony of those subjected to miraculous punishment. Hagiographic depictions of miraculous
corporal punishments reveal the wider extent of the Carolingian elite punitive imaginary through
the ways in which authors imagined the ways in which physical discipline corrected internal states
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and external behavior and represented the idealized responses of punished people to physical
correction.
The study of this elite punitive imaginary also brings more focus to the place of non-elites
within Carolingian projects of reform and correction. This is a move that parallels recent scholarly
attention to some of the potential mechanisms for the propagation and enforcement on more local
levels through royal interactions with regional elites, the cult of relics, or the role of local priests as
both correctors and objects of episcopal correction. In contrast, understandings of non-elite bodies
as objects of physical discipline still represent the perspectives of Carolingian elites. This
understanding drew upon long-standing elite discourses which associated corporal punishment
with servility and subordination. We find the continued use of distinctions between flogging for
unfree people and financial penalties for the free in Carolingian capitularies and in the associations
between corporal punishment and physicality in Carolingian monasticism, in which Hildemar
analogized monks who serve because they fear corporal punishment to slaves. The study of
Carolingian corporal punishment sheds further light upon the ways that elite office-holders and
commentators imagined how the moral Christian society they saw themselves as responsible for
creating and maintaining could be inculcated through the disciplined bodies of non-elites.
Unfortunately, there is scant evidence for the ways in which such people responded and
contested this elite conception. One of the only specific criticisms of corporal punishment from the
Carolingian period was Florus of Lyon’s response to Gottschalk’s flogging, and this critique was
framed in such a way that emphasized Gottschalk’s high status. As explored in chapters one and
two, members of clergy were at times able to resist efforts to physically punish them by insisting
on the immunity of their bodies from disciplinary violence. These “men in the middle” did not
occupy the upper echelons of Carolingian society, but were at times able to draw upon texts such
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as the Pseudo-Isidoran decretals in their defense – a move strongly condemned by authors like
Hincmar and Hildemar. There are, however, traces in the sources that non-elites resisted the
impositions placed upon their bodies, potentially including corporal punishment. Carolingian
peasants resisted in court attempts by landlords to define them as unfree tenants, a status which
entailed demands upon their labor as well as theoretical liability to corporal punishments.
Carolingian elites treated vulnerability to disciplinary violence as legitimate and entangled with
dependency and unfreedom, but this was not necessarily a universally accepted principle.
Nevertheless, the study of Carolingian corporal punishment sheds further light on the ways in
which Carolingian ruling elites imagined correction as an intensely physical process that was most
often directed against the bodies of non-elites.
***
The study of corporal punishment in the Carolingian eighth and ninth centuries offers
several contributions to the broader diachronic study of the origins and developments of western
punishments. On a more basic level, attention to the nuances and significance of physical
punishments in an early medieval society calls into question the chronologies and periodization of
longue durée histories of western punishment. Foucault and Spierenburg, for example, either
ignore the early Middle Ages entirely or treat it as a largely irrelevant footnote because of the
supposed absence of public power and centralized authority. Others, like Paul Friedland,
acknowledge the importance of the deeper history of penal ideas and practices, but focus on later
periods.
Early medievalists have, in turn, played their implicit part in this image through their work
on non-state means of achieving redress for insult and injury through compromise and settlement
or patterns of reciprocal violence often labelled feud. It is not my intention to understate the
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importance and value of this work. These forms of dispute resolution played a significant role in
the social fabric and regulation of early medieval societies, for which assessments of the strength
or weaknesses of “states” – questions that have traditionally been approached from misleading and
inapplicable modern concepts of statehood – are often epistemological dead-ends. Such studies
reveal the ways in which conflict functioned and was resolved on local horizons, either in the
apparent absence of or cooperation with forms of royal power.
And yet, these forms of dispute resolution existed alongside the presence of corporal
punishments from a more central perspective. Kings and emperors throughout and beyond the
Carolingian period continued to issue and reissue capitularies in which a variety of offenses met
with corporal punishment. The existence of such forms survived the rule of members of the
Carolingian kings for at least a time. The post-Carolingian Emperor Guy of Spoleto continued the
Carolingian practice of propagating royal decisions through capitularies, one of which levied the
punishment of hand amputation against those who forged royal charters, a punishment earlier
employed during the reign of Charlemagne.680 The uses of spectacular punishments in connection
to public disorder continue to appear further along into the central Middle Ages. In the aftermath
of the twelfth-century murder of Count Charles of Flanders, one of his assassins, Bertulf, was
subjected to a series of graphic and spectacular punishments before his execution, including the
hanging of a dog’s entrails around his neck: a punishment meant to visibly humiliate and shame.681
While this study has focused on the Carolingians, other early medieval societies reveal
similar representations of corporal punishment. Visigothic law, for example, established a series of
public physical punishments for unfree people, including flogging and the shaving or scalping of
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the head.682 The Anglo-Saxon king Æthelred, in his tenth-century law code, punished minters who
made false or deficient money with the amputation of the hand, and further instructed that the
severed hand should be displayed over a royal mint.683 Depictions and uses of early medieval
corporal punishments were not solely a Carolingian phenomenon. They were but one example of
an early medieval penal regime which was far more present, varied, and complex than modern
scholarship on the history of punishment has admitted. Attention to the discourses and functions of
physical punishments in the early Middle Ages forces us to reconsider the origins and periodization
of modern western punishments.
The focus in this study on corporal punishment as a part of a shared elite imaginary of
power rather than primarily a tool and expression of state coercion further suggests the need to
study the representations and meanings of punishment as a multivalent phenomenon. Longue
durée studies on the evolution of corporal punishment tend to take the relationships between
corporal punishment and state power as the central object of inquiry. And yet, as the Carolingian
evidence shows, corporal punishment was not simply a tool of state governance, but an exercise of
power shaped by multiple layers of meanings generated by overlapping contexts and systems of
authority. The composite picture of a society’s understandings and uses of physical punishments
cannot be understood only as a metric of the strength or weakness of state structures. Corporal
punishment, understood instead as a multivalent elite imaginary of power, has the potential to shed
more light upon the systems of domination, coercion, and authority within a given society.
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